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Abstract
Classical potentials that are capable of describing charge transfer and charge polarization in complex systems are of central importance for classical atomistic simulation
of biomolecules and materials. Current potentials—regardless of the system—do not
generalize well, and, with the exception of highly-specialized empirical potentials tuned
for specific systems, cannot describe chemical bond formation and breaking. The
charge-transfer embedded atom method (CT-EAM), a formal, DFT-based extension to
the original EAM for metals, has been developed to address these issues by modeling
charge distortion and charge transfer in interacting systems using pseudoatom building
blocks instead of the electron densities of isolated atoms. CT-EAM incorporates the
concept of the atom-in-molecule (or pseudoatom) as a key feature of its potential
design. This enables the electron density to serve as a mechanism for transmitting
the underlying quantum mechanical behavior of the system’s electrons directly into
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the potential. It is this feature that opens the prospect for CT-EAM to accurately
describe reactive interactions in complex biophysical and materials systems. In addition, CT-EAM has the important advantage of being DFT-based. It thus has a formal
theoretical foundation, allowing it to be fitted with a small number of parameter, and
giving it the potential for good generalizability and transferability. In this dissertation,
we focus on the first major step in successfully parametrizing a CT-EAM potential to
describe amino acid interactions, and ultimately the dynamics of larger biomolecular
systems such as proteins. We describe two important accomplishments toward this end.
First, we validate the physics of the ensemble-of-ensemble atom-in-molecule density decomposition (“density deconstruction”) consistent with the statistical ensemble design
of the CT-EAM energy functional. We develop a nested, grid-based methodology for
fitting a weighted sum of basis densities to a given molecular density, with all densities
computed at a high level of quantum mechanical theory. This procedure is applied to
two exemplar systems: LiF and CO. LiF is studied because it is a simple ionic system
with clear charge transfer states. CO is of particular interest since it contains two of
the five atoms (C, N, O, H, S) appearing in the twenty naturally-occurring amino
acids and historically presented a challenge to quantum chemistry due to its small
dipole moment. As a metric for assessing the quality of our density decompositions,
we compute the effective charge transfer in these systems, obtaining surprising and
remarkable agreement with the results of topological decompositions using the very
different QTAIM methodology of R. F. W. Bader. The second contribution of this
work is the development of a systematic methodology for fitting analytic forms to
the pseudoatom basis densities, which consist of neutral, integer-charge, and excited
states of the isolated atoms of the given molecular system being modeled. We develop
and implement a constrained-fitting strategy for accurately modeling sphericalized
versions of these basis densities, exploring a series of analytic models to capture
short-range, long-range, and intermediate-range shell structure behavior, subject to
known, formal constraints. Results are presented for H, Li, C, N, O, and F, which
include the principal elements relevant to the study of biophysical molecules.
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1.4

1.1

Molecular dynamics simulation of molecules
and materials

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, sometimes referred to as a virtual laboratory [1] ,
has become an established tool to study complex systems and processes of interest
in physics, chemistry and the life sciences. MD remains the most direct method
of studying the atomic-level time evolution of the physical and chemical process
in both materials science and biochemistry. In materials science, MD simulations
are typically aimed at studying lattice and defect dynamics, while in biochemistry
and biophysics they are tailored towards describing the structure, functions and
dynamics of biomolecules such as proteins, with a particular emphasis on native state
fluctuations, conversions between conformational states, and ligand-protein binding.
This atomic-scale study of defects in materials, or molecular interactions and structure
in biochemistry and biophysics, requires an accurate description of the inter-particle
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interactions of the constituent atoms, which is expressed in the terms of a single
potential energy function; this is then fitted to experimental or high-level ab initio
computational data, or both. This functional form is called the interaction potential
in materials physics or the force field in chemistry. Force fields differ from interaction
potentials only to the extent that the functional forms define the energy landscape
from which the force on each particle is derived, as a gradient of the potential energy
with respect to particle coordinate.
A variety of biomolecular force fields are available today, ranging from well-established
all-atom classical non-polarizable–“additive”–force field families like CHARMM[2] ,
and AMBER[3] , to new and exciting machine learning (ML) approaches[4] . These
methods all have known limitations such as having to compromise between accuracy
and computational cost. In addition, existing force fields cannot properly describe
complex processes such as the dynamical changes in charges that occur in chemical
reactions during the course of a simulation.

1.2

Charge transfer in molecular dynamics force
fields

Although there have been impressive advances in force field development for biomolecular simulations since the early 80’s, most of the potentials used to calculate the
forces on the atoms have known limitations even for the systems they are nominally
designed to model, and certainly cannot perform well for systems outside their realm of
parameterization. Examples include: the Lennard-Jones potential[5] , the Buckingham
potential[6] , ReaxFF[7] , SCC-DFTB[8] , the aforementioned CHARMM and AMBER
force fields, tight-binding (TB) theory[9] , diatomics-in-molecules[10] , the embeddedatom method (EAM)[11] , modified embedded atom method (MEAM)[12] , and empirical
valence bond (EVB) approaches[13] .
In recent years, ML approaches have been put forward as a promising strategy for
constructing interatomic potentials that in principle integrate the accuracy of quantum
mechanical computations, including charge transfer, with the computational efficiency
of model potentials. The machine learning approach to constructing interatomic
potentials puts much more emphasis on data; its guiding principle is that with a
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large database from representative molecular examples that sample local bonding
environments, the underlying potential models can be defined by purely mathematical
expressions—e. g., neural nets—rather than physics-based models. As an example,
the ANAKIN-ME (Accurate NeurAl networK engINe for Molecular Energies) or
simply ANI-1[14] potential and the prior neural network potentials of Behler and
Parrinello[4] utilize mathematically-defined radial basis functions that have no physical
foundation, but rather provide a ‘well-tempered’ basis set for sampling the local
chemical environment. Similarly, they utilize parametrically-tunable angular basis
functions that depend on the angle between three atoms (akin to a protein bond
angle). The Spectral Neighbor Analysis Potential (SNAP) of Thompson and co-workers
seeks to combine the strengths of machine learning approaches with physics-based
modeling[15] .
Existing all-atom force field or ML methods are usually effective for the specific
molecule or materials class and conditions for which they are parameterized, and must
be re-optimized or parameterized for each new system class they are applied to. This
issue, often referred to as transferability (or generalizability for ML models) means that
the parameters of the force field are highly dependent on the fitting dataset in question.
A general-purpose, transferable force field should have knowledge of, and be applicable
to a broad range of problems: for example, it should be possible to reliably model
an entire protein from its sequence of amino acids and their constituent atoms. In
addition to the non-transferability of force fields to other systems outside the scope of
the original parameterization, most force fields are not able to model reactive processes
and charge transfer. An exception is ReaxFF, which is specialized to handle charge
transfer in a limited class of systems[7] . While some of these models have undergone
years of iterations to address aspects of charge interactions, or charge transfer in specific systems, none provides a systematic, scalable, general model. Most are restricted
to specific system classes, such as the original EAM for modeling a particular set of fcc
metals (Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, Pt) and their alloys[16] , ANI-1 a machine-learned potental
designed for organic molecules containg H, C, N, and O[14] , while CHARMM and
AMBER are tailored for certain classes of biomolecules. For example, recent versions of
CHARMM, CHARMM36[17] and CHARMM36m[18] , added improvements to the additive potential and were re-optimized to address specific issues: the accurate description
of protein backbone and side-chain torsion potentials, respectively. In the AMBER
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family, the ILDN modification[19] improved the description of side-chain torsion angles of specific amino acid residues (aspartate, asparagine, isoleucine, and leucine).
As such, an important area of research
is focused on improving upon the way
that these force fields are formulated and
parameterized using ab initio and density
functional calculations.1
The work presented in this dissertation was motivated by the question of how to describe charge transfer in the atomistic simulation of
a specific biophysical system, the Figure 1.1 Still image of vesicle transport by kinesin and procession along a microtubule. From:
molecular motor protein kinesin[20] . The Inner Life of the Cell[22] .
Kinesin belongs to the super-family group
of proteins known as motor proteins—along with dynein, and myosin[20b] . The
dynamics of this group of proteins has garnered considerable interest in recent years
because of the essential roles they play in cell biology, and the potential to alter them
to fulfill nano-mechanical tasks in engineered environments[21] .
This latter objective would build upon
natural functions performed by motor
proteins such as cargo shuttling across
the surfaces of microtubule protein filament substrates[23] .
Naturally-occurring motor proteins found
in eukaryotic cells transport membrane
organelles and protein complexes along
the surfaces of microtubule protein filaments in 8.2 nm steps[23a,b] , powered by
Figure 1.2 ADP-ATP reaction where three
ATP–ADP hydrolysis, as illustrated in charged species are produced from two reac[24]
the rendition of Fig. 1.1. The chemical tants .
1

These terms will be explained in subsequent chapters where these topics are discussed in greater
detail.
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reaction for ATP hydrolysis, illustrating the pervasive involvement of charged species
in kinesin dynamics and mechanochemistry is:
+
ATP4− + H2 O → ADP3− + P2−
i +H

(1.1)

This reaction is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
Despite considerable research effort over the past several decades, the precise molecular
details of this process remain incompletely understood[20c,25] . In addition to being of
fundamental scientific interest, a detailed atomic-level and experimentally-validated
understanding of the chemical-reaction driven molecular motor proton precession
(see, e. g., Fig. 1.3) would provide a systematic, computational basis for modeling,
simulating, and designing tailored “nanobots.”

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3 Schematic of an early mechanism proposed for kinesin mechanochemistry and
procession. (1) Tightly-bound ADP leading head initiates neck-linker docking with catalytic
core. (2) Neck-linker docking is completed by leading head, throwing trailing head forward.
(3) New leading head docks tightly onto the binding site, trailing head hydrolyzes ATP to
ADP-Pi. (4) ATP binds to leading head following ADP release, and neck-linker begins to
zipper onto catalytic core (image and caption reproduced from Vale et al.[23a] ).

In order to simulate a complex system like kinesin, where chemical reactions such as
ATP hydrolysis, the presence of ionic species such as the Mg2+ cation[26] (see Fig. 1.4),
and formation of internal structures such as switches and salt bridges[27] play a key role
in function, it is necessary to model adequately the interactions between the constituent
atoms, including the effects of charge polarization and charge transfer. As such, a
compelling case for the construction of a new force field capable of charge-transfer
and charge-polarization can be made.
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Figure 1.4 (B) The motor domain of ADP bound kinesin (KIF5B; PDB 1BG2). ADP and
Mg2+ are represented by stick and sphere models, respectively. (C) The motor domain of
ATP-bound KIF5B (PDB 4HNA). ADP·AlF4 (an ATP analogue) and Mg2+ are represented
by stick and sphere models, respectively. The individual architectures related to motor
function are shown with different colors in each panel. Figure and caption excerpted
from Kato et al.[28]

1.3

Spherically-averaged electron densities as the
foundation for a physics-based force field

As noted above, the biomolecular force fields widely-used today are diverse and have
considerable capabilities, including the inclusion of non-pairwise additive features[29] ,
but most lack the ability to explicitly treat charge transfer and electronic polarization,
because they rely on fixed partial charges from Mülliken[30] or Löwdin[31] charge
decompositions. The electron densities of the atoms in a biomolecule are not static
and in principle should be able to change in response to the changing local electrical
field during the course of a dynamical simulation.
In order to treat polarization response and charge transfer and provide better representation of the electrostatic properties at the atomistic scale in a simulation, the
Atlas research group at UNM, in collaboration with S. M. Valone (Los Alamos), has
developed a unique ensemble charge-transfer embedded-atom method (CT-EAM)[32]
force field that is formally based on density functional theory (DFT)[33] . This enables
it to incorporate quantum mechanical effects directly and rigorously within the potential. A key component of CT-EAM is the contribution of the dynamically-evolving
constituent molecular densities.
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To accurately and efficiently describe quantum mechanical densities during a simulation,
CT-EAM requires a corresponding ensemble decomposition of the molecular density
in terms of “atom-in-molecule” or “pseudoatom” components. In this dissertation,
we show how this (unique) ensemble decomposition can be effected in terms of a set
of atomic and ionic basis densities associated with the constituent atoms and their
respective nuclear charges. The physical rationale for this decomposition is that the
electron density is a fundamental physical property of all atomic, molecular, and
condensed-phase systems, and provides the conceptual foundation for DFT. CT-EAM
address the issues discussed earlier by modeling charge distortion and charge transfer
in interacting atoms and ions using pseudoatom building blocks, which are in turn
expressed as ensembles of the isolated atomic, ionic and excited state basis densities.
The quantum mechanics of the system is thus transmitted through the electron density
into the classical force field, consistent with its foundation in density functional theory.
The decomposition is necessarily approximate, due to the absence of interatomic
density functions in the ensemble representation. However, as a consequence of
the universal approximation theorem of neural networks, it can be shown that the
decomposition can be made exact, if the ensemble representation is mapped onto
a radial basis function (RBF) neural network as a first-order approximation[34] . By
definition, this mapping requires spherical averaging of each contributing atomic
density. However, this baseline network can be augmented by additional RBFs in
order to achieve a specified level of accuracy.
The use of a particular set of radial basis densities to model a molecular ground state
density is formally justified within DFT. Theophilou[35] has recently shown that the set
of ground state, sphericalized molecular densities centered about the component nuclei
of a molecule completely determine the molecular ground state density, a result further
elaborated by Nagy[36] . Both authors have noted a connection to the atom-in-molecule
problem, and Nagy used the Kato cusp condition for spherically-symmetric densities
to provide an alternative, constrained-search[37] proof of Theophilou’s theorem[36a] .
The atomic-state radial basis densities described in this dissertation enable a compact
ensemble representation of arbitrary molecular densities. In this representation, the
fixed ensemble weights for a static molecular geometry are computed via pointwise
least-squares fitting and optimization. The weights appearing in the linear combination
of basis densities characterizing the pseudoatoms correspond to a statistical “ensemble
of ensembles”. They are constrained to be identical to the weights appearing in the CT-
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EAM energy expression[32] . To test the ensemble-of-ensembles density deconstruction
approach as the foundation of CT-EAM, this dissertation presents results for predicted
atom-in-molecule charges for two challenging diatomic molecules; LiF[38] and CO[39] ,
which have presented long-standing challenges to high-level theoretical chemistry
techniques. We used a nested grid-based linear least-squares fit approach that optimizes
the contributing weights and enables the computation of effective charges as well as
the complete pseudoatom densities. CO is of particular interest since it contains two of
the five atoms (C, N, O, H, S) present in the twenty naturally-occurring amino acids[40] .
Our results are in unexpected and remarkable agreement with those computed using
an entirely different density-based decomposition approach—the topological AIM
method of R. F. W. Bader[41] . Notably, they differ significantly from the widelyused wavefunction-based effective charge methods of Mülliken and Löwdin used in
traditional additive force fields. We also present preliminary work on HF, aimed
at developing an appropriate description of the H+ “effective density”, an essential
contribution to the ensemble of states needed for H atoms in describing the amino
acids.
The second contribution of this dissertation to the CT-EAM is the design and implementation of a rigorous, asymptotically-constrained fitting procedure for constructing
analytic models of the spherically-averaged, radial basis function electron densities to
be used — with dynamically-changing weights — in molecular dynamics simulations.
The models are fitted to quantum mechanical electron densities computed at a high
level of theory, and are applicable to ground and excited state atoms and ions. They
are designed to capture known short- and long-range behavior, as well as intermediaterange shell structure as reflected in the radial distribution function, while adhering to
known physical constraints, and defined by a minimal set of parameters. We describe
model development and fitting results for the first and second-row atoms and ions (H,
Li, C, N, O, F) including those relevant to force field development for small organic
molecules and amino acid interactions. The general procedure is readily extensible
to spin-polarized densities, arbitrary charge and excited states, and heavier elements
displaying more complex shell structure.
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1.4

Dissertation outline

The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we cover the general methods
employed in force field design and parameterization, including a brief review of
contemporary neural net potentials. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the
atom-in-molecule and ensemble-of-ensembles CT-EAM force field and its EAM/MEAM
predecessors. The general theory and background for the quantum mechanical methods
employed in this work are presented in Chapter 3. We discuss the formal theory
underlying the density deconstruction procedure, the numerical methods employed,
and report results for charge transfer in LiF, CO, and HF in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5
we present the theoretical background for the asymptotically-constrained analytical
basis density models for ground, excited and ionic states of H, Li, C, N, O, and F.
We report results for radial distribution functions of the basis densities using a novel
fitting procedure that utilizes formal constraints on the nuclear cusp and long-range
asymptotic behavior of the density. A summary and conclusions are presented in the
final Chapter 6, alongside prospects for future work. MATLAB code and scripts for
all analysis and fitting functions are provided in the Appendices to this dissertation.
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Theory of Chemical Potentials

As powerful as the concept of molecular dynamics sounds at first glance, in order
to perform the simulations or modeling that closely mimic real-life experiments,
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it is important to build in knowledge of multiple types of structures that might
conceivably arise during the course of a simulation into the force field or interaction
potential. That is, we need to characterize as completely as possible the potential
energy surface (PES) of the given system on which the interacting atoms will move,
in selecting or constructing the force field to be used. This is done under the BornOppenheimer approximation. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes that
quantum mechanical electrons are infinitely lighter than the nuclei, which are heavier
and classical. The nuclei are therefore assumed to be stationary compared to the

Figure 2.1 Schematic of rough features of a potential energy surface showing many local
minima, saddle points and maxima. Image taken from reference [1].

electrons. This allows the electronic problem to be solved for a given set of stationary
nuclei. Repeating this solution of the electronic structure problem for many alternate
configurations of (stationary) nuclei yields the PES of the system. In effect, the BornOppenheimer approximation allows the wavefunction of a molecule to be broken into
the product of their electronic and nuclear components. The potential energy surface
is concisely defined by Cramer[2] (page 6), as a “hyperspace defined by the potential
energy of a collection of atoms over all possible atomic arrangements”. Fig. 2.1 is a
conceptual representation of the PES for all possible structures and all isomerism
pathways interconnecting them for a complete molecular system. Each point on a
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PES is a point in the hyper-dimensional space of dimension corresponding to the
total number of degrees of freedom for the atoms in the system. For an unconstrained
system with N atoms, there are 3N − 6 internal degrees of freedom that span the
global PES. Thus, a system with 10 discrete points per coordinate would require
103N −6 electronic structure calculations to map the potential energy surface at that
level of resolution.
The most significant points on the PES are the local minima and saddle points. Each
local minimum corresponds to a local point of optimal molecular structure and thus a
local minimum energy conformation. Saddle points are characterized by having no
slope in any direction, a downward curvature in a single coordinate, and an upward
curvature in all other coordinates. Saddle points are the lowest energy barriers on
paths connecting minima, and are related to the chemical concept of transition states.
Unfortunately, as we have noted above, characterizing the complete PES of a system
is extremely arduous since it involves a large number of dimensions. To mitigate
this, usually slices are taken through the PES, thus reducing the entire surface to
single coordinate cuts which then allows for ab initio calculations to be performed at
discrete points along these cuts. For some applications, these points may be fitted to
three-dimensional cubic splines to describe the potential in that particular direction
along the PES. Combinations of such slices through the PES can then be collectively
fitted to a pre-defined analytic form in order to characterize the PES for an arbitrary
configuration of the atoms.
The design of the atomic interaction potentials is of prime importance in molecular
dynamics simulation and modeling. With the exception of ab initio molecular dynamics[3] , briefly described below, the interaction potentials are determined in advance.
These predefined potentials are either based on empirical data or on independent
electronic structure calculations or both. Generally, the full range of possible interactions is represented via suitable functional forms by decomposing them into two-body
and many-body contributions, long-range and short-range terms, or electrostatic and
non-electrostatic interactions[4] .
The basic principle in molecular dynamics simulation for biological and materials
science is to study how the positions and conformations of atoms evolve with time.
This is done by solving Newton’s equations for motion for the full system of particles by
subjecting each particle to a force. The force on a given particle is computed by taking
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Figure 2.2 Flowchart showing the sequence of calculations applied to the ith atom at the
nth timestep in an MD simulation.

the negative gradient of the potential. Through the use of Newton’s second law of
motion, F⃗i = mi a⃗i , the acceleration and hence the velocity of each atom i is computed.
Each atom is then moved according to a distance vector computed from the velocity
and a fixed time step. The whole sequence of computations (Force ⇒ Acceleration ⇒
Velocity ⇒ Position) is then repeated for each particle at the new positions of all the
atoms. This process is repeated many times—for hundreds of thousands or more, even
up to billions of timesteps—allowing for the use of statistical mechanics to average
over computed trajectory properties. The extracted trajectory information can also
be used to estimate other physical and chemical properties. Fig. 2.2 is a simplified
illustration of the entire sequence of computations: Mathematically, the total force on
the j th atom is estimated from the potential as
⃗ jE
F⃗j = −∇

n

⃗i
R

o

,

(2.1)

⃗ i is the location of the ith atom. As can be seen from Eq. 2.1, the essential
where R
physics and chemistry of the system as transmitted through the forces, is embodied in
the effective potential E.
There are many commonly-known algorithms used for calculating the trajectories of
the particles in molecular dynamics simulations. The most notable one is the Verlet
integration algorithm[5] which approximates the position r , velocity v and acceleration
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a for a given particle (note: all trajectory propagation equations that follow are written
in 1D for simplicity, and atom index i is suppressed for clarity) through a Taylor series
expansion:

1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt2 + · · ·
2
1
v(t + δt) = v(t) + a(t)δt + b(t)δt2 + · · ·
2
a(t + δt) = a(t) + b(t)δt + · · ·

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

The acceleration on a particle i is calculated from Eq. 2.1,
ai =

Fi
mi

(2.5)

where mi is the mass. To derive the Verlet algorithm, one writes outs the Taylor
expansions of the coordinate of the particle at a timestep δt before and after time t,
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt2
2

(2.6)

and

1
r(t − δt) = r(t) − v(t)δt + a(t)δt2 .
2
Summing the equations above result in:
r(t + δt) ≈ 2r(t) − r(t − δt) + a(t)δt2 .

(2.7)

(2.8)

This is the finite-difference position Verlet algorithm and it expresses the position of a
particle at a time t + δt using position and acceleration information at time t, and
the position from time t − δt. The main advantage of this method is its simplicity,
efficiency, and limited storage requirements. The downside is that it has no explicit
velocity component and only adequate accuracy.
Other methods for advancing trajectories, which explicitly require velocity information
are the leap-frog and velocity Verlet algorithms[6] .
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In the leap-frog algorithm, the velocity determined at time t + 12 δt is used to estimate
the position r at time t and t + δt and vice-versa. That is, the position leaps over the
velocity, and the velocity leaps over the position:
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v t + δt δt
2




1
1
v t + δt = v t − δt + a(t).
2
2




(2.9)
(2.10)

This direct calculation of the velocity from the positions means there is a time lapse
between the calculations, which can result in one of them being out of sync. The
velocity at the t can calculated from the equation:
1
1
1
v(t) =
v t + δt + v t − δt
2
2
2
 







.

(2.11)

The velocity Verlet algorithm yields positions, velocities and accelerations at time t.
There is no compromise on precision. The equations are:
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt2
2
1
v(t + δt) = v(t) + [a(t) + a(t + δt)] δt
2

(2.12)
(2.13)

For better energy conservation and precision, Beeman’s algorithm[7] , which is closely
related to the Verlet algorithm, is sometimes used. The positions and velocities are
determined as follows:
2
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt2 − a(t − δt)δt2
3
6
5
1
1
v(t + δt) = v(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt + a(t)δt − a(t − δt)δt
3
6
6

(2.14)
(2.15)

and
1
⃗a(t)∆t2 ,
2
⃗a(t) + ⃗a(t + ∆t)
⃗v (t + ∆t) = ⃗v (t) +
∆t.
2

⃗x(t + ∆t) = ⃗x(t) + ⃗v (t) ∆t +

(2.16)
(2.17)

The force fields that determine particle accelerations and thus particle trajectories
in all of these particle propagation methods play a key role in simulations. They are
generally parameterized against specific physical properties from ab initio electronic
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structure calculations. Example of such physical properties for metals are cohesive
energies, lattice constants and vibrational constants[8,9] . For biomolecules, physical
properties that indicate ability to dissociate in solution such as electrostatic interactions,
hydrophobic contacts, solvent exclusion volume, and electrostatic interactions, are of
principal importance[10] .
In light of the central importance of the force field in determining the physical and
chemical interactions of the simulated system, this dissertation focuses on improving
traditional molecular dynamics force fields to take into account the charge polarization
and charge transfer that take place in solvated biophysical systems, as well as well as in
materials systems, using the novel CT-EAM force field[11] . As described in Section 2.6
below, CT-EAM is designed to capture reactive effects of bond formation and breaking contributions from all atoms, using “atom-in-molecule” electronic densities and
associated effective atomic charges based on modeled electronic structure calculations.
Before describing the EAM (Section 2.4) and CT-EAM (Section 2.6), we briefly review
other force fields used in biomolecular and materials simulation.

2.2

Describing the Atomic Environment

Every family of force fields has a specific modus operandi for decomposing and
predicting the energy of an atom in a given neighborhood. In biomolecules and
biophysical systems, which we consider first, a general form for the total energy is
Etotal = Ebonded + Enonbonded ,

(2.18)

where the components of the bonded and non-bonded forms are derived from the
underlying physics. The functional form allows is designed to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom and thus the requisite number of fitting parameters as much as
possible.

2.2.1

Biomolecular Force Fields

The form of the potential energy function used in the traditional (non-reactive)
CHARMM family force fields for molecular biophysics[12,13] simulation, is given by an
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algebraic sum of various energy components required to distort the system away from
its equilibrium structure:
CHARM M
Etotal
({⃗ri }) =

X

kr (r − r0 )2 +

bonds

+

X

ku (u − u0 ) +

cross

kω (ω − ω0 )2

X
impropers

angles
2

X

kϕ [1 + cos(nϕ − γ)]

dihedrals

"
X

+

kθ (θ − θ0 )2 +

X

H−bonds

#

"

Cij
Dij
− 10 +
12
Rij
Rij

X
i<j

#

Aij
Bij
q i qj
ϵ
− 6 +
. (2.19)
12
Rij
Rij
ϵRij

nonbonded

The first term is due to bond stretching, the second term is the energy required for
bond bending, the third accounts for the “out-of-plane bending”, and the cross-term
is the Urey-Bradley component (cross-term accounting for angle bending using nonbonded interactions). The fifth term is for the dihedrals accounting for the torsional
contribution from rotating around bonds. The sixth term accounts for hydrogen
bonding while the van der Waals energy is calculated with a standard Lennard-Jones
6-12 potential in term seven, followed by the standard electrostatic energy given by
the classical Colombic interaction. Recent iterations and refinements[12,14] are tailored
towards improving the reliability of the CHARMM package in describing the backbone
of polypeptides, proteins, nucleic acids and lipids.
AMBER[15] uses a functional form similar to CHARMM, Eq. 2.19, with some modifications and a different parameterization strategy[16] . The functional form of the
AMBER force field is:
AM BER
Etotal
({⃗ri }) =

X

kb (l − l0 )2 +

bonds

+
+

X X
torsions n
N
−1 X
N
X
j=1 i=j+1

ka (θ − θ0 )2

X

(2.20)

angles

1
Vn [1 + cos(nω − γ)]
2
(

fij ϵij

"

r0ij
rij

!12

r0ij
−2
rij

!6 #

qi qj
+
4πϵ0 rij

)

The terms are defined identically as in CHARMM above. Also the non-bonded
charge-charge interactions is unity in CHARMM, while in AMBER they are derived
differently and scaled by a factor of 0.833. Here too different iterations of the force
field are optimized for different systems such that for proteins, AMBER03 produces a
different results than AMBER12 or AMBER99. The latest version is AMBER18[17] .
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2.2.2

Materials Physics Potentials

While newly-developed formalisms can provide greater accuracy, they are sometimes
computationally very expensive. Fig. 2.3 shows the implementation of increasingly
accurate interatomic potentials, illustrating that the desire to extend molecular dynamics to increasing length and time scales are tempered by the reality and complexity
of metallic systems. Increasing complexity is also seen for analysis and visualization
techniques that are presented in the following section. For materials physics, there
are a number of potential interaction functions available, each adhering to different
principles in their derivation and implementation. The simplest among these potential
functions is the pair potential, wherein the total potential energy is represented by
the sum of the energy contributions between pairs of atoms. An example is the
Lennard-Jones potential,
U (r) = 4ε

" 
σ 12

r

−

 6 #
σ

r

,

(2.21)

where ε is the depth of
the potential well, σ is the finite distance
at which the inter-particle potential is
zero, r is the distance between the particles, and rm = 21/6 σ is expressed in terms
of ϵ and σ is the distance at which the
potential reaches its minimum value of
−ε. There are also more specialized pair
potentials such as the Buckingham ionic
potential[19] , and extensions the EAM,
which will be reviewed in detail in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

2.2.3

Ab

initio

MD

and

QM/MM
While considerable insights have been obtained using these potentials, they are

Figure 2.3 Single CPU cost in seconds/atom/time
step for various potential functions (The black line
represents a doubling in computational cost every
two years, akin to Moore’s Law for hardware complexity). Figure from Plimpton et al.[18]
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Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of QM/MM. Quantum mechanics is used for regions of
high interest (white) and molecular mechanics is used for the remaining system (purple).
From Thiel et al.[20] .

ultimately limited in chemical fidelity by the lack of (or limited) quantum mechanical
information that they contain. In reality, the interactions among atoms are properly
governed by quantum mechanics which accounts for the motion of atoms and electrons
together. However, it is not feasible to solve the Schrödinger equation in order to
compute the forces on each atom in a complex biophysical system containing hundreds,
or even billions of atom, including ionic and solvation effects. Before turning to a
description of the embedded atom and its extensions, culminating in the development
of CT-EAM potential, we briefly mention an alternative to purely classical molecular
dynamics that rely on force fields or interaction potentials, This is known as ab initio
molecular dynamics, and it describes a category of techniques aimed at addressing
some of the issues confronting traditional MD. Other popular names used to refer to
ab initio molecular dynamics include Car-Parrinello (CP) simulation, first-principles
molecular dynamics (FPMD), extended Lagrangian molecular dynamics (ELMD),
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density functional molecular dynamics (DFMD), and quantum molecular dynamics
(QMD). All of these methods involve the calculation of the potential energy “on the
fly”, by computing the forces directly from evolving wave functions. Even though
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is still assumed, the forces are estimated in a
totally different fashion. There are obvious advantages to be derived from on-the-fly
calculations. Since the electronic properties are not incorporated into the interaction
potentials in advance, they can play an active role in the simulation and provide
considerable degrees of freedom in describing the physics. Consequently, treatment of
complex systems or systems that change their electronic structure considerably during
the simulation is potentially more accurate than in traditional molecular dynamics.
Most importantly, ab initio molecular dynamics potentially has greater predictive
power, capable of describing the chemical properties of the system. However, the
disadvantage of performing accurate electronic structure calculations on-the-fly is that
the quantum mechanical aspects result in a dramatic increase in required computational time. Even though this is addressed for small systems through the increasing
power of parallel computer platforms, for complex systems like biomolecules the size
of the system makes ab initio molecular dynamics unfeasible. In addition, the benefit
of incorporating experimental properties and correlation effects that lie beyond even
state-of-the-art quantum mechanics[21] , through the process of parameterizing the
potential, is absent in ab initio molecular dynamics (currently ab initio molecular
dynamics is limited to systems containing several hundred atoms). Thus, ab initio
molecular dynamics methods have proved to be useful in investigating small systems
but are of limited utility when it comes to simulating chemically-complex and large
systems.
As a compromise between using fully classical and computationally-practical classical
force fields, and full quantum mechanics, which would significantly limit system sizes
that could be simulated in practice, the quantum mechanics/molecular (QM/MM)
mechanics method was developed. In QM/MM, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.4,
one key region of a system is described using quantum mechanics and the rest is
described using a classical force fields. This idea was introduced by Karplus, Levitt and
Warshel[22] and further extensively developed by Karplus and co-workers. QM/MM
has had a transformative impact on the study of biophysical systems and the three
pioneers of the method were awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their
work on “the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”.
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An alternative approach is to attempt to treat the forces at a uniform level of
description, but propagate information from the quantum mechanical behavior of the
electrons comprising the atoms into the computation of the forces. That will be the
basis for the work described in this dissertation.

2.2.4

Neural Networks

Over the past few years, machine learning algorithms, specifically artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs), a group of algorithms that “learn” to perform tasks by considering
examples, generally without being programmed with any task-specific rules, have
experienced a significant surge of interest after their success in various classification
and regression problems.
Neural network learning methods are motivated by the neurobiological analogy with
the nervous system’s basic functional unit, the “neuron”, that is present in biological
systems, specifically in the human brain. Neural networks have the capacity to
transform the input features sequentially through several layers to learn complex
relationships embedded in data. As a discussed further in Chapter 5, neural networks
also obey a universality theorem, such that they have the capability to reproduce any
nonlinear functional relationship.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.5, the simplest form of an ANN has only three layers: an input
layer where data enters into the system, a hidden layer where information is processed,
and an output layer where the system decides what to do and how to react based on
the data. An ANN that is made up of more than three layers – i.e. one that possesses
an input layer, an output layer and multiple hidden layers is called a ‘deep neural
network’, and this is what underpins contemporary deep learning approaches. A deep
learning approaches system is self-teaching, learning as it goes by filtering information
through multiple hidden layers, in a similar way to humans.
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Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of a model of artificial neuron: Each input signal j is
processed with a weighing factors ωj to produce a linear,
P binary-valued output function.
The neuron accumulates all input signals as a weighted
ωj ij . This sum is then used as
input to its activation function, which serves as the neuron’s output signal. Image adapted
from Ref. [23].

As already discussed in Section 4.1, the relationship between an atomic structure
and its properties is deterministic: i. e., there exists an exact mapping of the systemic
(molecular or atomic) properties from fundamental physics through the Schrödinger
equation. This has allowed ANNs in principle to be used for fitting PESs, where
complex nonlinear relationships can exist between atomic configurations and atomic
energies. Initially proposed by Behler and Parrinello[24] , neural network potentials
(NNPs) are constructed by fitting an analytic function to a set of reference data
obtained by quantum mechanical calculations. The main goal of the ANN approach to
constructing a PES, is to create a potential that has the accuracy of ab initio methods
and the speed of empirical potentials (or at least of the same order). The general
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workflow for constructing and applying a high-dimensional neural network potential
(NNP) is as follows:
1. Generate quantum mechanical training data relevant for the intended application
of the NNP.
2. Train a NN to fit the data, employing a suitable set of hyper-parameters.
3. Use the analytical expression for the eventual NNP as a potential in MD
simulations.
Neural network potentials describe the interatomic interaction model E that reproduces
a given quantum mechanical model EQM {Ri } in the framework of the neural network.
In the initial stage, a training dataset of configurations {Ri }s and their quantum
mechanical energies {EQM ({Ri })s } is calculated using any of the discussed quantum
mechanical methods. The energies are refered to as labels in the neural network
vocabulary. Then, a functional form for {EMODEL ({Ri })} is constructed, with P
parameters θ = (θ1 , . . . θP ). Finally, θ is determined from the following least-squares
optimization problem such that the objective function is minimized;

O≡

NX
train

(({EMODEL {Ri }}; θ∗ ) − ({EQM {Ri }}))2

(2.22)

s=1

When the set of parameters θ∗ that minimize O in Eq. 2.22 is found, the corresponding
EMODEL ({Ri }; θ∗ ) yields optimized machine learned interaction potential. The main
challenge in developing successful machine learned interaction potentials is that they
are, in general, even less transferable than analytical potentials . This means that the
training configurations {Ri } must represent each configuration that will be encountered
during the use of EMODEL ({Ri }; θ∗ ). Comparable to analytical potentials, the potential
energy is assumed to depend only on the environment within some cutoff radius and
neighbors outside this volume are ignored and enables one to calculate the total energy
of a given system by summing over all the atoms.
In the Behler–Parrinello[25] construction, the total energy E is calculated from the
local chemical environment by the neural network such that E is decomposed into a
sum of atomic contributions:
E=

NX
atoms
i

Ei

(2.23)
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E i is split into a radial symmetry functions GRad
and angular symmetry functions
i
Ang
Gi of i’s local chemical environment and defined such that the atomic distances rij
and bond angles θijk are real.
GRad
i

=

NX
atoms

2

e−η(rij −rs ) fc (rij )

(2.24)

j=1

GAng
= 21−ζ
i

2

XXh

2

i

(1 + λ cos θjik )ζ e−η(rij +rik ) fc (rij )fc (rik ) ,

(2.25)

j̸=i k>j

where fc (rij ) is a cutoff function and η, λ, ζ, and rs are fitting parameters.
In recent work, Smith et al.[26] have proposed a modified Behler–Parrinello symmetric
function that relies on a normal mode sampling method to obtain single point energies
for more than 17 million conformations generated for 58,000 small molecules. In this
study, the data-derived interatomic potentials were fit and developed into the so-called
ANI model, with the goal of achieving good transferability to systems not in the
training set, and with comparable accuracy to the reference DFT calculations. The
modified radial and angular expressions are
mod
GR
=
m

NX
atoms

2

e−η(rij −rs ) fc (rij )

(2.26)

j̸=1



mod
GA
m

r2 + rik
= 21−ζ
(1 + cos(θjik − θs ))ζ exp−η ij
− rs
2
j,k̸=i
X

!2 
fc (rij )fc (rik ).

(2.27)
Here all parameters are the same as defined in the original Behler and Parrinello
expressions and indexed over m. The results of both Behler-Parrinello and ANI
demonstrated generalizability to more complex systems. As will be seen in the coming
sections, there are some similarities between these efforts and CT-EAM in that they
are both based on the both sum of atomic contributions (atom i-focused) aimed at
describing the local chemical environment. The main contrast is that these neural
network approaches are entirely machine learning model-and thus data-driven, which
requires a large number of data for both training and testing to yield good results.
They also require an enormous number of parameters to be fitted (124,033 for ANI1).The number of functions in the model scales up dramatically with increasing number
of atoms. On the other hand, the input vector of CT-EAM is entirely physics-based
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and thus embodies more information the functional form itself than will computed at
the initial stages. This results in fewer parameters needing to be fitted for CT-EAM,
resulting in an efficient potential whose number of functions scales linearly with
the number of atom types and thus will also require fewer computer resources for
evaluation.

2.3

Fitting and Testing of Model Interatomic Potentials

2.3.1

Force Field Parameterization

Once the functional form for the model potential has been fixed, and the fitting dataset
(energies, dipole moments, charges, stress tensors, equilibrium structural parameters,
etc.) has been constructed, the next step is to determine the unknown parameters of
the model. This is done by varying the model parameters to minimize the objective
function, in the same manner as just described for the neural net (machine-learned)
potentials. The main difference is that now the functional form of the model is
physics-based rather than chosen for mathematical and fitting convenience. This
results in a much more compact and ideally, more generalizable representation.
To be useful, a potential form must be parameterized against experimental and/or
computed data, which together comprise the training or fitting dataset. These
parameters are labeled {αp }, p = 1, . . . Np . The training dataset is based on properties
associated with diverse geometries, much as one might use different phases of a material
(f cc, bcc, etc.) or different defect structures (vacancies, grain boundaries, stacking
faults) to parameterize a traditional embedded-atom model (EAM) potential (see
Section 2.4). The set of training geometries is denoted by {Gstrain }, s = 1, . . . Ns . Once
the parameters {αp } have been optimized via fitting, they are fixed permanently in
evaluating Ecoh for all future systems and geometries. In chemical force fields such as
CHARMM, the analogous fitting parameters include spring constants for angular and
distance pairwise interactions between atoms, corresponding equilibrium values for
angles and bond distances, partial atomic charges, and Lennard-Jones (“nonbonded")
interaction parameters. In materials potentials based on the EAM, the analogous
parameters include the exponential range(s) and other expansion parameters for the
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isolated atom electron densities, parameters for defining the functional form of the
embedding function (EAM)[8,9] , and angular expansion coefficients for the electron
density (modified EAM or MEAM[27] ). To the extent that these parameters continue
to work well when the potential is applied to systems dissimilar from those against
which the energy expression was originally parameterized, the potential is referred to
as transferable.
After the functional form of the potential has been decided, numerical values has to
be assigned to the parameters to accurately describe the model, just as in the case
of the neural net models. However, many orders of magnitude, fewer parameters are
required in physics-based potentials.
This time-consuming and potentially error-prone process is called parameterization
and is a key part in developing a force field. Parameterization is done in two stages,
optimization using quantum mechanical data, and validation, typically using a mix
of quantum mechanical and experimental data. A typical force field will have a
parameter set that includes data for atomic mass, van der Waals radius, and partial
charge for individual atoms, and equilibrium values of bond lengths, bond angles,
and dihedral angles for pairs, triplets, and quadruplets of bonded atoms, and values
corresponding to the effective spring constant for each potential. This is a huge
amount of independent parameter set database needs to be gathered via ab initio or
experimental means.

2.4

The Embedded Atom Method (EAM)

We turn now to a discussion of the embedded-atom-method (EAM) and its extensions,
as background for the formulation of the CT-EAM in Section 2.6 The history of the
development and formulation of EAM dates back to Baskes and Daw[28] . The EAM
potential development was originally targeted at transition metals and was based on
the effective medium theory developed earlier by Stott et al.[29] . Since then there have
been a number of extensions and modifications of the EAM that have been quite
successful in modeling a wide range of systems. To date, most of the systems that
EAM and its extensions have been used to study are in the area of materials science
e.g., metals, metal alloys, and more recently, metal oxides[30,31] . The original EAM
was used to successfully model a specific set of fcc metals[8] , colloquially known as the
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“six saints”[32] . The modified embedded atom (MEAM) was subsequently successfully
used to model cubic metals, silicon and nickel[27] . Other applications have included
tin[33] , copper[9] , copper–nickel[34] , and nickel–aluminum[35] alloys and even organic
polymers[36] .
As its name suggests, the embedded atom method accounts for the behavior of an
atom placed in a background, or host, electron density. The total cohesive energy of a
system as given by the EAM[28b] is expressed as a function of a local electron density,
with each atom viewed as an impurity embedded in a host electron gas generated
by the nearby atoms. The host electron gas effectively provides a volume-dependent
energy component to the cohesive energy. The remaining contributions arise from
pairwise ion-ion interactions[28] . The total cohesive energy of the system is written as:
EEAM =

N
X

Ei ,

(2.28)

i=1

where N is the number of atoms and
Ei ≡ Fi (ρi ) +

1X
ϕij (Rij ).
2 j̸=i

(2.29)

Fi is the embedding function which represents the energy required to embed an atom
i into the electron density ρi . ρi (Ri ) is estimated as the contributing electron density
of all surrounding atoms to the host atom at a position Ri without considering the
contribution of atom i:
ni
X
ρaj (Rij ).
ρi (Ri ) ≃
(2.30)
j=1

j̸=i

Here ni is the number of nearest neighbors of atom i, and ρaj corresponds to a
parameterized isolated atomic electron density of neighbor j. ϕij corresponds to an
ionic pair potential acting between interacting atoms i and j. The inclusion of the
many-body term Fi in the energy expression makes the EAM significantly different
from traditional two-body potentials. Moreover, in contrast to earlier approaches
that utilized bulk volume corrections, the EAM volume dependence is local to each
atom[28b] , corresponding to an effective dependence on local coordination[37] . This
dependence on coordination is regarded as a crucial aspect of the EAM, and was given
additional prominence in the modified EAM (MEAM)[27a,b] .
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Various refinements of the embedding density ρi have been devised to account for
neutral electron density polarization[27,38,39] , such as those included in MEAM, as well
as the inclusion of alloying effects. However the major limitation of the EAM potential
and EAM-based potentials is that they do not account for charge dependence within
their basic formulation.

2.5

EAM extensions

In an attempt to introduce explicit charge dependence within the EAM, Streitz and
Mintmire[30] proposed the ES+ potential for metal oxides, specifically Al – O systems.
It was successful at predicting both the elastic and energetic properties in the bulk as
well as surface energies and relaxations with reasonable assignments of ionic charges
for the Al and O atoms. What was different in the ES+ potential was the addition of
an effective charge-dependent electrostatic energy term Ees to the EAM. In the ES+
formulation, Ees was defined as
Ees =

N
X
i=1

Eiion (qi ) +

N X
N
1X
qi qj Vij ,
2 i=1 j=1

(2.31)

where qi is the effective charge of the ith atom and Eiion (qi ) is the ionization energy
of an isolated atom i as given by the Rappé and Goddard QEq model[40] . Vij is the
classical Coulomb interaction energy expressed in terms of effective electron densities
ρi and ρj for atoms i and j. The expression for Eiion was taken as a Taylor expansion
about the isolated system:
1
Eiion (qi ) = Eiiso (0) + χ0i qi + Ji0 qi2 .
2

(2.32)

Subsequent dynamical simulations using this potential were reasonably successful
in modeling the energetics of vacancies in γ-alumina[30] and in the analysis of the
oxidation of nanoclusters.
However, there were some issues with this potential as noted by Zhou et al.[31] . It was
observed that the ES+ potential had two main limitations: it could not accurately
describe the behavior of the α phase of the Al2 O3 system under compression, and
it could only be used to study oxygen single-metal binary systems. In particular,
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with regard of the first problem, Zhou et al. found that the ES+ –computed charges
oscillated between large unphysical values at short interatomic spacings. To address
these issues with the ES+ model, Zhou et al. analyzed the causes of why the ES+
exhibited instability at small atomic spacings, why it did not work for certain energetic
processes, and could not be applied to systems involving more than one metallic
element. They proposed a modified form of the ES+ potential, the charge transfer
interaction potential-embeded atom method (CTIP-EAM), applicable to the oxidation
of metallic alloy or metal/oxide multilayers. The systems studied were alumina
(Al2 O3 ) and zirconia (ZrO3 ). Modifications were made to the pair potential such that
it had three terms, the long range Coulomb interaction, an exponential short range
repulsion term, and a van der Waals attractive term. The potential was parametrized
against the surface energies, lattice constants and elastic constants obtained from
experiment and ab initio calculations. Subsequent testing was done on the cohesive
energy as a function of lattice constant and the surface energies predicted by the
new potential were explored. The resulting potential—an amalgam of the traditional
EAM and ES+—was successful in modeling alloy interfaces of metallic oxides (i.e.
Al/Al2 O3 )[41][42] .
Nonetheless, both the ES+ and CTIP potentials still have shortcomings. Of principal
importance is that they are only valid for small variations about the nominal integer
ionic charges associated with a given atom (e.g. +3 for Al, –2 for O), since the
potentials are expressed as a quadratic Taylor series expansion about these values.
Consequently, large (full integer) charge transfer, such as commonly occurs in chemical
reactions, cannot be described by the model. Thus the effect of short-range forces
was captured better than long-range interactions. Another issue is the inconsistent
way in which the electron density is incorporated into the models. Two different
expressions are used: the EAM electron density ρai , and the effective electron density
ϱi appearing in the electrostatic component. The expressions for the electron densities
in the electrostatic term and the embedding term were parameterized differently, thus
rendering them intrinsically inconsistent.
Recently, “density readjusting EAM” (DR-EAM) has been developed[43] in an attempt
to improve the description of metallic behavior in simulations. The method accounts
for electronic polarization of metallic atoms by treating the valence density around
each atom as a fluctuating dynamical quantity. The densities are represented by
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Figure 2.6 Theory-model hierarchy showing density functional theories and the corresponding EAM models derived from them. Figure from Valone and Atlas[11d,21]

a set of additional fluctuating variables (and their conjugate momenta) which are
propagated along with the nuclear coordinates as in ab intio MD.

2.6

Extension to polarized, charge-transfer, reactive systems: CT-EAM

As we have just noted, the formulations of the EAM and other EAM-based potentials
do not adequately account for dynamical changes in the charge polarization and charge
dependence of the interactions, or significant charge transfer between atoms. To
address these deficiencies, Muralidharan et al.[11c] implemented the dynamical charge
transfer embedded atom method (CT-EAM) developed by Valone and Atlas[11a,b,d,21]
and tested it for water. This was the first time that an EAM-based potential had been
applied to a molecular system (with the exception of preliminary work on polymers
by Valone and Kapila[36] ). Although it still requires fitting parameters, CT-EAM
differs from conventional semi-empirical potentials in that it is formally based in
density functional theory[44] . The underlying theory and parameterization method
used for this potential were established through a DFT-based multiscale formalism
that emphasizes accurate, dynamically-evolving pseudoatom electron densities as
fundamental variables of the potential. This formalism sits at the top of a hierarchy
of all EAM potentials (see Fig. 2.6), because it embodies all characteristics of the
previous models while expanding them to include additional electronic interaction
effects and charge transfer. CT-EAM is thus designed to address some of the issues
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Figure 2.7 Traditional EAM (left) vs. charge-transfer EAM, (right). µi = µk denotes
chemical potential equalization, imposed to determine dynamical evolving effective charges
on the pseudoatoms (see Chapter 4).

that have plagued purely semi-empirical potentials, such as lack of transferability to
systems not included in the fitting database or the requirement that a specific set of
wavefunctions be introduced into the model to compute parameters of the potential,
as required by the tight-binding (TB) and empirical valence bond (EVB) approaches.
In the construction of the CT-EAM for water[11c] , Muralidharan et al.[11c] Muralidharan
et al. established an interaction potential fit to neutral water H2 O, its dimer, (H2 O)2 ,
and two ionic components, the hydroxide, OH – and hydronium H3 O+ ions. The choice
of these components as the basis for fitting the potential was motivated by the goal of
representing diverse forms that water can attain in different reaction environments.
The resulting CT-EAM potential successfully identified minimum energy structures
for the water clusters (H2 O)n , n = 3, 4, · · · 20.
This same strategy—sampling different configurations and chemical properties in
order to map out the critical features of the PES—can be used to fit the amino acids
and their interactions. A key feature of the CT-EAM is that while it maintains the
flexibility of parametrization and extensibility of EAM it also integrates quantum
mechanical information through the dynamically-changing pseudoatom densities of
the system. Because the quantum mechanics is effectively described via DFT rather
than conventional quantum chemistry, there is no explicit wavefunction dependence in
the potential. CT-EAM integrates quantum mechanical information into the potential
by using psuedoatom (atom-in-molecule) electron densities instead of model isolated
atomic densities as in the original EAM. A schematic illustration of the differences
between EAM and CT-EAM can be found in Fig. 2.7.
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The pseudoatoms characterize the chemical bonding of the system by virtue of the
redistribution of the electron density that occurs when a previously isolated atom
becomes part of a larger system, such as a molecule. By partitioning all space into
atomic-like components each of which contains just one nucleus, the atom-in-molecule
explicitly accounts for the dynamical charge transfer that takes place in atomic systems
as a function of the spatial orientations between atoms. The total CT-EAM energy is
given by:
"

ECT −EAM =

X
i

EiCT −EAM =

X

#

ωijk Fijk (ρ∗i )

jk

1 X jk
+
Φ (Rim ) ,
2 m̸=i im

(2.33)

where ρ∗i is the generalized embedding electron density for the ith atom-in-molecule in
its j th charge state and k th excited state (cf. Eq. 4.31 and Eq. 4.32 in Chapter 4). It
is assumed that the total electron density has been decomposed—or, in the language
of Chapter 4, deconstructed—into smaller atom-in-molecule constituents ρ∗i (r; {Ri })
with the requirement that the total sum to ρ(r), for the system overall, i.e. ρ(r) =
⃗ i }) = Pi ρ∗i (r; Ri ).
ρ(r; {R
Analogous to the original EAM, the embedding electron density in CT-EAM is
approximated by the sum of the tails of the atoms-in-molecule as:
ρ∗i (Ri ) ≈

X

ρ∗j (Rij ).

(2.34)

j̸=i

It is important to note in Eq. 2.33 that the weights wijk actually appear in two places
within the CT-EAM expression: they multiply the charge (index j) and excited-state
(index k) embedding and two-body interaction functions that generalize traditional
EAM. In addition, however, they appear in the DFT-based statistical ensemble
expression for the pseudoatom densities ρ∗i (r). It is a formal requirement of the
CT-EAM DFT derivation that the ωijk appearing in the CT-EAM energy expression
(Eq. 2.33) and the expansion of the pseudoatom (atom-in-molecule) densities (Eqs. 4.31
and 4.32) be the same. This is in contrast to the internal inconsistency issue with
ES+, as discussed earlier.
In the next section, we outline the planned fitting strategy for constructing a CT-EAM
potential for the amino acids and their interactions. A key component of CT-EAM
potential modeling of the pseudoatom densities in a manner that allows accurate
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and efficient computation of the ωijk weights during the course of a simulation. This
challenge will be the focus of the remainder of this dissertation.

2.7

Fitting strategy for CT-EAM

In this section we outline a planned fitting strategy for the CT-EAM, which relies
on the results to be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The first step in the
fitting procedure is to define the set of geometries (structures) and physical quantities
associated with those structures, against which the fitting will be performed. If
there are Ns structures and Nq physical quantities associated with each structure,
the database will consist of a total of Ntrain = Ns × Nq data points. The fitting is
performed by minimizing the objective function defined by the least-squares deviation
of the CT-EAM-computed physical quantities Ecoh with respect to the same quantities
computed quantum mechanically, EQM :
min O = min
{αk }

{αk }

NX
train

ηk |Ecoh − EQM |2 ,

(2.35)

k=1

where the ηk are weights (normalized to 1) that control the relative importance of the
various physical quantities contributing to the objective function.
In condensed phase systems for which the EAM was originally developed, the physical
quantities to be fit might include the cohesive energy of the equilibrium crystal
structure, its equilibrium lattice constants and bulk modulus, and elastic constants
(see, e.g. Ref.[9] .) The choice of these quantities reflects the regular structure of
the material and its intrinsic (global) properties. In biomolecular systems for which
force fields such as CHARMM were originally developed, the target properties for
optimization might include computed equilibrium geometries, energies, dipole moments,
and vibrational spectra[45] .
The amino acids dubbed the ‘six saints’ in Ref.[46] will be used as the training set for
fitting the CT-EAM potential. They are: glycine, alanine, serine, cysteine, proline,
and lysine. These were originally chosen to represent a diversity of structures and
charge states (polar, charged, hydrophobic, ring) of the 20 naturally-occurring amino
acids, thereby incorporating varying degrees of charge transfer, polarization, and the
potential for varying degrees of solvent interaction. Further building on the work done
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in[46] , we will also include metastable conformers of these amino acids, which will
serve to sample higher energetic states of the amino acids, and thus, higher energy
states (and altered ionic and polarization states) of the constituent atoms. For each
of these conformers, we will need to select the physical quantities to include in the
objective function. Candidates include the total energy, bond lengths and angles,
dipole moments, and Bader charges. We note that since the ensemble-based density
deconstruction methodology to be described in Chapter 4 has been found to reproduce
standard Bader charges[11a] in tests on LiF and CO, we will use Bader charges as
computed using the AIMAll code[47] as a proxy for the density deconstruction-computed
effective charges, thus saving considerable computational effort in constructing this
part of the CT-EAM training set.
In performing the cohesive energy fitting, only the {αp } are varied. The ωij for a
given training set geometry must be held fixed at the actual values corresponding
to the density deconstruction for each atom in the structure. It is these weights, of
course, that will vary during the course of the simulation. During the fitting stage,
they will be fixed at the values that reproduced the target training set Bader charges
(cf. Chapter 4)
With the weights for each atom in the molecule fixed to produce the structure’s Bader
charges, for each structure in the fitting database, we can proceed to minimize the
objective function (Eq. 2.35) so as to determine the optimal CT-EAM parameter
values.
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Introduction

In Newtonian mechanics, it is possible to track the exact position r of a given particle
as a function of time t, given knowledge of its initial position, velocity, and acceleration.
In quantum mechanics however, only the distribution of probable positions can be
predicted. A wavefunction is used to describe the evolution of probabilities of a particle
or system of particles. The wavefunction for a system contains all information about
the measurable physical properties of the system, and it is the “physicist’s description
of reality”[1] . Importantly for our purposes, it contains the necessary information for
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computing the distribution of the electrons in the system. A fundamental principle
of quantum mechanics states that the positions of electrons in an atom, e. g., can
only be described statistically. The wavelike characteristics of the N electrons in a
system with coordinates {ri } are described mathematically by their joint many-particle
wavefunction, Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN , t).
The statistical interpretation of the wavefunction was given by Max Born[2] . Born
proposed that, for a many-electron system like a molecule with a total wavefunction
Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ,{σi }, t), the probability density of finding an electron 1 at position
r1 , electron 2 at position r2 · · · and electron N at rN simultaneously at time t is:
P(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ,{σi }, t) = Ψ∗ (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ,{σi }, t)Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ,{σi }, t)

(3.1)

Additionally, the probability density of finding electron 1 at location r1 at time t
without taking into account all the locations of the other N − 1 electrons is obtained
by integrating the many-electron wavefunction over the spatial coordinates of all
electrons excluding electron 1, followed by a summation over all spins:
P1 =

X Z

|Ψ∗ (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ,{σi }, t)|2 dr2 , · · · , drN ,

(3.2)

spins

In order to be properly interpreted as a probability distribution the wavefuntion must
normalized:
Z ∞
−∞

Ψ∗ (r1 , r2 , . . . , rN , t)Ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN , t)dr1 · · · drN = 1

(3.3)

The wavefunction is the foundation for quantum mechanics, and its time evolution is
governed by the Schrödinger equation[3] , a quantum-mechanical analog of Newton’s
equation of motion F = ma. Just as solutions to Newton’s equation describes the
dynamics of a particle in classical physics, solutions to the the Schrödinger equation
describes the dynamical behavior of the particle in quantum physics with an important
contrast—it is square of the wavefunction that governs how the probability of finding
a particle in a region varies with time.
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For a system with M nuclei and N electrons located at positions {RI } and {ri } respectively, the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is given by:
iℏ

∂
Ψ ({ri } , {RI } ; t) = HΨ ({ri } , {RI } ; t) ,
∂t

(3.4)

where i = 1, · · · N and I = 1, · · · M , and the Hamiltonian H is given by:
H=−

X
I

−

ℏ2 2 X ℏ2 2
1 X
e2
∇I −
∇i +
2MI
4πϵ0 i<j |ri − rj |
i 2me

1 X e2 ZI
1 X e2 ZI ZJ
+
4πϵ0 I,i |RI − ri | 4πϵ0 I<J |RI − RJ |

= TN + Te + VN N + VeN + Vee ,

where

TN = −

X
I

Te = −

X
i

VeN = −
Vee =

(3.5b)

ℏ2 2
∇ ,
2MI I

(3.6a)

ℏ2 2
∇,
2me i

(3.6b)

1 X e2 ZI ZJ
,
4πϵ0 I<J |RI − RJ |

VN N =

(3.5a)

1 X e2 ZI
,
4πϵ0 I,i |RI − ri |

(3.6c)
and

1 X
e2
4πϵ0 i<j |ri − rj |

(3.6d)
(3.6e)

represent the kinetic energy terms for the nuclei and electrons, the nuclear-nuclear,
electron-nuclear, and electron-electron interactions, respectively. If the Hamiltonian
H is independent of time, the analogous time-independent Schrödinger equation is:
HΨ(X, x) = E(X)Ψ(X, x),

(3.7)

where X and x are the set of all nuclear coordinates and electronic states respectively.
In this dissertation, we confine our attention to the time-independent problem. The
presence of VeN in H prevents the problem from being separated into electronic and
nuclear coordinate systems. That is, we are precluded from writing it as Ψ(X, x) =
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ΨN (X)Ψe (x). To get around this, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[4] is invoked.
This approximation assumes that because the nuclei are much heavier than the
electrons their velocities are much smaller and we can solve the Schrödinger equation
for the electrons while assuming that the nuclei are fixed in their positions.
Consequently, the wavefunction can be written in separable form as
Ψ(X, x) = ΨN (X)Ψe (x; X)

(3.8)

where the ‘;’ implies a parametric dependence of the electronic wavefunction on the
(fixed) positions of the nuclei. The Schrödinger equation is now
HΨe (x, X) = E(X)Ψe (x; X),

with

H=−

X
I

(3.9)

ℏ2 2
1 X
e2
1 X e2 ZI
∇I +
−
.
2MI
4πϵ0 i<j |ri − rj | 4πϵ0 I,i |RI − ri |

The time-independent wavefunction Ψ(X, x)
solution is only a function of the position in space (r) and the spin degrees of freedom (σ) which can be either up or down. In addition the solution must satisfy the normalization conR∞
dition −∞
dτ |Ψ(ri , t)|2 = 1 ,—as noted
above, a consequence of Born’s statistical interpretation—and the wavefunction
and its derivative must be continuous.
The potential energy surface (PES) of a Figure 3.1 A typical potential energy curve as
a function of the internuclear separation for a dimolecule (for materials, this is known as atomic molecule. Image adapted after Ref. [5]
the cohesive energy) is defined as :
tot
Ecoh = V ({Ri }) = Emol
({Ri }) −

NX
atoms
i=1

Ei ({Ri })

(3.10)
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where {Ri } denotes the positions of the Natoms atoms comprising the molecule. This
is the exact definition of the multidimensional function that is being modeled by the
classical potentials described in Chapter 2.
For a diatomic molecule AB such as those considered in Chapter 4, the PES depends
only on the internuclear separation as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. For both diatomics and
larger molecular species such as amino acids, we can use the potential energy surface
to identify the characteristics of the molecules such as the global equilibrium energy
E0 and corresponding equilibrium geometry.
The energy terms appearing in Eq. 3.10 can each be calculated—in principle—by
solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation. Computational methods for doing
this are commonly known as electronic structure or ab initio methods. They can give
relatively accurate solutions to the time-independent Schrödinger equation. However,
determining the electronic wavefunction Ψ(x; X) accurately is computationally very
demanding and the computational cost scales with the number of atoms (the precise
scaling depends on the level of theory and is O(N 5 ) − O(N 7 )). For purposes of
computing PES’s for classical MD simulations, the use of Eq. 3.10 is not practical, for
two reasons:
tot
1. Computing the total quantum mechanical energy Emol
({Ri }) for all possible
configurations {Ri } that might arise in a simulation is not realistic, even for
small molecules, and certainly not for larger systems such as proteins; and

2. Eq. 3.10 represents a small difference between large (energy) numbers, and is
therefore prone to numerical errors. It is for this reason that models of PESs
such as those described in Section 1.2, including CT-EAM, must rely on fitting
functional forms to experiment and to select quantum mechanical data. This
includes quantum-mechanically-determined atomic densities, as we describe in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

3.2

Variational theorem

In this section and in the remainder of this chapter, we briefly review key aspects of
electronic structure calculations as used in this dissertation. For further details, see
Refs. [4, 6–9].
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The basis for most quantum chemical methods is the variational thoerem. This states
that if Ψ is the trial solution of a time-independent Hamiltonian H with energy E
satisfying the Eq. 3.9, then the expectation value of H must be greater than or equal
to the exact ground-state energy of the true solution Ψ0 , to Schrödinger’s equation
i. e.,
⟨Ψ|H|Ψ⟩
⟨H⟩ ≡
≥ E0
(3.11)
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩
where E0 is the ground state energy. The equality is only valid if |Ψ⟩ = |Ψ0 ⟩. Thus, the
variational theorem allows for the calculation of an upper bound to the ground-state
energy and finding approximate solutions to Schrödinger’s equation by minimizing the
expectation energy of H with respect to a trial solution. For a proof of this theorem
see Messiah[3] and Levine[4] . A good choice of the trial wavefunction is important for a
faster solution. To find the solution, the variational integral is evaluated for a couple
of trial wavefunctions and the one with the lowest energy selected because it will be
the closest to the ground state wavefunction. In practical quantum chemistry, the
trial wavefunction Ψ is typically defined with parameters which are then tweaked in
order to minimize the expectation value of H.

3.3

Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals

In solving the electronic structure problem, it is convenient to define single-particle
wavefunctions known as orbitals. These are associated with individual atoms in a
molecule. The many-electron wavefunction collectively describing all the electrons in a
molecule can then be constructed by combining constituent atomic orbitals in the form
of a linear superposition. Such an approximation of the molecular wavefunction is
referred to as a Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO). It is the coefficients
in the LCAO that are varied in QM calculations. The atomic orbitals in turn, are
described by fixed linear combinations of basis functions. The collection of basis
functions used to express the atomic orbitals is known as a basis set. The choice
of basis set can have a profound effect on the accuracy of an electronic structure
calculation, due to the variational theorem. Basis sets are described in the next
section.
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3.4

Basis sets

Within a quantum chemistry calculation (i. e., in solving the Schrödinger equation for
an atom or molecule), each atom in the system is assigned a group of basis functions
which is used approximate the atomic orbitals. Typically either Slater-type basis
functions or Gaussian-type basis functions are used. The Slater-type orbitals (STOs)
functions have the advantage of being accurate, but unfortunately are computationally
expensive due to the use of exponential integrals of the orbitals evaluated on different
nuclei. Gausssian-type basis functions tend to be less accurate, but are easier to handle
computationally. For visual comparison, see Fig. 3.2. As a solution, modern electronic
structure calculations employ the use of an approximate form of STO‘s composed of a
2
linear combination of Gaussian functions (e−αr ) referred to as contracted functions [6] .
These are called Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs). In the event that the basis function
consists of only a single Gaussian function it is referred to as uncontracted. The
Gaussian functions are used to describe the orbitals of the atoms in the system which
successively combine to define the total electronic wavefunction.
It must be stressed that the use of larger basis sets results in a more accurate
approximation of the electron orbitals since they impose fewer variational restrictions
on the probabilistic electronic positions[6] .
In practice, basis sets are categorized according to how they represent the atomic
orbitals. For instance, minimal basis sets
are used to describe basis sets that contain the minimum number of basis functions required for each atom. An example is the STO-3G basis sets, an acronym
for Slater-Type-Orbitals which are expo- Figure 3.2 Comparison of the quality of Slater
nential (e−ζr ) orbitals simulated by three and Gaussian basis set fits for the molecular orbital
ϕ as a function of r. Image from Skylaris[7] .
Gaussians added together. Another class
of basis sets is the split valence basis sets which is still a Slater-type basis set but with
extra basis functions for the valence orbitals. Another example is the 3-21G family
of basis sets. This nomenclature, originated by Nobel laureate John Pople, means
that the core orbitals are represented by three Gaussians, whereas the inner and outer
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valence orbitals consist of two and one Gaussians, respectively. A triple split basis
sets improves the description of the outer valence region by representing the inner
orbital with three Gaussians, while the middle and outer orbitals are represented by
single Gaussians. An example is the 6-311G family of basis sets.
The polarized basis sets expand the flexibility of the basis functions by adding dorbitals with angular momentum to all heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms. These are
represented as 6-31G(d) or 6-31G*. If desired, polarization could be added to all
hydrogen atoms as well by adding another orbital, denoted by d, 6-31G(d) or 6-31G*.
Adding polarization has pronounced effects for transition metals and second-row
elements more than for organic compounds[8] . Finally, there are diffuse basis sets
which allow orbitals to occupy a larger region of space by using large versions of the sand p-type functions. These allow for more accurate description of electrons at large
distances from the nuclei and work well for neutral atoms with unpaired electrons.
An example of the representation of such basis sets is 6-31+G which adds diffuse
functions only to the heavy atoms present in a calculation. Another popular basis set
in use today is the cc-pVXZ correlation-consistent, polarized valence X-zeta basis sets;
where X = D, T, Q, 5, 6, 7 developed by Dunning and co-workers[10] . The “augmented”
version of the Dunning basis sets of adds diffuse functions for every angular momentum
present in the basis. These are denoted for example as aug-cc-pVDZ.
In the present work, two high-quality basis sets were used, namely 6-311++G** and
aug-cc-pVQZ, which from the description above adds both polarization and diffuse
functions to both heavy atoms and all hydrogen atoms.

3.5

Quantum chemical theories

Throughout the years many methods have been developed to solve the Schrödinger
equation effectively by providing a useful balance between accuracy and computational
cost. Examples of such approximate methods include the Hartree-Fock[4,9] and coupled
cluster (CC) methods, configuration interaction (CI)[11] , second, third and fourthorder many-body perturbation theory[12] (i.e. MP2, MP3, and MP4 respectively), and
density functional theory (DFT)[13] . In this dissertation only the Hartree-Fock (HF),
MP4, and CI methods were employed in calculations, There are excellent treatments
of the other methods in the aforementioned references.
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The simplest approximation to solving the many-electron Schrödinger equation was
proposed by Hartree in 1927 and later further developed by Fock and Slater[4,9] . It is
termed Hartree-Fock and is also referred to as the self-consistent field (SCF) method.
Hartree’s original method ignored the spin and antisymmetry of the electrons and
constrained the total wavefunction to be a product of N one-electron orbitals χi with
spatial cordinates xi in the so-called Hartree product:
Ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . xN ) = χ1 (x1 )χ2 (x2 ) . . . χN (xN ).

(3.12)

Fock and Slater later observed that this assumption lacked an essential ingredient
of quantum mechanics, i.e. the indistinguishably of electrons required to correctly
describe fermionic systems because χ1 (x1 )χ2 (x2 ) ̸= −χ1 (x2 )χ2 (x1 ). A modified version
resolves the antisymmetry problem by taking a linear combination of the Hartree
products as
1
Ψ(x1 , x2 ) = √ {χ1 (x1 )χ2 (x2 ) − χ1 (x2 )χ2 (x1 )}
(3.13)
2
The factor √12 is from the normalization condition. This satisfies the indistinguishability
criterion for fermions and also vanishes to zero if any two fermions are the same. More
generally, for an N -electron system, total wave function can be defined as a Slater
determinant of one-electron spin-orbitals

1
Ψ(x1 , . . . , xN ) = √
N!

χ1 (x1 )

χ2 (x1 ) · · · χN (x1 )

χ1 (x2 )
..
.

χ2 (x2 ) · · · χN (x2 )
..
..
..
.
.
.

,

(3.14)

χ1 (xN ) χ2 (xN ) · · · χN (xN )
where χi (xj ) is the ith single-particle orbital; evaluated at the j th electronic position.
This ansatz naturally builds in the required anti-symmetry due to the intrinsic
properties of the determinant.
With spin and antisymmetry now properly addressed1 , the solution to the Schrödinger
equation is obtained in a self-consistent manner as finding solutions to the global
minimum of the expectation value ⟨Ψ|H|Ψ⟩ under the constraint that Ψ is given by
the Slater determinant Eq. 3.14 and that Ψ is normalized. A consequence of the
1

See Levine[4] , Chapter 5 & 11 for a detailed discussion of these concepts.
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imposition of antisymmetry on Ψ is that the expectation value of H is now different
from that in the original Hartree theory.
Post-Hartree-Fock theories were developed later to address key limitations of the
Hartree-Fock method. Prominent among these approaches is the second order MøllerPlesset perturbation theory approach, MP2[14] . MP2 improves on the Hartree-Fock
method by adding electron correlation using Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory.
The total energy is corrected to the second order in MP2, third order in MP3, and
fourth order in MP4. These methods have the advantage of being quite accurate and
typically converge to a solution. However, they are notoriously expensive in terms of
computational time, memory, and disk space. In terms of how they scale with the
number of atoms N , the Hartree-Fock method scales as N 4 . This implies that making
a calculation twice as large will make the calculation take 16 times (24 ) as long to run.
Correlated methods such as MP2 and MP4 scale as N 5 and N 7 , respectively[6] .

3.5.1

The Gaussian electronic structure code

The computational chemistry software used to perform the single point energy calculations and geometry optimizations in this work is known as Gaussian[15] ; see
www.gaussian.com. It was originally released in 1970 by John Pople and his research group at Carnegie-Mellon University. Single-point energy calculations solve the
electronic structure problem at a fixed geometry. Geometry optimizations vary the
configurations of atoms to find the structure with the global minimum energy.

3.6

Density functional theory

An alternative approach to the traditional quantum chemical approaches to the
electronic structure problem is given by density functional theory (DFT). The densityfunctional approach can be summarized by a theorem that states that knowledge
of the electron density ρ(r) implies knowledge of the wavefunction and the external
nuclear potential appearing in the original many-electron Hamiltonian, and hence of all
other quantum mechanical observables. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem[13a] allows the
replacement of the problem of solving the Schrödinger equations for a many-electron
wavefunction with the much simpler problem of minimizing a total energy functional
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with respoect to the density ρ(r). DFT is based on a formal conceptual framework
developed by Hohenberg and Kohn, and Kohn and Sham[13] .
In practice, this is done by solving the Kohn-Sham self-consistent single particle
equations[13b] ,
"

#

ℏ2 ∇2
+ vef f (r) ϕi (r) = ϵ1 ϕ1 (r),
−
2m

i = 1, · · · N

(3.15)

where ϵi is the orbital energy of the corresponding Kohn-Sham orbital ϕi , and the
density for an N -particle system is
ρ(r) =

N
X

|ϕ1 (r)|2 .

(3.16)

i

The Kohn-Sham potential is given by
2

vef f (r) = vext (r) + e

where

vxc (r) ≡

Z

ρ(r′ )
dr′ + vxc (r),
|r − r′ |

δExc [ρ]
,
δρ(r)

(3.17)

(3.18)

Exc [ρ] is known as the exchange-correlation functional, and it embodies the subtle
electron-electron interaction effects due to quantum mechanics, including exchange (as
in Hartree-Fock) and correlation (as in MP2, MP4, etc). vext is the external (nuclear)
potential due to all the atomic nuclei in the system.
The computational cost of solving the Kohn-Sham equations is significantly lower
than that of ab initio methods. For calculations in which the energy surface is the
quantity of primary interest, DFT offers a practical and potentially highly-accurate
alternative to the Hartree-Fock+MP2/MP4 methods. However, because DFT requires
the specification of an exchange-correlation potential in the Kohn-Sham equations,
which is not known exactly and whose optimal choice may vary for different systems,
we elected to use HF+MP4 correlation (i. e., ab inito quantum chemistry) in our
atomic and molecular electronic structure calculations. This was regarded as the best
compromise between accuracy and computational feasibility for the large numbers of
calculations required for our application to parameterization of the CT-EAM.
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3.7

The electron density

In an electronic structure calculation, either using ab initio or density functional
methods, one of the most important properties of interest is the electron density—the
probability density for an electron as a function of spatial position. All quantummechanical observables (properties) of a molecule, the electronic structure and other
density-derived descriptors, can be predicted from the computed electron density. It
is the ultimate source of a wide variety of structural properties of molecules such as
dipole moments, bond orders, atomic multipole moments, atomic polarizations, and
dispersion coefficients, that can be used to characterize and understand the biophysical
activities which are of interest to us. Knowledge of these properties allows us to
formulate model potentials such as CT-EAM, as we will discuss further in Chapter 4
The probabilistic interpretation of the wavefunction we looked at earlier leads to an
expression for the electron density. Due to the fact that electrons are identical particles
and cannot be distinguished, we can get the one-electron density function ρ(r) from
the many electron wavefunction Ψ by multiplying the probability in Eq. 3.2 by the
total number of electrons in the system N , and relabeling r1 as simply r to give:
ρ(r) = N

∴
R

Z

′

|Ψ(r, r2 , . . . , rN )|2 dτ ,

(3.19)

′

where dτ is used to indicate integration over the spatial coordinates of all electrons,
excluding the one under consideration.
Since the wavefunction is normalized, integration of ρ(r) over all space yields the total
number of electrons, N :
Z

ρ(r)dr = N

Z
Ω

|

dr

X Z

′

|Ψ(r, r2 , . . . , rN )|2 dτ = N.

(3.20)

spins

{z
1

}

This relation will be an important constraint in our atomic density modeling of
Chapter 5. Note that Eq. 3.19 guarantees that ρ(r) will always have a positive value.
Chemical processes such as charge-transfer, chemical bond formation and breaking,
and chemical reactions cause the redistribution and unequal spread of the electron
density among the atoms involved. The slightly modified electron density can have
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important effects on both chemical and physical properties such as the strength of
various bonds in the molecule or the polar nature of the system. These features of the
electron density will be a focus of the next two chapters of this dissertation.
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4.1

The electron density as a physical observable

hemical reactions involve very minute exchanges of electronic clouds between
atomic and molecular fragments such as functional groups, molecular subsystems
and the so-called “atoms-in-molecule” (AIM). The concept of AIM comes from the
fact that the molecular fragments can have reasonably well-understood molecular
or materials characteristics (e. g., energy, dipole moments, ionization potential, etc.)
which can be determined for the entire molecule and tend to maintain their identities
to some extent even when placed in different chemical environments[1] . Figure 4.1
illustrates the wealth of information about the isolated molecule that the molecular
electronic density contains.

C

All of these molecular properties can be
determined directly or indirectly from
the electron density distribution function
ρ(r). Irrespective of the source, either
on the basis of the high-resolution Xray diffraction data or through well established quantum chemical calculations,
ρ(r) is thus paramount in determining Figure 4.1 Diagram showing the diverse experimental and theoretical properties that can exbond strengths, local geometries, and im- tracted from the electron density distribution in
[2]
portant transferable properties. By trans- materials. Figure adapted from Chopra .
ferable; we mean that knowledge of a property computed for a fragment (say, a carbon
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atom) in one chemical environment will enable computation of that same property in
a different chemical environment.
However, essential local properties responsible for transferable characteristics can
be difficult to define consistently. Analogous to the molecular density, the atomic
electron density is the vehicle that embodies a vast array of local properties such
as partial atomic charges, atomic moments, bond orders, atomic multipole moments, atomic polarizations, and dispersion coefficients. Understanding how local
atomic properties affect reactivity in molecules and materials can improve our ability
to understand chemical behavior in diverse environments, for example structurefunction relationships in biomolecules. Thus, the purpose of AIM descriptions has
always been to be able to understand issues such as molecular similarity, transferability, reactivity, solubility and other physical properties of interacting atoms.

Among other reasons (see Section 3.7),
what the makes electron density such
as important quantity in understanding chemical processes is its accessibility at the confluence of theory and experiment. This is because the electron
density is a Dirac observable1 , derivable both from experiment and theory.
This important connection between the
Figure 4.2 Schematic illustration of the accessiexperimentally-observable quantity, ρ(r), bility of the electron density from theory as a Dirac
measurable
and the theoretically-accessible wavefunc- observable, and as an experimentally
quantity. Figure from Matta[3] .
tion Ψ({ri }), the carrier of all quantummechanical information that can be known about a system, is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
Experimentally, the three-dimensional electron density ρ(r) can be derived indirectly
from structure factors extracted from high resolution X-ray measurements[5] , and theoretically, from accurate ab initio theoretical calculations—as a continuous electronic
charge density computed from the output of the quantum mechanical many-electron
wavefunction Ψ({ri }).
1

A Dirac observable is a real dynamical variable that is the expectation value of a linear operator
with eigenstates that form a complete set of coordinate states[4] .
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Most molecular systems may be considered as consisting of moderately modified atoms
(or atomic ions), possibly distorted or reshaped by the presence of other molecular
elements and having net charges different from the assigned atomic numbers due to
chemical bond formation/breaking and charge transfer. Charge transfer or charge
distortion (polarization) is ubiquitous in chemical systems, inorganic as well as organic,
and in solids, liquids, and solutions. Charge transfer involves electron transfer between
atoms or molecules. It occurs via a shift in the electron charge density between
molecular orbitals that are predominantly cationic in nature and those that are
predominantly anionic in nature.
Partial atomic charges, associated with pseudoatom or atom-in-molecule constructs, are
not observable characteristics of molecules,
and thus are not defined by quantum mechanical theory. This means there is no reference value relative to which the accuracy
of estimated charges of an atom-in-molecule
can be ascertained. This makes predicting
these charges challenging to say the least. Figure 4.3 The molecular density surface
However, atomic decomposition schemes are colored according to atomic charge, superimposed on a ball-and-stick model of the hynot just recipes for computing net partial drogen fluoride molecule, HF. Red represents
atomic charges, but also define unique atom- partially negatively charged regions, blue represents partially positively-charged regions,
in-molecule density distributions for applica- and a black line drawn through the white retions to force field design (here, CT-EAM), gion represents an example of a hard-border
(spatial) atom-in-molecule.
and novel density functionals for interacting
fragments, as well. Once an atom-in-molecule decomposition has been performed, the
atom-in-molecule charges can be computed as well.
A systematic theoretical method of determining the atom-in-molecule density would
lead not only to a better insight into chemical structure and electronic properties,
but would give researchers the ability to explicitly analyze electron transfer, and the
rearrangement of the electrons arising from bond formation and breaking.
In all of these chemical transfers, the atoms or molecular fragments behave like open
subsystems—where they are allowed to exchange density between the subsystem and
neighboring environment—hence the designation “atoms-in-molecule” (Fig. 4.3). The
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question to be addressed is: how are atoms modified by their environment, and what
is the process of charge exchange between bonded atoms when they are integrated
into molecular systems and in materials?
In this dissertation, we refer to this as the density deconstruction problem: i. e., we
wish to decompose the molecule into constituent atom-like components, which can
then be regarded as the basic building blocks, or “LEGOs” of the molecule. Figure 4.4
is a schematic illustration of what such a decomposition looks like for a simple diatomic
that is deconstructed into constituent atom-in-molecule fragments.

..
molecular density

sum of atom-in-molecule densities

Figure 4.4 Molecular density represented as two independent atoms-in-molecule or pseudoatoms. In decomposing the molecule into individual atoms, the question is: how should
the electron density cloud be partitioned between the two atoms?

More generally, the atom-in-molecule problem is stated as: given a fixed molecular
or unit cell structure (geometry): consisting of N atoms and a total electron density
distribution ρ(r), how should we decompose ρ(r) into component densities ρ∗i (r), i =
1 . . . N , such that:
X
ρ(r) =
ρ∗i (r),
(4.1)
i

and where the component atom-in-molecule densities are “chemically reasonable” and
“transferable” in the sense defined above. This is a formidable classic problem of
chemical physics dating back to the mid-20th century (cf. Moffitt, 1951[6] ) and even
earlier, to Lewis[7] . It represents one of the great challenges of twentieth-century
science, predating quantum mechanics and continuing to the present[8] . Despite considerable research, there is still no satisfactory, broadly accepted, objective criterion for
subdividing a molecule into its constituent components. In addition, any partitioning
scheme necessarily introduces technical and chemical assuptions: the atom-in-molecule
decomposition is manifestly non-unique. It should be clear upon reflection that there
are infinite ways to perform an AIM or pseudoatom decomposition. Given the arbitrary
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nature of the decomposition problem, the question of what comprises a “good” or
“optimal” decomposition is a vexing one.
As such, there is still interest in defining a consistent, formal solution to this problem
that is generalizable to deal with arbitrary systems and for applications. For the
molecular dynamics chemist, existing empirical force fields do not capture the physics
and chemistry of bond formation and breaking (i. e., charge transfer) for simulating
arbitrary atomistic systems, or they may fail outside their original parametrization.
In simulations, the standard and oversimplified “charged ball-and-spring” force field
representations are inadequate for describing such quantum mechanical phenomena as
charge transfer and electronic polarization. As a system evolves, how should the atoms
be described in a new molecule or configuration environment within the simulation,
in order to accurately predict important properties such as changes in free energies?
Changes in free energies are of importance to chemists because changes in energy
define partitioning the direction of the majority of chemical reactions.
As we have noted above, the specific choice of atom-in-molecule decomposition has
direct and thus important implications for computing effective atomic charges. The
atomic electron population Ni for the ith atom-in-molecule is given by
Ni =

Z

ρ∗i (r) dr.

(4.2)

With a corresponding nuclear charge Zi the unambiguous equation of determining
local atomic charge qi is given by
qi = Zi −

Z

ρ∗i (r) dr.

(4.3)

Since there are many possible ways to construct an atom-in-molecule, there are
correspondingly many ways to compute local effective atomic charges, from Eq. 4.3.
We will be looking at these approaches in detail in later sections.
As background, for the new approach to the molecular decomposition problem described
and tested in this chapter, which we term “density deconstruction”, we review the
previous approaches to molecular decomposition into fragments that are most pertinent
to our research. We focus primarily on density decomposition methods, although
we also briefly review charge decomposition methods as a special case, since we use
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atom-in-molecule density-derived effective charges as a mechanism for assessing the
reasonableness of our approach.

4.2

Experimental concepts of molecular decomposition

Debye‘s[9] statement in 1915 that; “It seems to me that experimental study of the
scattered radiation, in particular from light atoms, should get more attention, since in
this way it should be possible to determine the arrangement of the electrons in the
atoms”, highlights the early importance given to the accurate determination of the
electron density. Historically, experimental methods for deriving electron distributions
and the subsequent extraction of electronic structure and structural properties from
electron diffraction data have involved a complex process of electron density Fourier
transforms, X-ray structure factor determination, electron density mapping, and
space partitioning[5,10] . The X-ray diffraction data contains very important pieces of
information about the crystal structure, the shape and size of the unit cell and the
distribution of electron density throughout the unit cell. Using X-ray crystallography,
scientists are able to obtain detailed information about the structure and hence the
electron density of a system. Initially, this process was skewed by the phase problem—
the situation where it is only possible to experimentally measure the amplitude of
diffraction pattern spots, with the phase information of the diffracted radiation missing.
The discovery of direct methods for solving the phase problem by Jerome Karle
and Herbert A. Hauptman (Nobel laureates in Chemistry for 1985) allowed for
the reconstruction of the missing phase
information by using high diffraction angles and mathematical expressions for the Figure 4.5 Illustration of Bragg’s law. The two
structure factors Fhkl . This opened the beams with wavelength λ and incident angle θ are
scattered, with the lower beam traveling an extra
door to the rigorous determinations of distance 2d sin θ. Figure from Ref. [11]
molecular structure of crystalline materials, and crystal structures of proteins.
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In a periodic crystal, the electron density can be measured through X-ray crystallographic experiments via elastic scattering where the kinetic energy of a beam is
conserved but the direction of propagation is modified according to Bragg‘s diffraction
condition (illustrated in Fig. 4.5);
2d sin θ = nλ

(4.4)

where d is the inter-planar distance, θ is the incident angle, n is any integer, and λ
is the wavelength of the incident beam. Thus, to produce significant diffraction, the
spacing between the scatterers, d and the wavelength, λ of the impinging wave should
be comparable in size. Using Bragg’s law, the crystalline structure of a sample can
be determined. For a cubic system we can obtain the lattice spacing a through this
relation:
a
(4.5)
dh,k,l = √ 2
h + k 2 + l2
where h, k, and l are the Miller indices1 of the Bragg plane. The atomic scatterers
radiate the incident beam according to their electronic distribution with a dependence
on sin θ/λ. The radiated beams’ specific directions appear as spots on the diffraction
pattern called reflections, obtained by measuring the intensity of the scattered beam
as a function of the scattering angle. The scattering intensity also depends on the
density of atoms within the crystal.
The measured intensity is refined by rotating the crystal along an axis that is perpendicular to the incident beam and in the (hkl) plane, to minimize the effects of other
reflections that are not coherent in time and space. The intensity of the scattered
beam, Ihkl , from the lattice plane (hkl), is found to be proportional to the square of
the sum of the waves scattered by each of the atoms of the unit cell (the structure
factor Fhkl ). I.e, I(hkl) ∝ |F (hkl)|2 , where the structure factor F (hkl) is given by:

F (hkl) =

N
X

fj e−2πi(hxj +kyj +lzj )

(4.6)

j=1
1

The Miller indices (hkl) are a set of numbers which quantify the intercepts and thus may be
used to uniquely identify the plane or surface. See Ashcroft and Mermin[12] for a complete discussion.
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This is physically interpreted as a measure of j waves scattered in the direction of the
reflection hkl by the j atoms in the unit cell located at {xj , yj , zj }[13] . Here fj is the
scattering factor of the j th atom and is defined as:
fj =

amplitude of the radiation scattered from the atom
.
amplitude of the radiation scattered from a single electron

(4.7)

We see from Eq. 4.6 that F (hkl) is characterized by phase, magnitude and is generally
complex. Since the experimentally-measured reflection intensities are only amplitudes,
the phase information is lost. This is the aforementioned phase problem.
Once Fhkl is determined, the sum over discrete atoms in Eq. 4.6 is replaced by an
integration over the continuous electron density function ρ, yielding a Fourier transform
for the density representation of F (hkl), which we denote as Fhkl :
Fhkl =

Z

ρ(x, y, z)e−2πi(hx+ky+lz) dV,

(4.8)

V

where V is the volume of the unit cell. In effect, the structure factor is the Fourier
transform of the time-averaged electron density. The electron density is thus the
inverse Fourier transform of the structure factor:
ρ(x, y, z) =

Z
v

Fhkl e−2πi(hx+ky+lz) dv.

(4.9)

In practice, the summation form of this equation is used:
ρ(r) = ρ(x, y, z) =

1 XXX
Fhkl e−2πi(hx+ky+lz) .
V h k l

(4.10)

This is the fundamental equation for determining the electron density at any point in
space, based on X-ray crystallography. Following our discussion in Section 3.7 we see
that this gives a three-dimensional electron density map ρ(⃗r). Peaks in the electron
density are located at the various atomic positions. For example, the crystallographic
models of proteins can be on built on the basis of a measured electron density map,
its known amino acid sequence, standard chemical bond angles, lengths, and allowed
torsional constraints for polypeptides. We should note that in this experimental
determination of ρ(r), the protein is in the solid state, i. e., the electron density is for
a periodically-repeated lattice of protein molecules.
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4.3

Theoretical concepts of molecular
decomposition

In recent years there have been many definitions and methods proposed for constructing
quantum mechanical atom-in-molecule densities, or for solving the simpler problem
of defining atom-in-molecule effective charges. The resulting values for the atomic
charges are often highly dependent on the particular definition. Methods that are
based on quantum mechanical considerations are either electronic structure-based or
non-electronic structure-based. An example of the latter approach is the electrostatic
potential (ESP) fitting method[14] for determining the effective charge of an atom. In
the ESP fitting method an effective point net charge on each atom is determined by a
least-squares-method with constraints so that the sum of the electrostatic potential
due to effective point charges can reproduce the electrostatic potential calculated
from ab initio calculation as much as possible. The ESP method is typically used
to determine the effective charge of each atom in small molecular systems. It has
the limitation of being applicable only to small molecules since there are only a few
sampling points for atoms far from the reference surface.
Methods that are electronic structure-based either use the many-electron atomic
wavefunction Ψ({ri }) or the real-space electronic density ρ(r) as their starting point.
The modus operandi in the former approach is to use Linear Combination of Atomic
Orbitals (LCAO)—a quantum superposition of atomic orbitals—and the attachment
of basis functions to atomic centers to extract the AIM. The best-known atomic
wavefunction methods for computing AIM charges are Mulliken population analysis[15]
and Löwdin population analysis[16] . Specifically, these methods are designed to
model the partial charge density within the molecule akin to Lewis dot structures
used in freshman chemistry—by asking what the “electron population” residing on
a particular atoms is (hence the name population analysis). The theory of these
methods is discussed further in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2.
Besides these widely-used wavefunction-based methods, there are alternatives that
spatially delimit the use real-space electronic charge density as a basis for defining
the partial charges. In order to assign charges to atoms, the spatial regions for the
atoms are defined, and the total charge within each region is integrated over volume
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as describe earlier. Prominent among the methods that have been proposed for spatial
or topological partitioning is Bader’s Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules[1] .
This method is described in detail in Section 4.5.2

4.4

Population-based methods for effective charges

In this section, we briefly describe two commonly-used methods for representing and
approximating atomic charges based on the linear combination of atomic basis orbitals
method (LCAO). Comparison of the atom-in-molecule changes obtained from these
methods with charges from our density deconstruction approach, Bader topological
AIM, and other decomposition will be made in Section 4.10

4.4.1

Mulliken Population Analysis

This method is based on atom-centered basis function contributions to the total molecular wave function. It is the most famous of the so-called Hilbert space techniques[15] .
The exposition given here closely follows that of Piela[17] . For illustration purposes,
assume that the wave function for the molecule is given by a Slater determinant, and
that the atomic orbitals ϕi are doubly-occupied. Then the electron density ρ in the
LCAO representation is:


2

2

ρ(r) = 2 |ϕ1 (r)| + |ϕ2 (r)| + . . . + ϕ N (r)

2



2

N/2

=

X

2 |ϕi (r)|2 .

(4.11)

i

This is the LCAO approach of approximating a molecular orbital, and then its total density. We can substitute the definition of the atomic orbitals into the density expression
Eq. 4.11, and arrive at a density that is a sum of contributions of all atomic orbitals:
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N=

Z

ρ(r)dV = 2

N/2 Z

X

|ϕi (r)|2

i

=

XX

=

X

i

2c∗Ai cBi SAB

AB

PAB SAB

(4.12)

AB

where the c’s are the corresponding LCAO
coefficients, P is called the charge and bond- Figure 4.6 Illustration of overlap integral S
for two 1s orbitals. S is a measure of the
order matrix given by
PAB =

XX
i

2c∗Ai cBi

(4.13)

AB

and SAB ≡ ϕA ϕB dτ ≡ ⟨ϕA |ϕB ⟩ is the overlap integral between the atomic orbitals A
and B (see Fig. 4.6). One can write the total
number of electrons N for a diatomic molecule
XY in terms of P and S, as follows:
R

N=

efficiency of the orbital overlap, and its magnitude depends on both the spatial spread of
the orbitals and the internuclear separation.
That is, S is non-zero when the atoms are
closer and S ≈ 0 when the orbitals are further
apart and no longer interact.

X X X X

PAB SAB .

(4.14)

X A∈X Y B∈Y

We can then decompose N into the sum of Mulliken atomic charges qx as follows:
N=

X

(4.15)

qX ,

X

!

where

qX =

X

X X

A∈X

Y B∈Y

PAB SAB .

(4.16)

Mulliken charges are often computed in practical applications and serve to provide
information on how much of the electronic density ρ(r) is concentrated on a given
atom X. Knowledge of the concentration of electronic density is important because
atoms responsible for large dipole moments of molecules are easily identified when
interpreting experimental data. The Mulliken charge is also directly linked to the
reactivity of atom X, which is often identified with its ability to be attacked by a
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nucleophilic or an electrophilic agent. It is also relatively computationally cheap to
compute compared to other methods.
However, this method has its pitfalls. The description imposed by Mulliken is impractical in two respects: first, it sets the overlap charge evenly between the two atoms,
which can normally be valid only if the atoms are identical; and second, it allows the
likelihood of an atom possessing a negative electronic population, for a given molecular
orbital, when the cross-terms are negative and are sufficiently large[17] . Despite these
drawbacks, the Mulliken concept was very useful and quickly accepted and applied in
almost all quantum chemistry software.

4.4.2

Löwdin population analysis

Another atomic charge definition, put forward by Löwdin[16] , is an improvement on the
Mulliken method. It delays population analysis (charge calculation) until the atomic
orbital basis functions {ϕ} have been orthonormally transformed into a set of basis
functions χ by means of an appropriately-named Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization
scheme, where
X −1/2
χA =
SAB {ϕ}
(4.17)
B

SAB represents the overlap matrix described in Section 4.4. The Löwdin method
attempts to correct one of the main shortcomings of the Mulliken method; the
increasing instabilities of predicted charges with increasing basis set size[18] . To rectify
this, the atomic orbital basis functions are transformed into an orthonormal set of
basis functions before undertaking the population analysis. The introduction of the
orthonormal transformation removes the S overlap term.
The main advantage of the Löwdin population analysis is that it much more stable in
predicting the change in atomic partial charges as a function of basis set than Mulliken
population analysis. However, it also exhibits certain shortcomings with very large
basis sets. Additionally, the use of symmetric orthogonalization of the atomic orbitals
does not allow this method to account for the electronegativity of different atoms. It
is more computationally expensive than Mulliken analysis and has had only limited
usage.
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4.5

Density-based approaches

In density-based approaches to the atom-in-molecule, which in turn enable the computation of atomic effective charges via Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3, the density is partitioned
into fragments associated with each of the nuclei such that they may overlap with
each other, or be mutually exclusive. There are two main schemes in common use at
present. The first is due to Hirshfeld[19] and the second is due to Bader[1] . We briefly
describe each of these schemes for later comparison with the density deconstruction
approach of Section 4.6 and then compare the charges derived from near Hartree-Fock
limit diatomic wavefunctions by both schemes.

4.5.1

Hirshfeld Partitioning Method (HPM) and extensions

In this this scheme, pioneered by Hirshfeld[19] , a pseudoatom is assigned a fraction of
the total molecular electronic density at each point in space, equivalent to its original
proportion of the total isolated atom densities at the same location. Oftentimes called
the stockholder partitioning scheme, it is interpreted using a stock market analogy:
each atom participates locally in the molecular “profit” ρ(r) in proportion to its
“share” in the promolecular “investment” ρ0 (r), where ρ0 (r) is defined as the sum of
P
the isolated atom densities at each point in space: ρ0 (r) = A ρ0A (r), for each atom A
within the molecule.
For a bonded atom A in a molecule, the Hirshfeld AIM density is defined as:
ρA (r) = ρ(r)

ρ0A (r)
,
ρ0 (r)

(4.18)

where ρ(r) is the electron density for molecule of which atom A is part. This is the
central differentiating principle in Hirsfeld’s density decomposition. It is an overlay
of electron densities of the isolated atoms assuming they are placed at their actual
positions in the molecule[19] . From Eq. 4.18 it is obvious that the significance of atom
A in the molecule is directly related to its contribution to the promolecule densityρ0 (r).
As in Eq. 4.2, the number of electrons for atom A can be found by integrating the
AIM density as:
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NA =

Z

ρA (r) dr.

(4.19)

As easily seen, the Hirshfeld partitioning scheme satisfies the atom-in-molecule decomposition condition Eq. 4.1.

Theory and Implementation
Hirshfeld partitioning has been shown to have roots in information theory (IT)[20] .
Using the missing information principle, Nalewajski and Parr[20] derived the Hirshfeld partitioning scheme by starting from the Kullback-Leibler entropy deficiency
functional[21] ,
"
#
Z
P (r)
dr.
(4.20)
∆S [P/P0 ] = P (r) ln
P0 (r)
Eq. 4.20 above compares a probability distribution P (r) to a reference density P0 (r),
and measures the similarity or “information distance” between the density distributions.
Nalewajski and Parr minimized the sum of the entropy deficiences for each of the atomin-molecule densities P (r) = ρA (r) relative to its isolated atom reference P0 (r) = ρ0 (r),
subject to the overall electron density normalization constant:
Z

ρ(r)dr = N =

Z

ρ0 (r)dr = N0

(4.21)

This constrained normalization is shown to imply the Hirshfeld stockholder partitioning
scheme[20] , thus providing a solid theoretical basis. The rationale for the information
theoretical approach is the intuitive idea that minimal information should be lost when
atoms join to form molecules. The results are fairly transferable charge distributions
and moments. Because the Hirshfeld atoms depend on the electron density, they
are much less sensitive to choice of basis set than the Mulliken and Löwdin charge
decomposition methods.
Subsequent to the original paper, the original authors, together with Ayers, noted
an issue with the derivation[22] . This related to the normalization of the electron
density distributions entering the sum of entropy deficiency terms (one for each atomin-molecule). As discussed in Parr et al.[22] , and subsequently reviewed in Bultinck
et al.[61a] , the normalization issue can be addressed by associating the probability
distributions in Eq. 4.20 with electron density shape functions for eact atom in the
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molecule, rather than the electron densities themselves. In particular, for each atom
A, one defines the shape factors ξA (r) and ξA0 (r) such that
ρA (r)
ρ0A (r)
.
ξA (r) =
and ξA (r) =
NA
NA0

(4.22)

This revised definition of the Kullback-Leibler density distributions resolves the
normalization issue[22,61a] .
A second issue relates to the definition of the reference densities ρ0A (r). Choosing
them to be the isolated atom densities for each atom implies that—by construction—
the atom-in-molecule densities will be “close to” the neutral atom. This implies
minimal charge transfer, which may not be chemically reasonable. This issue has
been thoroughly discussed by Davidson et al.[23] . To illustrate how the Hirshfeld atom
charges depend on the choice of reference densities, Bultinck et al.[61a] considered
the case of LiF. When Li0 and F0 are used to decompose LiF, an absolute value of
0.57 is obtained for the AIM charges. However when the pro-molecular densities of
chemically reasonable ions Li+1 and F – 1 are used, an absolute value of 0.98 AIM
charges is obtained. When the chemically-unreasonable ions Li – 1 and F+1 , are used, a
positive value of 0.30 is achieved for Li – 1 and negative value of 0.3 for F+1 is obtained.
The strong dependence on the choice of the reference densities is particularly worrying
since consistency is one of the main requirements of any proposed theoretical model.
The solution to this problem of neutral atom Hirshfeld reference density, proposed
by Bultinck et al.[61a] and since extended to other Hirshfeld variants (see review in
Heidar-Zadeh et al.[61c] ) is known as Hirshfeld-I. In this approach, the reference density
for a given atom can be chosen to be ionic, which allows the final, computed Hirshfeld
atom to acquire a more substantial net effective charge. An iterative scheme is used to
refine the isolated atom reference densities so that—by the end of the iteration—the
reference and Hirshfeld atom densities have the same net effective charge, one that is
in principle, more chemically reasonable.
In light of the density deconstruction scheme described later in this chapter, it is
interesting that Bultinck et al.[61a] independently arrived at the idea of using ionic
reference states to improve upon Hirshfeld, and that these are constructed from
linear combinations of integer-charge ions[61a] . By contrast, in the present work, as
described later in this chapter, the pseudoatoms are constructed directly, without
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intermediate reference states, as linear combinations of both charge-transfer and
polarization (excited states).

4.5.2

Baders’s topological partitioning

The Bader AIM decomposition, appropriately named the Quantum Theory of Atoms
in Molecules (“QTAIM”), is a an atom-in-molecule partitioning due to R. F. W. Bader,
discussed in detail in his seminal book: Atoms in Molecules: A Quantum Theory [1] . It
is based on a formal quantum-mechanical topological analysis of the charge density
ρ(r), by which the enclosed space of a molecule or a crystal structure is divided in
a unique way into basins of attraction and repulsion, sources and sinks of electron
density.
A Bader QTAIM decomposition of carbon monoxide (CO)—one of the systems studied
in this work—is shown in Fig. 4.7, illustrating the pronounced maxima in the electron
density at the positions of the nuclei.

Figure 4.7 Bader charge decomposition of CO generated using AIMALL code[24] . Left
figure: Contour plot of the electron density of CO, showing the magnitudes of the total
electron density; Right figure: Illustration of atomic basins Ω. Bond paths are indicated by
denser flux lines. The intersections correspond to the bond critical points.

Bader‘s approach relies on the “zero flux condition”. Fundamentally, the QTAIM
theory creates spatial partitions of atoms separated by zero-flux surfaces of the electron
density, which is the two-dimensional area of minimum density between neighboring
atoms. It considers the electronic charge density as a 2D flux which reaches a maximum
at the center of the nucleus of an atom and decreases to zero at the surface defining
the border between atoms-in-molecule.
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In Bader‘s atom-in-molecules density analysis, the topology of the electron density
is dominated by the attractive forces of the nuclei, imparting it with its principal
topological feature—a substantial local maximum at the position of each nucleus.
A critical point (CP) in the electron density is a point in space at which the first
derivatives of the density vanish, i. e., the topology of the electron density dictates the
forms of the atoms in molecules. The pronounced maxima in the electron density at the
positions of the nuclei give rise to a rich topology. This topology embodies a natural
partitioning of the molecular space into separate mononuclear regions. It requires all
space to be considered and is classed as a topological partitioning because QTAIM
defines chemical bonding and structure of a chemical system based the topology of
the electron density. The atom-in-molecule is defined as the union of nucleus and its
corresponding basin[25] . Alternatively it can also be described as a volume bounded
by one or more zero-flux surface(s). Each basin is bounded by one (or by the union of
a number of ) zero-flux surface(s), one of which may occur at infinity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Schematic display of the electron density in a molecular plane of BF3 . Figure (a):
An illustrative map of the concept of atom-in-molecule for the molecular electron density ρ(r)
of BF3 in the plane of the nuclei. The density peaks are truncated at a cutoff ρmax (r) = 1.00
a.u. density. Figure (b) is a contour map of the trajectories traced out by the gradient
vector field of ρ(r) in the plane of the nuclei of BF3 (left) is schematic of the partition used
for BF3 . From Bader and Matta[26]

The gradient vector field of the electron density is a vector pointing in the direction of
greatest increase in the electron density fucntion ρ(r). Infinitesimal steps are taken
in this direction and then recalculates the gradient to obtain the new direction. By
continued repetition of the process, the trajectory of ∇ρ(r) is traced out. These sets of
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trajectories terminate at local maximum (nucleus position) or local minimum (bonding
region) because there is no single direction of increase.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the Bader partitioning concept for the molecule BF3 . The feature
of the density that is a consequence of the dominance of the electrostatic attraction of
the electrons for the positively charged nuclei is that it has a peak at the position of
the nucleus and decays in a nearly spherical manner away from the nuclei[26] . The
other obvious features are the saddle points between the nuclei shown in the second
image.
To quantitatively analyze the topology of the electron density ρ(r), of a molecule, the
gradient ∇ρ(r) is determined. At points of zero flux, called critical points, the gradient
vanishes. The characteristic of these points is determined by the second derivative
∇2 ρ(r), and the Hessian of ρ(r). The Hessian is the 3 × 3 symmetric matrix of partial
second derivatives:


∂2

 ∂x2
 2
 ∂
 ∂y∂x

∂2
∂z∂x

∂2
∂x∂y
∂2
∂y 2
∂2
∂z∂y

∂2
∂x∂z 

∂ 2  ρ(r).
∂y∂z 




(4.23)

∂2
∂z 2

By diagonalizing of this matrix, the off-diagonal terms becomes zero, and one obtains
the three principal axes of curvature. These principal axes will correspond to symmetry
axes, if the critical point lies on a symmetry element. The sum of the diagonal terms,
the Laplacian of ∇2 ρ(r)1 , acts as an objective electron localization function[27–30] . It
represents the flux density of the gradient flow of the electron density function and is
free from the difficulties encountered when analyzing a wavefunction by decomposition
into a particular orbital basis.
At a critical point, the eigenvalues of the Hessian are all real and are generally non-zero.
The rank of the critical point is defined as the number of non-zero eigenvalues, while
the signature is defined as the algebraic sum of the signs of the eigenvalues. These two
characteristics are used to label a critical point (rank, signature). For topologically
stable critical points, the rank is always 3. The four possibilities are summarized in
Table 4.1:
1

The Laplacian of ρ(r) is given by the expression: ∇2 ρ(r) = ∂ 2 ρ(r)/∂x2 +∂ 2 ρ(r)/∂y 2 +∂ 2 ρ(r)/∂z 2
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Table 4.1 Bader’s critical point taxonomy[4]

Critical Point

Possible nature

(3,-3)

All curvatures negative, a local maximum

(3,-1)

Two curvatures are negative and one is positive. ρ is a maximum
in a plane and a minimum perpendicular to this plane – a bond
critical point

(3,+1)

Two curvatures are positive and one is negative ρ is a minimum in
a plane and a maximum perpendicular to this plane – a ring critical
point

(3,+3)

All curvatures are positive, a local minimum – a cage critical point

Fig. 4.9 is a representation of the gradient
vector field of ρ in the molecular plane of
hydrogen cyanide (HCN). The solid line
defines the direction of maximum gradient of ρ in leaving the nucleus. For a
molecule in the gas phase, the trajectories will generally terminate at infinity.
In special cases however, they will terminate at another nucleus – these special
trajectories are known as bond paths.
The topological properties the electron
Figure 4.9 The trajectories of the gradient vector
density ρ(r) and its by-products are con- field of electron density for HCN represented by
veniently summarized in terms of bond the dashed lines. The solid line represents the zeroflux surface that defines the spatial region of each
paths and bond critical points (BCPs). atom, and the dark shaded points are the bond
[3]
At the BCPs the first derivative of ρ(r) critical points. Figure and caption from Matta .
vanishes, defining either a maxima, minima, or saddle point. Since the charge density
is not an arbitrary field, but one whose form is dominated by the forces exerted on
it by the nuclei, its topological structure is relatively simple—it comes back to the
⃗ i }).
nuclei which act as an attractor of the gradient vector field of ρ(⃗r; {R
The expectation value averaged over all space for a system at equilibrium, is estimated
as the expectation values of the quantum mechanical linear Hermitian operator Ô,
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averaged over each individual atom in the crystal or molecule. That is, the molecular
expectation value
⟨Ô⟩ =
=
=

Ni 
X
i
N
i 
X
i
N
i D
X

1 ∗
[Ψ OΨ + (OΨ)∗ Ψ] dτ ′ dr
2


Z

N
Ωi

Z



(4.24)



N
Ωi

(4.25)

ϱO dr

E

Ô(Ωi )

(4.26)

i

D

E

where Ô(Ωi ) is the corresponding atomic expectation values and ϱO (r) is the real
space “promolecular density”, consisting of the sum of atomic contributions obtained
by averaging the appropriate operator over the volume of the atom.
After the zero-flux surfaces represented by the spatial region Ωk for an atom have
been determined, the partial charge on the atom is computed as:
qk = Zk −

Z

ρ(r)dr

(4.27)

Ωk

As with wave function-based methods, since the electron density can be computed
from quantum mechanical calculations, QTAIM bases its charge partitioning scheme
on electronic structure calculations, from which one obtains the atom-in-molecule
density as well as the effective charges. Once again, note that the Bader partitioning
scheme, one obtains distinct, non-overlapping atomic regions. Unlike some of the other
schemes, Bader’s method is considered to be one of the “general purpose” methods
that can be used to study practically any system of interest including charge transfer
between atoms. The approach has the benefit of not being too sensitive to the level of
theory and basis sets used in the underlying quantum mechanical calculation. It has
also been known to produce results that are more chemically reasonable than other
methods, and it takes chemical electronegativity into account[26] .
The use of interactomic surfaces defining distinct AIM regions enables the calculations
of charge exchange between atoms. The properties calculated by integration within
these boundaries, O(Ω), are chararacteristic of that atom in its chemical environment.
Such integrated properties include:
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1. The electron population, N (Ω) which when subtracted from the nuclear charge
gives atomic charge q(Ω), Eq. 4.3.
2. Atomic volume V (Ω)–the volume bounded by a (or the union of several) zero-flux
surface(s) in the interior of the molecule. Since (for molecules in the gas phase)
part of the interatomic surface is terminated at infinity, it is usual to terminate
integration of the electron charge density at the level 0.001 a.u. Usually this is
closely similar to the van der Waals volume, and it generally encloses more than
99% of the electron population[1] .
3. Atomic Laplacian L(Ω) – this property should vanish as a consequence of the
zeroflux surface condition, and the actual magnitude is used as a gauge for the
accuracy of integration.
4. Atomic energy E(Ω) – Bader analysis provides a unique method for obtaining
(additive) atomic energies.
5. The atomic dipole moment is obtained from the expression
µ(Ω) = −e

Z
Ω

rΩ ϱ(r)dr

(4.28)

where the origin is placed at the position of the nucleus of atom Ω
6. Other properties, atomic electrostatic potential, quadrupolar polarizations, etc.
are reproduced reproduced with high accuracy by using the molecular expectation
value for the appropriate expression[1,31,32] .
Notwithstanding the advantages of Bader partitioning, there are also some drawbacks.
It is relatively computationally expensive due to the explicit construction of the
zero-flux surfaces. In addition, the definition of the AIM atomic volume leads to
non-uniform distribution of charges, which in turn leads to some unusual prediction
of the partial charges. For example, a saturated hydrocarbon is assigned weakly
positive carbons and weakly negative hydrogens, which is inconsistent with what other
methods predict for the partial charges[33] . Due to its computational expense, Bader
partitioning has been implemented in only a few quantum chemistry codes compared
with other methods. Some of the codes include that of the grid-based Bader analysis
algorithm (Multiwavefunction) from Henkelman‘s research group[73a–c] and AIMAll[24]
from Bader’s group.
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An extension of Bader’s QTAIM method by Kosov et al.[32] is based on atomic
partitioning of the molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) .

4.5.3

Other real-space density partitioning methods

In this section we briefly survey other real space partitioning schemes proposed in
literature. A well-known real space partitioning scheme is the Voronoi Deformation
Density (VDD)[34] based on the Voronoi polyhedra model work by Montoro and
Abascal[35] . The VDD method partitions molecular space into unique non-overlapping
atomic regions represented as Voronoi cells—the region of space closer to that atom
than to any other atom in the molecule. The electron deformation density—the
difference between the total electron density and the density prior to the formation of
P
bonds—within those cells is then quantified as ∆ρ(r) = ρ(r) − i ρi (r), where ρi (r) is
the isolated atom density for the ith atom. ∆ρ(r) represents the rearrangement of the
electron density due to the formation of the molecule from its constituent atoms. The
Voronoi charge for atom A in a molecule is then defined as the amount of electronic
density that flows to or from atom A due to bond formation and it is computed by
spatial integration of the deformation density as:
QA =

Z
Vcell

ρ(r) −

X

ρi (r)dr

(4.29)

i̸=A

where Vcell represents the Voronoi virtual cell of atom A defined by the positions of
the nuclei in a molecule.
There is also the loge theory, developed by Daudel[36] . Just as the original Hirshfeld
decomposition can be viewed from the perspective of information theory[20] , the
Daudel loge theory utilizes concepts of information theory, specifically the minimum
entropy information theory concept previously discussed in connection with the
Hirshfeld decomposition. The total molecular density is decomposed into individual,
chemically meaningful loges—core loges, bond loges, lone pair loges, localized and
de-localized bond loges. The loge decomposition is topological, and as with the Bader
decomposition, the individual atoms-in-molecule occupy disjoint regions of space. The
driver for designing the loge theory decomposition was electron density de-localization
about the constituent atoms rather than transferability or force field design. Another
real space partitioning scheme worth mentioning is the electron localization function
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(ELF), introduced by Becke and Edgecombe[27] , which makes use of the conditional
probability of finding a same spin electron near a reference electron and thus gives a
measure of the repulsion of same spin electrons, as dictated by the Pauli exclusion
principle. That is, it measures the probability of finding an electron with the same
spin in the locality of a reference electron and while not providing a direct partitioning
into atom-in-molecule components, it provides a measure of electron localization in
atomic and molecular systems.The ELF definition has been critiqued, however, for its
use of the electron gas as a reference system, adversely leading to more bonds than
are actually present, or no bonds at all when there is actually a bond present[37] .

4.5.4

Summary

Each density partitioning or effective charge assignment scheme has its own merits
and disadvantages. For example, population analysis methods are relatively easy
to compute and are implemented in electronic structure codes such as Gaussian[38]
and GAMESS[39] , but can be highly dependent on the type of basis sets used, and
in the absence of an orthogonal basis, the partial charges are mostly unreasonable.
For instance, it has been observed that small changes in the underlying basis sets
can result is very large changes in the computed atomic charges. In addition, the
magnitude of computed charge transfer as a function of interatomic separation tends
to increase rather than go to 0, as it should, as will be seen in the results presented
in Section 4.10. Nevertheless, charge partitioning schemes can still provide insight
into charge transfer at equilibrium geometries. The common purpose of all AIM
density partitioning schemes is to understand issues such as molecular similarity, and
transferability between molecules.
As we have noted, the atom-in-molecule is not an observable[3] ; hence there is no
unique way to define it and many different approaches have been developed, sometimes
giving quite divergent results. This leads to the question: how does one best delineate
the electron cloud? Where does one atom’s electron cloud end and where does the
next the next begin? Which nucleus does a specific region of the electron cloud belong
to?
Both of the principal atom-in-molecule density decomposition methods described in
the previous section have disadvantages for our purposes. Hirshfeld partitioning, by
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design, results in atom-in-molecule densities that are “close” to the corresponding
isolated atom densities. This artificially restricts charge redistribution and the accurate
capturing of chemical context. Bader atom-in-molecule is designed as a topological
partitioning, wherein each atom-in-molecule density is formally restricted to a given
region in space, and Eq. 4.1 is satisfied by default, since atom-in-molecule densities are
not allowed to overlap. While there can be greater transferability of atom-in-molecule
densities from one system to another (e. g., C in CO, vs. C in CH4 ), the topological
restriction is an artificial one, and the decomposition is not always successful. For these
reasons, we have sought to develop a new decomposition approach that is (i) formally
based on DFT; (ii) physically-reasonable in its design; (iii) yields chemically-reasonable
effective charges (e. g., Li+q F−q rather than Li−q F+q ); (iv) is consistent with the
DFT-based charge-transfer extension to the embedded atom method, CT-EAM; and
(v) lends itself to computationally-efficient use within classical molecular dynamics
simulations. These criteria led to the development of a novel density partitioning
scheme, a DFT-based density deconstruction, that is the focus of the rest of this
chapter.

4.6

The density deconstruction
(“Ensemble-of-Ensembles”) theorem

The theoretical results presented in this section originated in collaboration between
Prof. Susan R. Atlas and Jonas Dittman (University of Würzburg) during Dittman’s
visiting research internship in the Atlas group in 2013.
In this section we present a theorem based on density functional theory (DFT)—the
most widely-used method for solving the electronic structure problem of matter—to
demonstrate that for any given molecular structure and corresponding electronic
density, the DFT theorem induces an approximate but unique spatial density deconstruction into atomic-like components. The theorem describes an approximate density
decomposition of a total system density ρ(r) into atom-in-molecule, hereafter also
referred to as pseudoatom components. Although the decomposition is approximate, it
is unique, and the pseudoatoms possess a very important property: they are expressed
solely in terms of known, pre-computable, isolated-atom “basis densities” corresponding to the dominant quantum mechanical excitations and charge transfer states of the
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atom when it finds itself in diverse chemical environments. C in CO, and C in CH4 is
described by the same set of basis atomic densities—only the relative weights change.
The decomposition is expressed as an ensemble-of ensembles, a weighted double sum
over ionic and excited state basis densities. The relative contributions of the ensemble
states reflect the subtle interplay between the ionic charge transfer and covalent charge
distortions characteristic of chemical bonding. This is a very powerful result, since
it provides license to utilize generic pseudoatoms in the classical CT-EAM potential,
with only the relative weights requiring adjustment as the dynamics evolve.

4.6.1

Background

The density partitioning methods described earlier attempted to solve the atom-in
molecule problem using topological, geometric, and electrostatic approaches. One
underlying motivation for all these approaches is a desire for transferability of fragments between different chemical environments[20,40–44] , or to enable integration of
experimental data within the partitioning scheme[45–48] . While all of these methods
are in the spirit of DFT, since they are based on ρ(r) rather than the many-electron
wavefunction Ψ as the fundamental variable, other approaches rely more directly
and formally on DFT. For instance, Parr et al.[40] used the concept of energy promotion in terms of electronegativity to yield decompositions based purely on the
theorems of DFT, with atom-in-molecule densities intermixed at each point in space.
By contrast, Bader’s[1] approach, resulted in atom-in-molecule densities that were
localized to spatially distinct “basins”. Other DFT-based decomposition methods rely
on the formal theorems of DFT: the Hohenberg-Kohn[49] and Kohn-Sham[50] theorems.
The Hohenberg-Kohn approaches are constructive in nature;[20,41,51] ; the Kohn-Sham
methods impose atomic charge[46,47] or effective potential[42–44] constraints. In the
present work we take a different approach, and allow the quantum mechanics of the
system alone to inform the DFT decomposition[52,53] .
In particular, we show that the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem induces a natural DFT-based
atom-in-molecule density deconstruction, in the form of an atomic state ensemble
representation of the molecular electronic density. By “natural” we mean that the
decomposition is based solely on states associated with the individual (isolated) atoms
and nuclear potentials of the system: no external, a priori constraints are allowed.
The representation thus corresponds to a much stronger requirement than the usual
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(ensemble) v-representability[54] implicit in Kohn-Sham DFT atom-in-molecule decompositions[42–44,52,53] . The price paid for the stronger condition is that the HohenbergKohn decomposition is not exact: as explained below, it omits a small component
of interatomic correlation. However, the ensemble representation results in a direct
and intuitive interpretation of ionic/covalent contributions to the chemical bond as a
function of internuclear separation. By construction, the contributing atomic state
densities—those with non-zero ensemble weights—are fixed, and do not change as a
function of molecular geometry; only the weights evolve with atomic configuration.
The Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem states that the external potential of a molecule
AB vAB (r) can be inferred directly from its ground state density ρAB (r). This is
intuitively reasonable[55] : the locations of the nuclei can be inferred via cusps in
the electron density, and the cusp condition enables a direct measurement of the
nuclear charge Zi at each atomic site i. The cusp condition, which we revisit in
discussing constrained models of atomic basis densities in Chapter 5, was derived
independently by Steiner[56] and Bingel[57] , from Kato’s[58] theorem for the N -electron
wavefunction. The external potential vAB (r) is then uniquely defined. Since the
contribution of each atom in the molecule enters additively, we can trivially partition
vAB (r) into the sum of vA (r) and vB (r). These potentials are just the bare nuclear
potentials of the isolated atoms, and they are the only potentials known and available
at the level of the HK theorem. However, this suggests the utilization of the set of
all electronic structure problems deriving from these bare potentials—the isolated
atom and ionic problems with fixed nuclear potential and {ZA , ZB }, and a variable
number of electrons {NA , NB }—in order to solve the atom-in-molecule problem. This
is precisely the strategy that leads to the dual ensemble construction described here.
Note that this set of electronic structure problems contains not only the ground states
of each atom or ion, but also all possible excited states of the atom or ion. The atomin-molecule density (e.g., ρ∗A (r)) is then expressed as a diagonal statistical ensemble of
electronic densities corresponding to the entire set of electronic structure problems
that can be constructed based on that bare nuclear potential. The representation is
diagonal since it derives from the solutions of individual Schrödinger equations for
the isolated ions. Such an approach was anticipated—in a very different context—by
the work of Perdew et al.[59] on weakly interacting atoms undergoing charge transfer
(externally-induced ionic state) and by Gross et al.[60] (externally-induced excited
state). Combining the insights of these two works, the total molecular density of the
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system is expressed as a diagonal dual ensemble of charge excitations relative to the
neutral atom, and of state excitations (charge distortions) relative to the ground state
of each ion and including the original, neutral atom.
We now state and prove the theorem that provides the basis for the results reported
in this chapter.

4.6.2

Theorem statement and proof

Theorem.
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem induces a unique, diagonal (atomic state) ensemble
v-representable density decomposition of the total electron density ρ(r) of an
interacting atomic system in the form of an “ensemble-of ensembles" ρ̃(r):
ρ(r) → ρ̃(r) ≡

Nat
X

ρ∗i (r),

(4.30)

i=1

where Nat = number of atoms in the system, and the pseudoatom densities ρ∗i (r)
are given by
ρ∗i (r) =

ZX
i −1

αij ϱij (r),

(4.31)

j=−∞

with Zi = nuclear charge of atom i, and weights αij ≥ 0 ∀ i,j. The excited state
ensemble densities ϱij (r) for atom i and charge state j are defined as
ϱij (r) ≡

∞
X

βijk ρijk (r),

(4.32)

k=0

with βijk ≥ 0 ∀ i, j, k. The ‘basis density’ ρijk (r) is the density of the kth eigenstate
of the jth ion of atom i, with external nuclear potential vi (r) ≡ −Zi /|Ri − r|, and
number of electrons Nij = Zi + j. j corresponds to the charge state and k to the
excitation state of the atom. Ni ≡ Ni0 = Zi is the number of electrons in neutral
atom i. By definition, the external potential corresponding to the total density
P at
ρ(r) is just v(r) = N
i=1 vi (r), where vi (r) = −Zi /|r − Ri |, and Ri = the location
of the ith nucleus. The charge ensemble and excitation ensemble weights satisfy
P i −1
P
separate sum rules: Zj=−∞
αij = 1 for each atom i, and ∞
k=0 βijk = 1 for each
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atom i in ionic state j. Note that by combining Eq. 4.31 and Eq. 4.32, ρ∗i (r) may
also be written as
X
ρ∗i (r) =
wijk ρijk (r),
(4.33)
jk

where wijk ≡ αij βijk , and as a consequence of the αij and βijk sum rules, the wijk
P
satisfy the sum rule jk wijk = 1 for each i.
Proof.

Define the map D : ρ(r) → ρf (r) such that ρf (r) is of the form ρ̃(r) as defined in
R
Eq. 4.30, and minimizes the L2 -norm as Nf ≡ |ρ(r) − ρf (r)|2 dr. By construction,
ρf (r) is atomic state ensemble v-representable, since it can be expressed as a linear
combination of v-representable atomic densities ρijk (r) with weights wijk . We now
show that uniqueness follows from the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. If Nf = 0 then
ρ(r) = ρf (r) and the mapping is unique via the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem applied
to ρ(r). For the case where Nf ̸= 0, assume that the total density ρ(r) maps to
two distinct expansions ρf 1 (r) and ρf 2 (r), minimizing Nf 1 and Nf 2 respectively.
Clearly, Nf 1 = Nf 2 since the L2 -norm is a minimum. Since the densities are
non-negative, this implies that ρf 1 (r) = ρf 2 (r). That is, expanding Nf 1 and Nf 2
and setting Nf 1 = Nf 2 gives
Z 



ρ2f 1 (r) − ρ2f 2 (r) − 2ρ(r) (ρf 1 (r) − ρf 2 (r)) = 0

or
Z

(ρf 1 (r) − ρf 2 (r)) [ρf 1 (r) + ρf 2 (r) − 2ρ(r)] = 0.

(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)

Since {ρf 1 (r), ρf 2 (r)} are both ≥ 0 ∀r, and ̸= ρ(r) by assumption, this implies
that ρf 1 (r) = ρf 2 (r).
1
2
Now, the sets of allowed basis densities {ρfijk
(r)} and {ρfijk
(r)} that are available for
constructing ρf 1 (r) and ρf 2 (r) are necessarily identical: by definition of the atom-
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in-molecule problem, the constituent atoms, ions, and corresponding potentials
are given a priori. Using Eq. 4.30 and Eq. 4.33, we can therefore write:
X

ρf1 (r) =

i

and
ρf2 (r) =

X
i



X

ωijk ρijk (r)

(4.37)

j,k



X

ω̃ijk ρijk (r) .

(4.38)

j,k

But since ρf1 (r) = ρf1 (r) we have:
X

(ωijk − ω̃ijk ) ρijk (r) = 0,

(4.39)

ijk

and since the densities ρijk (r) are constructed from solutions to the Schrödinger
equation for excited state k of atom i in charge state j, they are non-negative by
construction. This implies that ωijk = ω̃ijk ∀ i, j, k, and the mapping is unique.

4.7

Testing the density deconstruction theorem

Since there is no single “correct” density decomposition, we evaluated the predictions
of the density deconstruction theorem by computing the predicted charge transfer qi as
defined in Eq. 4.3, for three canonical diatomic test cases. The theorem is illustrated
for lithium fluoride (LiF), and carbon monoxide (CO). We also present preliminary
study of hydrogen fluoride (HF): this system is complicated by the need to define the
electron density of an artificial “H+ ” ion. For CO and LiF we show that computed
atom-in-molecule densities and effective charges are, in good accord with chemical
intuition and in remarkable correspondence with Bader’s very different (topological)
methodology. For HF we find good agreement for the charge transfer close to the
equilibrium internuclear separation. Outside the equilibrium separation our results
displayed behavior as a function of internuclear separation that was inverse of that in
the literature. We also compare with the results of a modified and iterative Hirshfeld
decomposition strategy recently proposed by Bultinck, Ayers and collaborators[61] .
The results are presented in Section 4.10.
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The methodology used was a constrained linear least-squares fit on nested grids
(described in detail below). The total ground state density of the diatomic ρ(r), and
all contributing basis state densities ρijk (r) were first computed on a set of selected grid
points {rs }, s = 1, · · · Ngrid . The process for selecting the constituent electronic and
excited states used in the density deconstruction is described in section Section 4.7.2.
Since DFT circumvents the use of wavefuntions to account for the motions of the
electrons and atoms, and the design of most widely-used DFT functionals emphasizes
accuracy of energy more than accuracy of density, the densities produced by DFT
methods can be less accurate[62] . We therefore used quantum chemical methods
(MP2 and MP4 levels of theory) and high quality basis sets (6-311++G**) for those
single-point energy and ground state electron density calculations, performed using
the Gaussain ‘09 code[38] . A detailed discussion of these methods was presented in
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. Ground and excited state energies were compared with
previous theoretical work at a comparable or higher level of theory in order to validate
the electron densities used in the Hohenberg-Kohn atom-in-molecule fits. To improve
numerical accuracy, the three-dimensional charge density integrations were performed
by adding and subtracting multiscale grids. The charge transfer q was computed as a
function of the the internuclear separation between the two atoms.
Below we tour the step-by-step process used to test the density deconstruction theorem.
LiF is used as an example, used but the same procedure holds for all other molecules
studied.

4.7.1

Least-squares fitting procedure

The mapping from molecular to nested ensemble atom-in-molecule densities was
performed using an in-house least-squares optimization code in order to identify
the optimal set of weights {αij }, {βijk }, subject to their sum rule constraints, and
minimizing the objective function
!2

Ng
Nat
X
1 X
J=
ρ(rs ) −
ρ∗i (rs )
Ng s=1
i=1

.

(4.40)

The code used for the least-squares optimization was written by V. Janardhanam,
UNM Department of Physics and Astronomy. It consists of a Fortran wrapper to
open-source Fortran code[63c] implementing a bound-constrained version[63] of the
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Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno[64] (BFGS) optimization algorithm. The BFGS
algorithm is an effective general-purpose optimization method that belongs to the
quasi-Newton class of optimization methods. It is one of the most commonly-used
optimization algorithms for solving unconstrained minimization problems due to
minimal memory requirements. A quasi-Newton method is a standard optimization
method that requires only the gradient of the objective function to be supplied at
each iteration. By measuring changes in gradients a model of the objective function is
produced that is good enough to drive convergence. Two versions of the BFGS code
were implemented for performing relaxed and ensemble-of-ensemble constraint fits.
The relaxed constraint version enforces ωijk weight normalization globally across the
molecule while the ensemble-of-ensembles (EOE) version separately normalizes charge
state (α) and excited state (β) weights. The relaxed constraint algorithm was used
for all results reported in this chapter.

4.7.2

The energy ladder and basis density state selection

In deciding which ionic and excited states of a diatomic molecule AB to include in the
basis state ensemble, we computed an energy ladder of candidate charge transfer and
excited states, up to a maximum total energy for each atom. The ground state energies
and corresponding electron densities for the selected states for atom A and atom B
that will contribute to the ensemble-of-ensembles atom-in-molecule decomposition
were calculated using Gaussian ‘09[38] as described above. The choice of basis states
was done by visual inspection of the two individual sets of ionic states such that the
atom A excitation energy range is approximately the same as the atom B excitation
energy range (ca. 2-3 Ha). For LiF a total of 18 {Li, F} atomic states—five Li states
and 13 F states—were used. Figure 4.10 shows the states chosen for LiF.
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Figure 4.10 Energy ladders for Li (left) and F (right), illustrating the ionic and excited
configurations (with term values) used in the density deconstruction of LiF. Absolute
energies differ, although the energy scales each span ∼ 3 Ha.

4.7.3

The Gaussian electronic structure code

Single point energy calculations—the energy of an atom or molecule obtained by
solving the electronic structure problem for a given arrangement of the nuclei—needed
to be carried out for all the states determined above in order to obtain the density
files for subsequent computation and analysis. Single point energy calculations solve
the electronic structure problem for a fixed geometry. For a molecule, the binding
energy is determined by calculating the energy of the molecule at a fixed molecular
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geometry and subtracting the isolated atomic energies of its constituent atoms (see
Eq. 3.10). It thus represents a single point on the global potential energy surface.
Binding energies as a function of internuclear separation R were computed here as a
means of validation the quality of the corresponding electron densities.
The Gaussian’09 quantum chemistry code[38] was used to perform the single point
energy calculations, and geometry optimizations in this work. See the Gaussian website:
http://www.gaussian.com for details. It was originally released in 1970 by John Pople
and his research group at Carnegie Mellon University. Prof. Pople subsequently
shared the 1998 Nobel Price in Chemistry (with W. Kohn) for his contributions in
implementing, testing and validating early DFT functionals within the Gaussian code.
Geometry optimizations solve the electronic structure problem iteratively by making
rough geometric approximations until a minimum energy is reached and the equilibrium
positions of all atoms have been determined. In this work they were used to locate
minima on the potential energy surface, thereby predicting equilibrium structures of our
molecular systems. For visualization and extracting additional properties, population
and frequency calculations needs to be performed as part of the computation.
Post-processing calculations for advanced analysis require the use of third-party
software such as the AIMAll[24] suite of programs. These codes require the formatted
checkpoint file or wavefunction file from the calculation. The formatted checkpoint
or wavefunctions files are designed to be machine-independent with a structure that
makes it easy for post-processors to extract needed data and ignore the remainder. It
is efficient to produce the formatted checkpoint or wavefunction immediately after
a calculation by including the keyword filename=wfn in the G’09 route section and
adding a name for this file at the bottom line of the input file, as filename.wfn.
To extract useful data for post-processing such as generating the cube files needed
in our density deconstruction calculations, the aforementioned checkpoint file (.chk)
needs to be converted into an ASCII text formatted form which is suitable for input into
Gaussian built-in utilities like cubegen and various visualization software. Gaussian
has a built-in utility call formchk that does this conversion into an output known as
the formatted checkpoint file. A typical formchk run looks like the following:
formchk filenaeme.chk filename.fchk
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Note: if no filename.fchk filename is given, the default output will be named
test.fchk.
Gaussian also includes a standalone utility for generating cubes files of orbitals,
densities, electrostatic potentials from the data in a formatted checkpoint file. The
utility is named cubegen, and in the basic usage form uses the following syntax:
cube filename.fchk cubefile npts

In Section 4.7.5 we discuss a more advanced form of this syntax implemented as part
of a shell script (Appendix A.2) to generate the many cubes needed for this work. An
important point to note is that in order to obtain the full electron contribution from
the Gaussian calculation, the keyword fdensity=mp4 must to be used in the cubegen
utility instead of density=mp4.
The Mulliken charges reported in this work are calculated as a byproduct of all
Gaussian ‘09 calculations. To obtain the full Mulliken population analysis, however,
the pop=full keyword should instead be included in the route section of the input
file. In this case, the molecular orbital information and the density matrix are also
reported.

4.7.4

Shifting the origin of the basis states

For a given diatomic molecule AB internuclear separation R at which the charge
transfer q(R) derived from the density deconstruction is to be computed, we have
to move the nuclear positions of the isolated atoms to match this locations in the
molecule. This translation is necessary because the Gaussian electronic structure code
automatically positions the isolated atoms at (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) by default. Both isolated
atoms needs to be moved to their respective locations in the optimized location. The
shift was conveniently done in units of the experimental internuclear separation, Re .
In what follows, we use “LiF” in lieu of “AB” to be concrete.
For a given R:
1. For the molecule (LiF): Perform a single point G‘09 energy calculation for
LiF at separation R (input file LiF.com). This yields a log file LiF.log and
checkpoint file LiF.chk (invocation: G09 LiF.com). The information contained
in the checkpoint file is determined by parameters set in LiF.com.
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Perform a formchk on the checkpoint file LiF.chk to give LiF.fchk (invocation:
formchk LiF.chk LiF.fch). LiF.fchk is the human-readable checkpoint file (QM
solution) that can be subsequently given back to the cubegen utility of G09 as
input in order to generate a cube file for LiF on a specified grid.
It also contains information on the standard orientation for the molecule, i. e., the
coordinate system such that the charge center of mass is at the origin and there
is thus no nuclear contribution to the computed dipole moment. The standard
orientation orientation cordinates are also contained in the LiF.log file, e.g.:
Standard orientation:
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1 3 0 0.000000 0.000000 -1.172925
2 9 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.390975
---------------------------------------------------------------------

2. For each atomic basis state in the energy ladders, perform a single point G’09
calculation for that basis state consistent with our new naming convention,
invoked as:
G09 Li.Ionicstate.Excitedstate.com For example, for the ground state the
Li+1 cation, we would have per our naming convention, Li+1E_0.com. Perform a
formchk on the checkpoint file for the excited state:
Li.Ionicstate.Excitedstate.chk

to give
Li.Ionicstate.Excitedstate.fch. Shift all occurrences of origin in
Li.Ionicstate.Excitedstate.fch from (0, 0, 0) to (0, 0, z), where z is the posi-

tion of Li in LiF calculated earlier (from LiF.fch). This step was automated
using a shell script (see Appendix A.3).
The three sections in the *.fch file that need to be edited are Current cartesian
coordinates, Constraint Structure and Coordinates of each shell. For LiF with
interatomic separation 3.1 Å, the edited Li.fch lines are:
Current cartesian coordinates R N= 3
0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
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The z value −2.216 denotes the location of Li in LiF.fch; originally it was
0.000.
The section under Coordinates of each shell copied from LiF.fch is displayed
here.
Coordinates of
0.00000000E+00
0.00000000E+00
0.00000000E+00
0.00000000E+00
0.00000000E+00
0.00000000E+00

4.7.5

each shell R N= 18
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00
0.00000000E+00 -2.21650703E+00

Grids and cube generation

According to Kato’s theorem[58] , the electron density of the ground state of a molecular
system contains cusps at the location of the nuclei, and by identifying these from the
total electron density of the system, the positions of the nuclei are thus established.
That is, the density of each atom is more pronounced around the nucleus, with the
bonding regions having a smaller percentage of the electron densities. In this regard,
only the few regions close to the nuclear positions within the molecular landscape
contains most of the density contribution we are interested in. Using a single, giant,
fine grid will not allow for a good balance between computational efficiency and storage
requirements in capturing the delicate details in the overall molecular densities. To
solve this, 1D cuts were plotted along the x, y and z axes and visually examined to
determine the regions of electron density concentration. An example of such a plot is
shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Electron density cut along the z-axis of CO with carbon located at the peak
on the left and oxygen on the right peak.

A multi-resolution nested-cube-based grid system was constructed with varying degree
of fineness taking into consideration the locations of the nuclei and bonding regions.
The nested cubes Ci , with progressively coarser grids was designed such that the cubes
closest to the nuclei had the finest spacing (denser grid), while cubes encompassing the
bonding regions were less dense. See Fig. 4.12 for an illustration of the grid design. C1
is the finest cube, closest to the nucleus of atom A. C2 is coarser and encompasses C1 .
C3 and C4 are the analogs for atom B. There is currently no C6 (originally planned
for the bonding region as needed). C5 is the coarsest grid and largest in extent,
encompassing all of the other four grids. For CO and LiF, C5 encompassed the range
-12 a.u. to +12 a.u in all three dimensions, (x, y, z). More specifically, we divide each
cube, Ci into q intervals of equal length, yielding (q + 1)3 grid points.
We used the standard orientation information atomic coordinates output by Gaussian‘09 in LiF.fch, in conjunction with cube limits (coordinates) for the Ci to design
the final, actual, grid coordinates for the cubes to be used separately for Li, F, and
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Figure 4.12 Schematic of the nested grids used in the least squares density deconstruction.

LiF. The five grids are required to be identical for the atoms and molecules in order

to have a common registration for the discretized numerical optimization procedure
used to implement the density deconstruction of Section 4.8. The density on each
of the five grids must be generated for each atom or ion, in each of its ground or
excited states, and for the molecule. For example, if there are five grid resolutions,
five Li energy ladder states, and thirteen F energy ladder states, there will be five
× (5 + 13 + 1 molecule) = 95 density cubes generated altogether. We designed
an Excel spreadsheet LiF-grid-design.xlsx to illustrate the grids for 5 example R
values. Given the locations of the Li and the F at a given R, the spreadsheet computes
the appropriate grid dimension information for each Ci . The Gaussian‘09 cubegen [38]
utility reference provides the structure of the cube as:
IFlag, X0, Y0,
N1, X1, Y1, Z1
N2, X2, Y2, Z2
N3, X3, Y3, Z3

Z0 Output
Number of
Number of
Number of

unit number and initial
points and step-size in
points and step-size in
points and step-size in

point.
the X-direction.
the Y-direction.
the Z-direction.

The IFlag input value specifies the input grid—a negative value is for atomic units;
angstroms otherwise. The next three numbers in the first row indicate the starting
coordinates in x, y and z directions respectively. The first number in the next three
rows indicates the number of points in x, y and z directions respectively and the
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diagonal numbers, X1, Y2, and Z3 represent δx, δy, and δz, respectively in each
direction.
For example, for R = 3.1 × Req a.u., the C1 grid looks like:
-2 -0.423342
100 0.008467
100 0.000000
100 0.000000

-0.423342 -4.059417
0.000000 0.000000
0.008467 0.000000
0.000000 0.008467

The “2” in Iflag = −2 on the first line is for internal documentation purposes, to
indicate two atoms.

4.7.6

Steps for cube generation

The following sequence of steps illustrates the procedure for LiF in detail. A similar
procedure was used to generate the various density cubes for CO and HF. For a given
internuclear separation of a molecule, we determine the optimal range that will capture
the electronic densities by visual inspection of 1D density plots as discussed above.
We then create a spreadsheet with macros that generate the cube dimensions that will
be fed into cubegen. The number of cubes is a judgment call. Then for each ground,
charge and excited state determined through the energy ladder we generate the cubes.
For LiF 95 cubes were generated for for Li, F, and LiF. As an example we generate
Li_1.cube for the excited state Li using
cubegen 0 fdensity=mp4 Li.fch Li_1.cube -1

The option -1 indicates terminal input, which consists of the 4 x 4 matrix as in the
example above, copied from LiF-grid-design.xlsx to the terminal. A generalized
pseudocode (Appendix A.1) was developed to invoke cubegen with a specified input
file in lieu of terminal input. The shell script (Appendix A.2) is an extension of the
pseudocode that takes into consideration the fact that we do not have a cube in the
bonding region of our three systems in this study.
Repeat the above procedure five times to generate all 5 cubes. The conventional
nomenclature convention we settled on for the generated cubes was:
Name(i).ionicstate.excitedstate.cubenumber.dat
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For example, Li.0.3.1.cube would indicate density cube C1 for the third excited state
of the neutral Li atom. Similarly, LiF.0.0.3.cube would indicate density cube C3
for the ground state LiF molecular density. Only the density values at each point is
produced in the output files generated by cubegen so the density cube needs to be
reformatted into x, y, z, and ρ for our optimization code. We developed a simple
Fortran code to do this.

4.8

Atomic charge computations for LiF, CO and
HF

To assess the properties of the density deconstruction approach, we studied three
canonical diatomic systems: lithium fluoride (LiF), carbon monoxide (CO) and
hydrogen fluoride (HF). LiF is a classic ionic system, with a large dipole moment of
−6.4µ (debye), oriented from Li to F[65] . It has been used as an exemplar system in
detailed quantum chemical studies of the ground state neutral/ionic curve crossing
at very long range[66] . CO represents a covalent system with a small dipole moment
(−0.21µ, oriented C to O) that has long presented a challenge to quantum chemists[67] .
For many years, even the sign of the dipole moment was a matter of intense debate. HF,
is a well-studied test case for charge-transfer[68] because it plays an important part in
the discussion of the ionic character of the chemical bonds due to its anomalous nature.
The chemical classification of the bond in HF is ionic with extreme reactivity[69] ,
attributed to its large dipole moment of 1.91µ, while the chemical bond of other
hydrogen-halogens is predominately covalent. We also need a sound computational
procedure for treating hydrogen because of its ubiquitous presence in amino acids
and solvent (water). It goes without saying that C and O likewise contribute to the
structures of amino acids, hence proteins.
To assess our density deconstruction results, we computed and analyzed the Bader
atom-in-molecule charge densities for these diatomics using the AIMAll code[24] The
choice of Bader’s topological analysis, Section 4.5.2, as the benchmark for comparison
stems from the fact that Bader’s real space partitioning of molecules into constituent
atom-in-molecules is a fundamental, quantum-mechanically rigorous method that relies
on the integration of the interatomic surfaces within boundaries to calculate atomic
characteristics in their chemical environment. Even though our density deconstruction
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approach shares many common properties with Bader’s method, there are a few key
similarities and differences worth reiterating.
In both methods, the nuclei play a unique role, that of an attractor, in determining
the properties of a molecule charge distribution—a role which leads directly to the definition of the atom-in-molecule. The atoms are treated as open quantum subsystems,
free to exchange charge with their environment. The Bader atom-in-molecule quantum
subsystems are open systems defined in real space, determined by particular, intrinsic
properties of the electronic charge density. In this manner the chemical identity of the
resulting atom-in-molecule is imposed by the Lapalcian of the electronic charge distribution quantity which determines where electronic charge is locally concentrated and
depleted. In the present work, the pseudoatoms are described as linear combinations
of isolated-atom basis states that are likewise nuclear-centric, by construction. This is
a key aspect of both definitions of the atoms-in-molecules.
On the other hand, there are a few important ways in which the two methods differ.
While the density deconstruction approach seeks to define the pseudoatom as a theoretical construct with properties predicted and defined by Hohenberg-Kohn quantum
mechanics, Bader’s method seeks to ascribe chemical meaning and transferability to
the atom-in-molecule.
A second difference is that there are no rigid boundaries between our pseudoatoms: each
atom-in-molecule contributes some amount of charge to each point in physical space.
The atom-in-molecule charge distributions are allowed to overlap. As a ramification
of the all or nothing topological partitioning of real space modus operandi, Bader’s
method requires an additivity scheme for a given property of the atom-in-molecule to
be additive. Finally, in Bader’s methodology, changes in the first moment M(Ω) and
the quadrupole moment Qz z(Ω) for an atom or functional group are used to assess
transferability[70] . A detailed analysis of how these atomic properties transfer to other
systems can be found in Popelier[71] and Koch et al.[72] . This means that the electron
density of atoms must be essentially transferable between molecules. In our approach,
the theory is agnostic with regard to transferability and has no commitment about it.
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4.9

Computation of Bader Atomic Charges

We used the Bader partitioning scheme to derive net atomic charges for the diatomic
molecules studied. There are several codes available for computing Bader charges. We
tested three of these as described here. In the end, the AIMAll[24] code was used to
generate all reported Bader charges.

Henkelman code[73c]
This is a a computational method for partitioning a charge density grid into Bader
volumes. It is presented as an efficient and robust algorithm that scales linearly with
the number of grid points used in the computation. The partitioning algorithm follows
the steepest ascent paths along the charge density gradient from grid point to grid
point until a charge density maximum is reached[73] . As the algorithm assigns grid
points to charge density maxima, subsequent paths are terminated when they reach
previously assigned grid points, making this algorithm efficient to be used to analyses
large grids generated from plane-wave-based density functional theory calculations..
To use the Henkelman code, we generate the Gaussian cube file as discussed in
Section 4.7.6. The code then reads this cube file and outputs the coordinates of each
atom, the charge qi , and percentage associated with it according to Bader partitioning,
and the minimum distance to the partition surface. The coordinates of each Bader
maximum, the charge within that volume, the nearest atom and the distance to that
atom are also output as part of the computation.
The charge distribution for the individual atoms are calculated as:
qA = q1 + q2 + q5 − q12 − q25

(4.41)

where qx is the charge reported by the code in region x and qxy is the charge of region
x calculated using the inter-grid spacing of region y. We found this approach to be
tedious and cumbersome since it involves generating all the grids for the various grid
sizes and running the code on each before summing them up. In addition there is a
high risk of user error involved with managing the massive amount of data generated.
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MultiWfn code[74]
The Multiwfn code[74] also uses grid-based data to locate attractors, and generate and
integrate basins to estimate Bader charges. It calculates the charge population as
the number of electrons in AIM basin, as part of a basin analysis module. This code
uses atomic wavefunction files generated in Gaussian. We first generate basins and
locate attractors by passing a specific option to the main function. We then integrate
over the electron density in the basin. The real-space AIM basins and the basin
boundaries are calculated. The AIM charges are then estimated. The calculation itself
is straightforward but care must be taken in choosing the grid sizes. At the time of
downloading, this code was in early development and gave inconsistent results. It was
therefore not preferred for production use.

AIMAll[24]
This code produced the most reasonable Bader charge amongst all the codes tested.
The code also uses the wavefunction files (.wfn)—generated from Gaussian’09 as input.
The AIMStudio package option is used for AIM analysis of Bader regions. In addition
to producing the most reliable Bader charges, the package also has the advantage of an
accompanying graphical interface and inbuilt visualization options for displaying rich
customizable molecular graphics, together with associated atomic properties, electron
density critical point properties, contour maps, relief maps, isosurfaces, interatomic
surfaces, critical points and properties of the Laplacian of the electron density.

4.10

Results

Because we are dealing only with diatomic molecules in this work, we minimize
repetition of information by adhering to a simple convention. For the diatomic
molecule AB we report electron transfer values ∆q, which represent the number of
electrons transferred from A to B. The net charges on each atom are readily deduced
from these values. The conventional nomenclature for the molecule AB is used where
possible, i.e. the electropositive atom is usually placed first (e.g. LiF).
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Our results are summarized in Figs. 4.13 through 4.16 and details of the density
deconstruction can be found in the two tables for LiF and CO, Table 4.2 and Table
4.3.

4.10.1

Lithium fluoride, LiF
LiF Potential Energy Surface

10

Present work, MP4(full,SDQ)
Bauschlicher and Langhoff, FCI
Varandas, MRCI-C0
Werner and Meyer, MCSCF
Yardley and Balint-Kurti, VB+OM
Experiment; Ref. 26 in Yardley & Balint-Kurti
Chavez-Calvillo and Hernandez-Trujillo, CISD
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Figure 4.13 Potential energy surfaces (PES) of LiF from the present work compared
with the literature. Data taken from tables of values (Bauschlicher[66a] and Werner and
Meyer[75] ); all other PESs digitized from published figures. For Werner and Meyer[75] ,
where total energies only were reported, the value of EA + EB used to compute the
PES was estimated from EA + EB ≈ De + EAB (Re ), using computed De = 5.84 eV and
tabulated EAB (Re ) = −3.9912 eV. For comparison, the experimental value of De is 6.0028
eV (experimental curve in[76] fit to data from[77] ).

Besides the essential motivating factors discussed in Section 4.7, LiF, the lightest of
the alkali halides, that has been the subject of many experimental and theoretical
investigations. Early ab initio calculations were performed by many McLean and
Yoshirnine[78] . A large CI calculation has been reported by Kahn et al.[79] . The
results of these calculations for the ground state potential curve have been collated by
Harrison and Fischer[80]
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Figure 4.14 Charge transfer q(A) for AB as a function of internuclear separation R in the
bonding region of LiF.

Figure 4.13 illustrate the ground state potential energy surfaces V (R) for LiF as a
function of intermolecular separation R for the present work compared with others
from the literature, at high levels of theory, and based on experiment. The atom-inmolecule effective charges were computed in bonding region range 1.2 – 2.2 Å, where
there is excellent concordance among the potential energy surfaces as illustrated here.
The shapes of the V (R) curves agree closely with each other and with experiment,
notwithstanding the diverse quantum chemical methods used, and dates of publication
spanning multiple decades.
Figure 4.14 presents the computed charge transfer q in the bonding region, compared
with the results of a Bader AIM decomposition, evaluated using the AIMALL code[24] ,
and the Löwdin and Mulliken population analysis-based effective charges, computed
using the GAMESS and Gaussian ‘09 quantum chemistry codes, respectively. The
complete sets of basis states weights {α} and {β} (Eq. 4.31 and Eq. 4.32) are given in
Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Summary of α’s and β’s for all states of LiF. Weights obtained from least squares optimization procedure as described in
text.

E (Ha)

α1 2Li0

α3 1 Li+1

―
0.0332
0.0687
0.0715
0.0821
0.0929
0.0794
0.0667
0.0442
0.0258
0.0148
0.0102
0.0037
0.0001
0.0020
0.0127
0.0083
―
―
―
―
‐7.45

1.0003
0.9671
0.9316
0.9288
0.9182
0.9074
0.9209
0.9335
0.9560
0.9744
0.9854
0.9899
0.9964
1.0000
0.9981
0.9874
0.9918
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
‐7.25

Σα
1.0003
1.0003
1.0003
1.0003
1.0003
1.0003
1.0003
1.0002
1.0002
1.0002
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001
1.0001

β1 2 F0

β2 4 F0

β3 3 F+1

β8 1 F‐1

β11 4 F‐2

β13 3 F‐3

0.0703
0.0757
0.0872
0.0880
0.0908
0.0928
0.0792
0.0665
0.0439
0.0255
0.0146
0.0100
0.0035
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
‐99.59

―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
0.0001
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
‐99.08

―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
0.0009
0.0063
0.0114
0.0169
0.0221
0.0310
0.0382
‐98.97

0.8614
0.8826
0.8947
0.8959
0.9009
0.9074
0.9209
0.9335
0.9560
0.9744
0.9854
0.9899
0.9964
1.0000
0.9991
0.9937
0.9812
0.9660
0.9556
0.9378
0.9234
‐99.70

0.0695
0.0423
0.0185
0.0164
0.0086
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
‐98.88

―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
0.0074
0.0170
0.0222
0.0311
0.0383
‐98.41

Σβ
0.9308
0.9249
0.9132
0.9124
0.9096
0.9074
0.9209
0.9335
0.9560
0.9745
0.9854
0.9899
0.9964
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
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R (Ȧ)
1.00
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1.16
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1.20
1.25
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.57
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.10
2.20
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4.10.2

Carbon monoxide, CO
CO Potential Energy Surface

25

Present work, MP4(full,SDQ)
Marshall, DFT/SAOP+PBE
Cooper & Langhoff, SCF+CI
Cooper & Kirby, CI/MCSCF
Peng - Fei et. al, CASSCF
Kumah & Sathyamurthy, MRCI
Shi et al., MRCI+Q
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Figure 4.15 PESs of CO from present work compared with the literature. Data taken from
table of values (Cooper and Kirby[81] ); or digitized from published figures (all others[82] ).
PESs reported with V (R) offset to zero have been shifted down by the computed value
of De . For references reporting total energies only, the value of EA + EB was estimated
using EA + EB ≈ De + EAB (Re ), using computed EAB (Re ) value, and De as follows: Shi
et al.[83] , computed De = 11.19 eV; Peng-Fei et al.[84] , computed De = 11.18 eV; Cooper
and Kirby[81] and the present work, experimental De = 11.224 eV[85] . The absolute energy
curve EAB (R) computed in the present work (MP4) is in very good agreement with that
of Peng-Fei et al. (MRCI) (maximum deviation of ≈ 1.6 eV at Re = 1.147 Å; results not
shown).

Figure 4.15 illustrate the ground state potential energy surfaces V (R) for CO as a
function of intermolecular separation R for the present work and from the literature,
at high levels of theory and based on experiment. The atom-in-molecule effective
charges were computed in bonding region ranges [0.95 Å– 1.25 Å] for CO, where
there is excellent concordance among the potential energy surfaces as illustrated here.
Compared with the plots for LiF, there is less variation among the absolute values for
the CO potential energies. We observe that for both CO too, the shapes of the V (R)
curves agree closely with each other and with experiment, notwithstanding the diverse
quantum chemical methods used, and dates of publication spanning multiple decades.
Figure 4.16 presents the computed charge transfer q in the bonding region, compared
with the results of a Bader AIM decomposition, evaluated using the AIMALL code[24] ,
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and the Löwdin and Mulliken population analysis-based effective charges, computed
using the GAMESS and Gaussian ‘09 quantum chemistry codes, respectively. The
complete sets of basis states weights {α} and {β} (Eq. 4.31 and Eq. 4.32) are given in
Table 4.3. For LiF we observe a greater apparent variation among the absolute values
than for CO.

Figure 4.16 Charge transfer q(A) for AB as a function of internuclear separation R in the
bonding region of CO.

Table 4.3 Summary of α’s and β’s for all states of CO. Weights obtained from least squares optimization procedure as described in
text.

R (Ȧ)
0.95
0.98
1.00
1.03
1.05
1.08
1.10
1.13
1.13
1.15
1.18
1.20
1.25

5 0

α3 C
0.1778
0.1754
0.1916
0.2060
0.2192
0.2313
0.2427
0.2554
0.2568
0.2663
0.2773
0.2886
0.2621

α4 2C+1

0.0000

α5 4C+1
0.5557
0.5463
0.5246
0.5038
0.4836
0.4637
0.4440
0.4238
0.4213
0.4040
0.3841
0.3640
0.3351

α6 1C+2
0.2675
0.2792
0.2848
0.2910
0.2980
0.3057
0.3140
0.3215
0.3226
0.3303
0.3392
0.3481
0.3470

α8 4C‐1
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
0.0563

Σα
1.0011
1.0010
1.0009
1.0008
1.0008
1.0007
1.0007
1.0007
1.0007
1.0007
1.0007
1.0006
1.0006

4 +1
β4 O
―
0.0075
0.0304
0.0526
0.0738
0.0937
0.1124
0.1307
0.1329
0.1470
0.1623
0.1769
0.2305

β8 2O‐1
0.3479
0.3441
0.3284
0.3125
0.2964
0.2805
0.2647
0.2483
0.2463
0.2332
0.2186
0.2043
0.1872

β9 4O‐1
0.5607
0.5278
0.4852
0.4426
0.4012
0.3616
0.3247
0.2913
0.2869
0.2597
0.2305
0.2035
0.1470

β10 1O‐2
0.0911
0.1202
0.1555
0.1917
0.2279
0.2634
0.2975
0.3289
0.3331
0.3594
0.3879
0.4146
0.4346

Σβ
0.9997
0.9995
0.9994
0.9994
0.9993
0.9993
0.9993
0.9992
0.9992
0.9993
0.9993
0.9993
0.9993

ω=Σαβ
1.0007
1.0005
1.0003
1.0002
1.0001
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
1.0000
0.9999

qC
1.0907
1.1048
1.0941
1.0858
1.0796
1.0752
1.0720
1.0668
1.0666
1.0646
1.0625
1.0602
0.9728

qO
‐1.0908
‐1.1048
‐1.0941
‐1.0858
‐1.0797
‐1.0752
‐1.0720
‐1.0668
‐1.0666
‐1.0647
‐1.0626
‐1.0602
‐0.9728
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4.10.3

The challenging case of H: hydrogen fluoride (HF)

As a test case for ultimately modeling H within CT-EAM, we considered the HF
diatomic. On chemical grounds, we expect the H+ and F−1 isolated ions to be the
dominant contributors to the HF density deconstruction. However, the hydrogen
cation is just a proton with no electrons. Since H and its cation are essential to
describing the amino acids (and eventually, water), we experimented with various
empirical methods for modeling an “electron density” that could be associated with
the H+ basis state.

Strategy 1: Negative density of ground state H
We took the density of the ground state of neutral hydrogen, which is known analytically, and assigned −ρ1s (r) to the H+ basis state. The ground state of hydrogen is
given by:
 3
1
1 2 −r
Ψ1s = √
e ao .
(4.42)
π ao
Using Eq. 3.19 we computed the density. Using this as our input data for the H+ basis
state did not yield meaningful results, so this approach was discarded.

Strategy 2: “Quantum billiards”
This approach was motivated by recent work in the Hammes-Schiffer group[86] where
multi-component DFT was used to self-consistently compute the electronic and proton
densities of H in FHF – , to address quantum vibrational motion of the light atom
in a self-consistent manner, together with the solution of the electronic structure
problem. This is an area of intense current interest for studying proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET) reactions. We constructed the cation basis states from multiple,
partially-charged states, displaced away from the H nucleus origin. We dubbed this the
“quantum billiards” approach (see Fig. 4.17), in a nod to Mr. Tompkins in Wonderland
by George Gamow[87] . While this approach was also unsuccessful, it may be possible
to explore variations of this idea in future work.
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Figure 4.17 The quantum billiards approach to ρH+ (r). Fractional density contributions
to the overall density are weighted by ω.

Strategy 3: ρH+ = ρH+ − ρH2
3

The idea here is to model the density of the cation as a difference density of H+
3 and
H2 . Similarly, one could use the alternative model ρH+ = ρH+ − ρH0 (see Fig. 4.18).
2
Note that this model density has peaks on either side of the HF H atom, and goes
negative in the middle. In this sense, Strategy 3 incorporates features of both Strategy
1 and 2. This gave a charge transfer remarkably close to Bader’s at the equilibrium
internuclear separation (see Fig. 4.19). However, the trend at both smaller and larger
internuclear separations is exactly opposite to what would be expected in comparison
with the Bader results, which tracked quite clearly for LiF and CO although the curve
begins to turn downwards for R > 2.2 Å (data not shown). We are continuing to
investigate this behavior and once resolved for the case of HF, plan to use an H+ basis
density based on this model for amino acid CT-EAM constructions.
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Figure 4.18 ρH+ (red) taken as the difference between ρH+ (green) and ρH0 (blue).
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Figure 4.19 Charge transfer q(A) for AB as a function of internuclear separation R in the
bonding region for HF.
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4.11

Discussion

In this chapter we have demonstrated that the ensemble-of-ensemble theory produces
atom-in-molecule charges that are comparable to those of Bader, for LiF and CO,
despite the very different nature of the underlying atom-in-molecule decomposition.
There were some degree of sensitivity of charges obtained at the smaller interatomic
distances as observed in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.16.
In principle, the inclusion of a full ladder of states (i. e., based on ground state, ionic,
and excited states) of isolated atoms will allow us to capture interatomic effects that
both Bader and the other methods are not able to capture. Our method can be
viewed as an expression of the molecular structure hypothesis[88] which states that
“a molecule is a collection of atoms linked by a network of bonds”. In this view, the
purpose of the atoms-in-molecules concept is to relate molecular properties to the
constituent atoms. The difficulty with the molecular structure hypothesis is that it
does not provide an explicit linkage to the physics which governs the motions of the
nuclei and electrons that make up the atoms and the bonds. It remains for us to show
as researchers that the atoms in a molecule can be meaningfully and usefully defined,
with properties predicted and defined by the laws of quantum mechanics.
While we have shown that the Hohenberg-Kohn dual ensemble decomposition provides
an intuitive as well as useful approach to the atom-in-molecule problem, it is not
exact. The reason is that the charge transfer states and excitations are those of
the isolated atom[59,60] , imposed deus ex machina, without the agency of an external
potential. For instance, the additional correlations that atom A experiences due to
a charge transfer of −1 are described within ρ∗A only to the extent that they are
captured by the correlations already present in the −1 ion of the isolated atom A. In
the Perdew et al. ensemble formulation of DFT[59] , this limitation is embodied in the
assumption that A and B are close enough to interact weakly and transfer charge q,
but are also sufficiently separated such that B does not perturb A’s external nuclear
potential v(r). A experiences B strictly as simple reservoir of charge. By contrast, in
the strongly-interacting atom-in-molecule problem, A interacts with the electrons of
B as a structured reservoir of charge[89] . Thus, any correlations between electrons of
A and electrons of B that should properly be part of the density decomposition of
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ρAB into A∗ + B∗ , will only be partially described by the Hohenberg-Kohn diagonal
ensemble: an electron can be transferred from B to A, but its “B-ness” is lost.
The remarkable and unexpected result seen in the charge transfer plots is that the
approximate Hohenberg-Kohn ensemble-of-ensembles deconstruction of the present
work gives nearly identical results as the very different Bader topological AIM approach.
This “chemical checksum” provides strong support for using weighted ensembles of
isolated atom basis states in the CT-EAM parameterization.
The remarkable closeness of our charges to those computed using Bader‘s approach as
a function of internuclear distance further demonstrates that we were capturing most
of the chemistry that accounts for transferability of atomic properties. This contrasts
with the extreme basis-set sensitivity of Mulliken type partitioning schemes, and the
very different R-dependence of both Mulliken and Löwdin charges.
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5.1

Parameterizing a physics-based force field

As discussed in previous chapters, the ensemble-of-ensembles representation underlying the CT-EAM potential, combined with the corresponding ensemble-of-ensembles
density deconstruction, represents a new and different approach for addressing the
challenges of potential parameterization for systems involving charge polarization and
charge transfer. By expressing the potential in terms of functionals of pseudoatom densities, CT-EAM incorporates dynamically-changing quantum mechanical information
about the local chemical environment of each atom in a complex molecule or material,
as the system geometry evolves over the course of a simulation. Since the pseudoatom
densities are, in turn, expressed as linear combinations (ensemble-of-ensembles) of
isolated atomic and ionic densities (recall the theorem of Chapter 4 and Eq. 4.33), they
already contain considerable quantum mechanical information about the molecular
density of the system. In effect, CT-EAM shifts the burden of responsibility for
describing quantum mechanical charge redistribution and interatomic interaction away
from the embedding and electrostatic energy functionals of traditional EAM (see
Eq. 2.19 in Chapter 2), and onto the pseudoatom densities that are the arguments to
those functionals (see Section 2.6 in Chapter 2).
The quality of the underlying pseudoatom description is thus essential to ensuring
the fidelity of the CT-EAM potential. In Chapter 4, we saw that the basis density
representation of molecular pseudoatoms was able to successfully predict chemicallyreasonable charge redistributions in two challenging diatomic systems. However, the
methodology of Chapter 4 is appropriate only for static geometries, since it utilizes
a numerical representation of the molecular and isolated-atom electron densities on
manually-designed, nested 3D grids. The basis density weights for the diatomics must
be determined at each internuclear separation via pointwise least-squares optimization
over the entire molecule. Such a procedure is clearly impractical for large systems,
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particularly in light of the ambiguity associated with the different orbital orientations
available to non-closed-shell atomic and ionic basis densities.
Fortunately, since only the weights of the basis densities entering the CT-EAM potential
are allowed to vary as geometries change during a dynamical simulation, a much
better strategy is possible: fixing the functional forms of the basis densities once and
for all, in advance of any simulation. In addition, the basis density representations
corresponding to a given element should ideally depend only on the radial distance
to the parent nucleus, to avoid issues of symmetrization that add complexity and
potentially limit scalability of the force field[1] . As discussed below, there exist strong
theoretical rationales for utilizing purely radial representations of the atomic basis
densities. In our work, we also take advantage of known asymptotic constraints on
the analytic expressions for the atomic and ionic radial densities: these enable us to
define models that maximize the amount of physical information encoded within the
functional forms.
Once a radial density model has been selected, the representation of any contributing
basis state (neutral, ionic, or excited state) can be determined by fitting to electronic
structure calculations. The final fitted result can be added to a library of atomic basis
states for a particular element. These basis states are available for rapid, on-the-fly
updating of pseudoatom densities in the CT-EAM force evaluation for a given atom
within a large system such as a protein.1
In the following sections, we establish theoretically-motivated functional forms for
modeling the basis densities; describe and validate a systematic methodology for
fitting the basis densities to high-level quantum mechanical calculations, subject
to formal asymptotic constraints; and interpret the resulting fitting parameters in
terms of the computed electronic structure. The asymptotically-constrained fitting
procedure utilizes spherically-averaged, spin-unpolarized electron densities computed
at a high level of theory, and is applicable to ground and excited state atoms and ions.
A series of models are considered. The models are designed to capture short- and
1

In an MD simulation that uses CT-EAM as its force field, the updated chemical environment
at an instant in time is captured by adjusting and optimizing the system-wide CT-EAM ensemble
weights so as to minimize the total energy; the basis densities that the weights multiply remain fixed
throughout the simulation. The weight optimization is accomplished[2] through chemical potential
equalization[3] , in the spirit of electronegativity equalization[4] and charge equilibration methods[5] ;
see Rick et al.[6] and Streitz et al.[7] for applications to molecular and materials systems, and Leven
et al.[8] for recent developments. A detailed description of this procedure lies outside the scope of
this dissertation.
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long-range behavior, as well as intermediate-range shell structure as reflected in the
radial distribution function. We describe model development and fitting results for H,
Li, and F and their ions, and the second-row atoms and ions relevant to force field
development for small organic molecules and amino acids (C, N, and O). The general
procedure is readily extended to spin-polarized densities, arbitrary charge and excited
states, and heavier elements displaying more complex shell structure.

5.1.1

Sphericalized densities

In this section, we summarize two important theoretical results that provide formal
rationales for adopting spherically-symmetric models of atomic and ionic basis densities.
Neural network universal function approximation theorem. In Chapter 4, we
showed that the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem induces a unique ensemble decomposition
of the molecular density in terms of a set of atomic and ionic basis densities associated
with the constituent atoms and their respective nuclear charges. The decomposition
is necessarily approximate, due to the absence of interatomic density functions in the
ensemble representation.
However, as a consequence of the universal approximation theorem of neural networks[9] ,
the decomposition can be made exact, if the ensemble representation is mapped onto
a radial basis function (RBF) neural network [10] , such as the one illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
In addition to providing an independent, mathematical foundation for the density
deconstruction procedure, the neural network representation, through its expression in
terms of RBFs, immediately justifies the use of spherically-symmetric basis densities
in the density deconstruction procedure. A simple initial network can be augmented
by additional RBFs in order to achieve a specified level of accuracy in modeling the
total molecular density[10] . Moreover, the connections between nodes of the network
provide a mathematical mechanism for incorporating interatomic electron correlations
between isolated-atom basis densities in the final, optimized pseudoatom description
of the total molecular density.
In the present instance, the RBFs correspond to sets of angle-averaged atomic and
ionic densities. Each set of densities is associated with a specific element, with nuclear
charge Z. The densities thus function as pre-clustered RBFs, with their cluster
centers—the atomic nuclei—already known from the physics of the molecular problem
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Figure 5.1 A schematic diagram of the feed-forward layered network model represented by
the radial basis function expansion. Figure and caption from Ref.[9b]

.

i. e., , the specification of the molecular geometry. A conceptual representation of what
RBFs might look like for the amino acid glycine is shown in Fig. 5.2. For clarity, only
one radial density function is attached to each atomic nucleus. In practice, there will
be multiple radial basis states associated with each atom or ion, with local ensemble
weights summing to 1. This intuitive, physical, mapping is in contrast to the approach
required for purely computational fitting of arbitrary nonlinear functions, where an
extra step is needed to cluster a set of mathematically-chosen RBFs, and purely
heuristic criteria are used to select optimal cluster centers.
Theophilou’s recasting of density functional theory. Remarkably, the use of a
particular set of radial basis densities to characterize the ground state of a molecule
has recently been formally justified within density functional theory. In the original
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem of DFT[11] , the total ground state molecular density ρmol (r)
completely determines the ground state of the system. Theophilou has shown[12] that,
alternatively, the set of sphericalized ground state molecular densities centered about
the component nuclei of the molecule collectively determine the ground state of the
system.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of radial basis density functions corresponding to
different atomic states attached to the C, N, O, and H atoms of a glycine molecule.

Using notation adapted from Nagy[13] , the spherically-averaged part of the molecular
density ρmol (r) associated with the ith nucleus is defined as:
ϱimol (ri ) =

Z

dΩ ρmol (r),

(5.1)

where ri ≡ |r − Ri |. The spherical averaging is performed centered about each atom i
(nucleus located at Ri ), i = 1, · · · M , where M is the number of atoms in the molecule.
Theophilou’s theorem states that the set of radial densities {ϱimol (ri )}, i = 1, . . . M ,
completely determines the ground state of the system, and in particular, ρmol (r).
In a sense, this result is not surprising: the theorem effectively partitions the original
information content of ρmol (r) among M component nuclei. Nagy uses this idea to provide an alternative proof of Theophilou‘s theorem based on Kato’s theorem[13a] . Both
Theophilou[12] and Nagy[13] also note connections to the atom-in-molecule problem,
since the spherically-symmetric densities are centered about the constituent atoms
of the molecule. However, the set {ϱimol (ri )} do not provide an atom-in-molecule
decomposition of the molecular density, since they do not sum pointwise to ρmol (r).
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5.2

Previous work on analyzing and fitting electron densities

This section provides a brief review of previous work aimed at elucidating the general
structure and formal properties of atomic electron densities. No attempt is made
to summarize this extensive literature: we focus instead on those studies that have
directly informed the present work.
The utility of the electron density in characterizing quantum mechanical behavior,
independent of the many-electron wavefunction, was recognized over a century ago
with the development of Thomas-Fermi theory[14] , and formalized with the advent
of DFT[11,15] . This led to numerous studies of general properties of the electron
density, including tabulated and parameterized fits to Hartree-Fock calculations[16] ,
proofs of rigorous results for long-range behavior[17] , proof of the Kato nuclear cusp
condition[18,19] , its extensions[20] , and studies of its validity in atoms[21] . Analysis
techniques such as the development of electron localization functions[22] , facilitate
identification of key features of isolated atom and atom-in-molecule densities, including
atomic shell structure.
In early work, Boyd used an exponential polynomial expansion to fit radial densities
and radial density moments for neutral atoms and ions with Z = 1-54[16,23] , using the
Hartree-Fock wavefunctions of Clementi and Roetti[24] . The exponential polynomial
functional form used in the fits corresponded to the Slater-type orbital basis set used
in their Hartree-Fock wavefunction tabulation[24] . Around the same time, Wang and
Parr[25] investigated the use of piecewise exponentials and exponential polynomials—
delineating the atomic K, L, and M shells according to minima in the radial density
function—to parameterize the electron densities of rare gas and first-row atoms. The
shell boundaries were treated as constraints. Minimizing the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-von
Weizäcker energy functional[14] with respect to the density fitting parameters, yielded
an improved description of shell structure in the electron density, and improved
energies compared to Hartree-Fock. Several groups analyzed Hartree-Fock radial
density distribution functions, as a means of identifying underlying shell structure[26] .
In the spirit of these early works, an important consideration here has been to design
radial distribution function models that are capable of reproducing atomic shell
structure, in addition to satisfying other constraints. As detailed below, this led us to
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incorporate the radial components of hydrogenic orbitals within our radial density
functional forms.

5.3

Atomic density constraints and model design

Our objective is to obtain the best overall fits to the set of spherically-averaged electron
densities for the second-row atoms ions and their excited states, that simultaneously
model the fundamental shape and radial behavior of the densities, while also respecting
asymptotic short- and long-range constraints, and capturing intermediate-range shell
structure. We begin by discussing the constraints that will be applied to the functional
forms of the models considered in Section 5.3.2, to generate the radial density presented
in Section 5.5.

5.3.1

Constraints

(i) Conservation of particle number. The model density must integrate to the total
number of electrons N , i.e., we require that
Ne ≡

Z ∞

D(r) r2 dr = N.

(5.2)

0

(ii) Short-range constraint. The celebrated cusp condition of Kato[18] was originally
formulated in terms of the many-electron wavefunction for spinless Hamiltonians.
As a corollary to Kato’s result, Steiner[19] derived the following constraint on
the electron density:
∂ρ(r)
= −2Zρ(0).
(5.3)
∂r r=0
This result is commonly referred to as the Kato cusp condition, and it holds for
any state of the atom[19,20c] . It constitutes a fundamental boundary condition
for the electron density at each atomic nucleus.
(iii) Long-range constraint. The long-range behavior of the electron density is given
by[17f] :
lim ρ(r) = r2β e−2αr ,
(5.4)
r→∞
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where

√

−2ϵmax ,

(5.5)

β ≡ Z ∗ /α − 1,

(5.6)

Z ∗ ≡ Z − N + 1.

(5.7)

α=

and

ϵmax is the energy of the least-negative occupied natural spin orbital[27] of the
atom[17b] .

5.3.2

Atomic density models

We considered a succession of five increasingly general models Mi (r) as functional
forms for the density fits. The constrained-fit numerical procedures are described in
Section 5.5 below.
Each model consists of a linear combination of analytic expressions derived from the
asymptotic constraints, and hydrogen-like orbital radial density functions. Model M1 ,
the simplest, is completely analytic and has no fitting parameters. M5 , the most
general, incorporates contributions from hydrogenic 2s and 2p orbital radial functions.
Model M5 also allows the option of treating the nuclear charge as a parameter, in
the spirit of variationally-optimized Slater-type orbitals[24] and empirically-derived
screening rules for many-electron atoms[28] . Model M6 is a variant of Model M5 ,
designed to accommodate special considerations for anions.
As will be seen from the fitting results, the imposition of the three constraints was
sufficient to fit some of the neutral atoms and cations using model M3 or M4 ,
without the inclusion of a 2p orbital radial density component. Even Model M1
provided a remarkably good zeroth order picture of the ground state radial electron
density morphology for the neutral Group 2 atoms and their cations. For anions,
however, this was no longer true: their diffuse densities and slower decay at long
range required more precise orbital modeling at intermediate distances. A complete
orbital description of the neutral atom core is needed to avoid placing an unsatisfiable
fitting burden—covering both the outer 2p orbital exponential decay as well as the
distinct, long-range anion exponential and inverse–r pre-exponential on the long-range
asymptotic component.
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Although we therefore recommend the use of the most general models M5 and M6
for practical applications to the construction of basis densities for CT-EAM force field
functional design, it is useful to understand the effect of successive refinements in the
progression from M1 to M5 as presented in Section 5.6. In addition, as part of the
fitting procedure, analytically-derived (B0 from Model M1 ) and fitted parameters for
the simpler models can be propagated into initial conditions for the more complex
models, to improve optimization stability.
The five models are defined as follows.
Model M1 . This is a purely analytic model that ties together short- and long-range
asymptotic constraints (ii) and (iii), subject to normalization condition (i). It combines
the “cusp density”[29] near the nucleus—which automatically satisfies the Kato cusp
condition—with the asymptotic limit of Eq. (5.4):
ρM1 (r) ≡ ρ(0)e−2Zr + B0 r2β e−2αr .

(5.8)

Applying constraint (i) determines B0 :
B0 =
where
I1 (Z) =
and
I2 =

Z ∞
0

N − 4πρ(0)I1 (Z)
,
4πI2 (α, β)
Z ∞

1
,
4Z 3

(5.10)

1
Γ(2β + 3).
(2α)2β+3

(5.11)

r2 e−2Zr dr =

0

r2β+2 e−2αr dr =

(5.9)

Model M2 . The functional form for M2 is the same as that of M1 , except that
ϵmax , which controls the long-range decay of the electron density through α and β (see
Eqs. (5.4-5.6)), is allowed to vary. Since B0 is no longer fixed by an analytic condition,
it must vary as well. There are two fitting parameters: ϵmax and B0 . This was used as
an exploratory model only, in the transition to Model M3 .
Model M3 . This model introduces the following modifications to M2 : addition of
a term (with coefficient C0 in Eq. (5.12)) corresponding to a hydrogen-like 2s radial
density; relaxation of the constraint relationship between β and α, Eq. (5.6); and
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relaxation of the cusp density form at the nucleus (Eq. (5.8)), by allowing A0 to vary.
A0 is initialized to ρ(0) in fitting. Defining
ρ̃(3) (r) ≡ A0 e−2Zr + C0 (m − Zr)2 e−2γr ,

(5.12)

the density expression is then:
ρM3 (r) = ρ̃(3) (r) + B0 r2β e−2αr

.

(5.13)

Note that for one-electron (hydrogen-like) atoms, the constants appearing in the 2s
radial contribution have exact values m = 2 and γ = Z/2.[30] There are now 7 fitting
parameters: A0 , B0 , C0 , m, γ, α, and β.
Model M4 . The functional form for M4 is the same as that of M3 , except that
the nuclear charge Z is allowed to vary between Z − 1 and Z, to allow for charge
screening. This adds an eighth fitting parameter, Zeff . Defining
ρ̃(4) (r) ≡ A0 e−2Zeff r + C0 (m − Zeff r)2 e−2γr ,

(5.14)

the density expression is then:
ρM4 (r) = ρ̃(4) (r) + B0 r2β e−2αr

.

(5.15)

Model M5 . This is the same as Model M4 , but with the addition of a term
(with coefficient D0 in Eq. (5.16)) corresponding to a hydrogen-like 2p radial density.
Defining
ρ̃(5) (r) ≡ ρ̃(4) (r) + D0 Z 2 r2 e−2ηr ,
(5.16)
the density expression becomes:
ρM5 (r) = ρ̃(5) (r) + B0 r2β e−2αr .

(5.17)
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For one-electron (hydrogen-like) atoms, the additional constant η appearing in the
2p radial contribution has exact value η = Z/2[30] . This adds two additional fitting
parameters, η and D0 , for a total of 10 parameters.
In light of the additional flexibility afforded by the 2p radial contribution, fits can also
be performed using M5 with α, β, and A0 fixed at their nominal values, using the
values of ϵmax and ρ(0) from quantum chemical calculations (see Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6)).
For such M5 fits, the number of parameters is reduced to 7.
Model M6 . This is a modification of Model M5 , specifically for fitting anions. β is
allowed to vary linearly in the preexponential factor r2β of the long-range contribution
to the electron density. β in Eq. (5.17) is replaced by βeff , where
βeff = β + ζr.

(5.18)

The new parameter ζ provides flexibility in allowing the model to interpolate between
a neutral atom-like value of β (0 < β < 1), and the formal anionic limit, β = −1 (cf.
Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) with N = Z − 1). Capturing the correct behavior of diffuse anion
densities is challenging due to their much slower decay compared to neutral atoms or
tightly-bound cations, and there is limited theoretical guidance regarding the value r0
at which the limit β = −1 should take over. The formal analyses of asymptotic density
behavior[17] that culminated in Eq. (5.4) are all based on asymptotic arguments, but
with the exception of Ref. [17d], do not provide an estimate for r0 . Hoffmann-Ostenhof
and Hoffmann-Ostenhof proved a weaker form of Eq. (5.4), with Z instead of Z ∗ , and
r0 = Z/|ϵmax |. They conjectured that Eq. (5.4) should hold “on physical grounds,”
but did not provide a corresponding estimate of r0 .
For the Model M6 anion results reported below, α is fixed at its nominal value,
computed from Eq. (5.5), and ζ is optimized in its stead. This allows the anion density
to “look like” its local atomic structure at short- and medium-range, and preserve its
formally exact, long-range exponential decay with the correct value of α,[17b] while
also accommodating a gradual transition from a neutral atom-like value of β to the
exact anionic limit. Like Model M5 , Model M6 has a total of 10 parameters.
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5.4

Electronic structure calculations of atomic and
ionic densities

In the following sections we summarize our step-by-step procedure implemented to
select candidate basis density states for initial study, generate the densities from
quantum mechanical calculations, and generating the mesh for input to the angleaveraging (sphericalizing) MATLAB code.

5.4.1

Basis density state selection and electronic structure
computational details

In order to successfully model atomistic dynamics and dynamical interactions using
our CT-EAM we need to incorporate spatial and statistical electron correlations
by selecting the appropriate atomic, ionic and excited states that contribute to the
pseudoatom densities and to the total energy of the system.
In selecting the candidate states, the approach used is similar to that described in
Section 4.7.2. An energy ladder was created for the atomic and ionic states and the
relative energies compared. The ground state energies and corresponding electron
densities for the selected atomic and ionic states constitute the basis states.
We first have to determine candidate electronic transitions by starting with the
ground state electronic configuration, the configuration with the lowest average energy.
As a specific example, consider C with 6 electrons. The ground state electronic
configuration is 1s2 2s2 2p2 . The Aufbau principle dictates that configurations with
filled inner subshells (e.g. 2s) are more stable than those with the electrons spread
out across multiple subshells. Thus for carbon, 1s2 2s2 2p2 is lower in energy than
1s2 2s1 2p3[31] . Once the terms for a given configuration have been determined, the
relative ordering of those terms is determined by Hund’s rule, which states that orbitals
of equal energy are occupied by electrons individually before the electron is paired with
a second electron of opposite spin. This is to reduce the repulsion between the electrons.
For example, the orbital filling arrangement of electron spins for a neutral ground state
carbon atom, its first and second excited states, the cation, and the anion are shown
in Fig. 5.3 in order of increasing energy according to Hund’s rule. Once the ground
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electronic configuration is specified, the L-S coupling scheme is used to determine the
allowed term values. Atomic term values are used to represent electronic transitions
between two different atomic states. For the light 2nd row elements (i. e., Period 2) that
we are considering in this dissertation, the angular momentum coupling scheme used is
known as Russell-Saunders or L-S coupling [30] . For heavy atoms, where the spin-orbit
coupling term in the Hamiltonian becomes important, the j-j coupling scheme is used.
A discussion of spin-orbit coupling can be found in
Karplus and Porter[30] . For many-electron atoms, the
basic rules for applying spin-orbit coupling to determine
the term values are based on the coupling of angular
momenta J = L + S, where L is orbital angular momentum, expressed as a sum of the electronic orbital angular
P
momenta; L = i li and S is the total spin quantum
number, also expressed as the sum of the electronic spin;
P
S = i si . For an atom, the total quantum number
P
J = s ji has a range of J = |L − S|, . . . L + S where
the electronic quantum number is j = l + s.
The basic rules for energy ordering according to the the
term values are:
(a) The terms are ordered according to their the total
spin quantum number S values, the term with
maximum S being most stable and the stability
decreasing with decreasing S. Thus, the ground
state has maximum spin multiplicity.
(b) For a given value of S (given spin multiplicity), the
state with maximum L is most stable.
(c) For given S and L, the minimum J value is most
stable if there is a single open subshell that is less
than half-full and the maximum J is most stable
if the subshell is more than half-full.

Figure 5.3 Arrangement of
spins of electrons in carbon
atom of different configurations,
the singly-charged carbon cation,
and anion, in accordance with
the Aufbau principle and Hund’s
rule.
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Figure 5.4 Term splitting of the ground-state (1s2 2s2 2p2 ) configuration of carbon. The 3 P,
D and 1 S terms are split due to electron repulsion while spin-orbit coupling is responsible
for the 3 P splitting into 3 P2,1,0 , states.

1

An illustration of the relative energies arising from the term splittings for carbon in
the ground state configuration 1s2 2s2 2p2 is given in Fig. 5.4. All the potential states
arising from the carbon 2p2 subshell have the same principal quantum number n = 2,
and according to the Pauli exclusion principle, using the above rules in sequence, we
see that (a) implies that the 3 P states with the three different J values will have the
lowest energy, since they have maximum spin multiplicity of 3. Regarding the other
two states with the same value of S (1 D2 , 1 S0 ), rule (b) implies that 1 D2 , (with the
larger value of L, L = 2) will have a lower energy and be more stable than 1 S0 . Within
the three 3 P states, rule (c) implies that the J = 0 state (minimum J) is most stable,
since the 2p subshell has only 2 electrons, which is less than 3 (half-filling). With
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these principles, the ground and first few excited states of C are:
1
S0 , in order of increasing energy.

5.4.2

3

P0 , 3 P1 , 3 P2 , 1 D2 ,

Spherical averaging of quantum mechanical electron
densities on a 3D spatial mesh

Similar to the approach used in Section 4.7.5 we used Gaussian’s cubegen to generate
electron density cubes for the basis states. Because the cubegen utility is a “Swiss
Army” cube generator for orbitals, densities, electrostatic potentials, extracting data
for a basis state centered at the cusps and bounded within an arbitrarily-point X,Z,Y
required additional post-processing. A MATLAB function Genmesh (Appendix A.4)
was created to generate a 3D mesh with spacing constrained to be the same in all three
dimensions, and symmetric about the fixed point of reference (0.0, 0.0, 0.0), as input
to the Gaussian cubegen utility. For each atom, we are interested in extracting a 1D
electron density cross-section through the nucleus at (0, 0, 0), leading to a (0, 0, z, ρ)
data array for plotting. z ranges from 0 · · · zmaz , where zmax is where ρ falls to zero.
This extracted 1D cut through the cube file—henceforth referred to as a zcut—can
be used to extract the value of the density at the nucleus, ρ(0), for comparison with
the literature, cf. Table 5.8.
To construct the spherically-averaged electron densities to be used as RDFs as described, we now describe our sphericalization methodology. As previously noted,
the use of sphericalized densities avoids the need to introduce angular functions or
rotational symmetrizing into the molecular density model. The MATLAB function
IntegrateDensity (Appendix A.5.1) was written to perform this integration. The
IntegrateDensity function relies on MATLAB’s built-in functions integral2 to implement the angular double integration. The syntax for integral2 is z = integral2(f,
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, ‘AbsTol’, tol), where f is a function representation of
f (x, y). If tol is not specified, a default tolerance of 10−6 is used. The function reads in
the densities generated earlier from G‘09‘s cubegen, in (x, y, z, ρ(x, y, z)) format, and
R
performs an angular integration ρ(x, y, z)dΩ in spherical polar coordinates by dynamically interpolating required ρ(r, θ, ϕ) integration values from the known ρ(x, y, z)
values on the input cubegen mesh. The 1D spherically-averaged density is output on a
user-specified grid of r values, hereafter referred to as the sphericalized density dBar.
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In the plots to be presented below, it is of interest to note the difference between
a zcut density and the sphericalized dBar result. Of course these will be identical
for closed-shell atoms and ions such as F−1 or purely s-orbital configurations (e.g.
Li, Li+ , and Li− ); this provides an incidental check on our sphericalization procedure.

5.4.3

Ab initio computed energy results and comparison with
the literature

The next step after determining the basis states is to calculate the electron density
of a given atomic state, ρ(r), by solving the Schrödinger equation at the MP4 level
of theory, using a high-quality basis set. Due to the long-range, diffuse nature of the
anionic electron density, the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set[32] was used. For consistency, and
to enable the computation of ionization potentials and electron affinities as a check
against the literature, the same level of basis set was used throughout (i.e., including
neutral atoms, cations, and excited states).
In this section we discuss how we validate and check our energy calculations against
experiment and prior high-level theory, as reassurance that the densities generated in
our quantum mechanical calculations are of good quality, before we start fitting their
spherically-averaged forms (radial distribution functions).
The general theoretical background for performing Gaussian ‘09 electronic structure
calculations has been discussed previously in Chapter 3. Here we note some additional
specifics. In practice, when performing electronic structure calculation for an atomic
state using G‘09, one specifies restricted or unrestricted in conjunction with the level of
theory (here, MP4). In the present case, only unrestricted should be used. In general,
only unrestricted MP4 level of theory should be used. The reason is that specification
of a term value implies a particular angular momentum coupling for the electronic spin
and orbital angular momentum degrees of freedom. The total wavefunction for the
atom, which is built from linear combinations of anti-symmetrized Slater determinants,
is constructed so as to yield a state with the specified term value (total orbital angular
momentum value L, and total spin angular momentum S). Since restricted implies
assignment of identical spatial orbitals to paired electrons, this would artificially limit
variational flexibility (and thus optimization of the computed energy) of spin-orbitals
participating in a specified coupling scheme, as well as potentially introducing a
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conflict between the wavefunction angular momentum coupling as required for the
specified term value, and the more restricted coupling allowed by the electron pairing
constraint.
Ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs) can be used to gain insight
into the nature of charge transfer processes and provide a valuable check on the
quality of contributing energy calculations. In particular, the ionization potential
of an atom can be approximated by the energy of the least-negative highest-orbital
orbital, ϵemax [17b,33,34] , if the orbital energies have been transformed into a natural
orbital energies have been transformed into a natural orbital[27] representation. The
long-range asymptotic constraint on ρ(⃗r), Eq. 5.4, depends on the parameter α, which
in turn depends on the NBO values of ϵmax , as seen from Eq. 5.5. We can then
calculate α from ϵmax in Eq. 5.5.
As such, a full Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis is performed as part of one
Gaussian ’09 calculations by using the pop=(full, nbo) keyword.
As an initial energy validation, Table 5.1 shows the calculated energies and relative
energies with respect to the ground state for the first few excited states of carbon
alongside the singly-charged cation and anion. We see that our computed change in
energy for the ground state, first three excited states and singly-charged carbon atom
are in reasonable agreement to those obtained from the literature.

UMP4
(present work)
Configuration
Ground state
1st excited state
2nd excited state
3rd excited state
Cation
Anion

2s2 2p2
2s2 2p2
2s2 2p2
2s2 2p3
2s2 2p1
2s2 2p3

Term
value
3

P
D
1
S
5
S
2
P
4
P

1

Energy
-37.8082
-37.7455
-37.7455
-37.6605
-37.3945
-37.8527

∆E
0.0000
0.0627
0.0627
0.1477
0.4137
-0.0445

UCISD
(present work)
Energy
-37.8083
-37.7464
-37.7464
-37.6603
-37.3969
-37.8495

NIST
(spectroscopic data)

Full CI[36]
(SDTQ)

∆E

∆E, cm−1

∆E

Energy

∆E

0.0000
0.0619
0.0619
0.1480
0.4114
-0.0412

0.000
10192.657
21648.030
33735.121
—
—

0.0000
0.0464
0.0986
0.1537
—
—

-37.8393
-37.7924
-37.7385
-37.6892
-37.3724[38]
-38.0517[39]

0.0000
0.0469
0.1008
0.1501
0.4669
-0.2124

QMC[37]
—
Energy
-37.8354
-37.7897
-37.7383
-37.6903
—
—

∆E
0.0000
0.0458
0.0971
0.1452
—
—
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Table 5.1 Comparison of computed vs. literature energies for the ground state, first three excited states and singly-charged carbon
atom. ∆E denotes the relative energy with respect to the reported ground state energy. Spectroscopic ∆E uses NIST-quoted ground
state energy of -37.8450 Ha from Chakravorty et al.[35] (MCHF/STO). All energies in Ha unless otherwise indicated. UMP4 and CISD
calculations performed using aug-cc-pVQZ basis set (present work). QMC denotes quantum Monte Carlo calculations.
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5.4.4

Electron affinity and ionization potential computation

In the previous section, we compared energy differences and absolute energies with
spectroscopic data and high-quality calculations from the literature, as illustrated
for carbon. Another way to validate our level of theory and choice of basis sets is
to assess our results for the electron affinity (EA) and ionization potential (IP). The
electron affinity can be computed as a difference between the ground state energies of
the anion and the neutral atom:
EA ≡ E(Z, N + 1) − E(Z, N ) = Eanion − Eneutral

(5.19)

where E(Z, N ) is the energy of the neutral atom with Z = N . The ionization potential
(IP) can be calculated from the difference in ground state energies between the cation
and neutral atom:
IP ≡ E(Z, N − 1) − E(Z, N ) = Ecation − Eneutral

(5.20)

Tables 5.2 – 5.6 demonstrate the effects of basis set on the computation of the EA for
C, O, F, Li and H, and compare our results with select literature values. In the case of
the EA, basis sets of different sizes can be generated systematically and consequently
one can extrapolate results to the basis set limit. Electronic structure calculation for
anions are challenging, because the extra electron is weakly bound, leading to a diffuse
spatial extent of the outermost orbitals[50b] . Because computational expense varies
as a high power (N 5 − N 7 ) of the size of the atomic orbital basis set, this greatly
increases the computer time requirements for negative ion calculations.
The tables also show comparisons of our calculated electron affinities with literature
experiment and theory. Comparable calculations using CISD and the aug-cc-pVQZ
basis set were found to give better EA values compared with the literature. In the end,
we did not use aug-cc-pV5Z or aug-cc-pV6Z basis sets for our density calculations;
the aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets was deemed sufficient, giving calculated EAs in good
agreement with the literature. For the special case of hydrogen, calculations were
performed at the Hartree-Fock level of theory since there is no electron correlation.
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Carbon
Table 5.2 Effects of basis sets on computed electron affinities for carbon. Energies for
neutral atom and anion in Ha; electron affinities (EA) in eV.
Full CI[50c]

MP4(SDQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

MP4/CCSDT-3

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVDZ -37.7619968 -37.8056169

1.187

-37.76524

-37.80774

1.156

—

—

—

aug-cc-pVTZ

-37.7790769 -37.8253449

1.259

-37.78227

-37.82754

1.232

-37.77642

-37.82167

1.26†

aug-cc-pVQZ

-37.7841203 -37.8309647

1.275

-37.78723

-37.83303

1.246

—

—

1.24‡

aug-cc-pV5Z

-37.7856074

1.280

—

—

—

—

—

—

EA (expt.) = 1.27[41]

-37.8326352

MP4(DQ)[40]

MP4(DQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVQZ

-37.782434

-37.8264618

1.198

-37.80472

-37.84836

1.19

†

Computations performed at MP4[40] ,

‡

Computations performed at CCSDT-3[42]

Oxygen
Table 5.3 Effects of basis sets on electron affinity for oxygen. Energies for neutral atom
and anion in Ha; and electron affinities (EA) in eV.
Full CI[50c]

MP4(SDQ) (present work)

MP4/CCSDT-3

Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVDZ

-74.9246647

-74.9701229

1.237

-74.92591

-74.97035

1.209

—

—

—

aug-cc-pVTZ

-74.9779075

-75.0290096

1.391

-74.97913

-75.02851

1.344

-75.018

-75.069

1.39†

aug-cc-pVQZ

-74.9942548

-75.0479265

1.460

—

—

—

—

—

1.42‡

aug-cc-pV5Z

-74.9997415

-75.0543108

1.485

—

—

—

—

—

—

EA (expt.) = 1.46[41]

MP4(DQ)[40]

MP4(DQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVQZ

-74.9904413

-75.0340765

1.187

-75.01365

-75.0547

1.12

†

Computations performed at MP4 level of theory[40] ,

‡

Computations performed at CCSDT-3 level of theory[42]
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Fluorine
Table 5.4 Effects of basis sets on electron affinity for fluorine. Energies for neutral atom
and anion in Ha; electron affinities (EA) in eV.
Full CI[50c]

MP4(SDQ) (present work)

MP4/CCSDT-3

Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVDZ

-99.5498037

-99.6748708

3.403

-99.55029

-99.66932

3.239

—

—

—

aug-cc-pVTZ

-99.6274700

-99.7562271

3.504

-99.62788

-99.74946

3.308

-99.675

-99.803

3.49†

aug-cc-pVQZ

-99.6526009

-99.7838749

3.572

-99.65255

-99.77617

3.364

—

—

3.40‡

aug-cc-pV5Z

-99.6613656

-99.7933893

3.593

—

—

—

—

—

—

EA (expt.) = 3.40[41]

MP4(DQ)[40]

MP4(DQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

aug-cc-pVQZ

-99.6469112

-99.7640121

3.186

-99.66904

-99.78322

3.11

†

Computations performed at MP4 level of theory level of theory[40] ,

‡

Computations performed at CCSDT-3 level of theory level of theory[42]

Lithium
Table 5.5 Effects of basis sets on electron affinity for lithium. Energies for neutral atom
and anion in Ha; electron affinities (EA) in eV.
MP4(SDQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

EA[43]

aug-cc-pVDZ -7.432657237 -7.451782699 0.5204306 0.5995
aug-cc-pVTZ -7.446065963 -7.465734853 0.535218
—
aug-cc-pVQZ -7.449811025 -7.469463323 0.5347665
—
aug-cc-pV5Z -7.459853943 -7.479516178 0.5350369
—
†
‡

Computations performed at MP4 level of theory[40] ,
Computations performed at CCSDT-3 level of theory[42]

EA (expt.)
0.6176
—
—
—
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Hydrogen
Table 5.6 Effects of basis sets on electron affinity for hydrogen. Energies for neutral atom
and anion in Ha; electron affinities (EA) in eV.
Full CI[50c]

MP4(SDQ) (present work)
Basis set

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

E, neutral

E, anion

EA

EA (expt.) = 0.75[41]

aug-cc-pVDZ

-0.4993343

-0.5225619

0.632

-0.49933

-0.52403

0.672

0.754

aug-cc-pVTZ

-0.4998212

-0.5250837

0.687

-0.49982

-0.52656

0.728

—

aug-cc-pVQZ

-0.4999483

-0.5256016

0.698

-0.49995

-0.52714

0.740

—

aug-cc-pV5Z

-0.4999948

-0.5258159

0.703

—

—

—

—

Table 5.7 shows our computed IPs as compared with literature and experiment. The
MCHF+ relativistic ionization potentials are from Table XII of Chakravorty et al.[35] ,
and were computed at a high level of theory using complete-active-valence-space
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock plus relativistic corrections (CAS MCHF+). The G1
theory ionization potentials are from Table III of Pople et al.[44] (G1 theory provides
benchmark electronic structure results for use in parametrizing and assessing DFT
functionals, and other applications). The G1 energies were computed using fourthorder Møller-Plesset perturbation theory with post-MP4 quadratic CI corrections, and
6-311G** basis sets with additional polarization functions. As in the case of EAs, we
find reasonable agreement of our computed IPs compared to theee experimental and
literature theory results. Notably, our results of −ϵmax are also in good agreement
with Koopmans’ theorem, which states that the energy of the highest-occupied orbital
of an atom or molecule when computed using a Hartree-Fock[45] or correlated[17b,33,34]
wavefunction in canonical (natural orbital)[27] form, provides an approximation to the
ionization potential.
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Table 5.7 Comparison of computed ionization potentials (present work) with experimental
values (NIST)[46] , least-negative highest-occupied orbital (present work), and high-quality
quantum chemical results from the literature as described in text. All energies in Hartree.
IP is the computed IP using Eq. 5.20. ϵmax is the least negative highest occupied NBO
energy computed in G‘09 at MP4-SDT/aug-cc-pVQZ (present work), EN is the curated
experimental value from the literature[46] ; ECAS [35] and EG1 [44] are high-level theory
calculations as described in the text.
Ecation

Eneutral

IP

−ϵmax

EN

ECAS

EG1

H

—

-0.4999

—

0.4997†

0.49973

0.49973

0.49973

Li

-7.2525

-7.4498

0.1973

0.1964

0.19814

0.198

0.196

C

-37.3945

-37.8082

0.4137

0.4390

0.41381

0.4138

0.4105

N

-54.0161

-54.5505

0.5344

0.5709

0.53412

0.5340

0.5318

O

-74.3707

-75.0205

0.6498

0.5217

0.50045

0.5005

0.4976

F

-98.9155

-99.6790

0.7635

0.6800

0.64028

0.6402

0.6391

Atom

†

For H, −ϵmax is from our HF calculation.

In the interest of generating the best quality density for the more challenging anions
and excited states, a trial version of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)
modeling suite[47] was used to calculate some of the states of interest. In principle,
ADF is preferred in these cases because it uses Slater-type orbitals (STOs) for the
basis set functions, which should provide a more accurate description than G’09’s
Gaussian basis functions for the exponential fall-off of very diffuse, polarizable, and
higher-energy states. This will also help in correctly describing the exponential cusps
in the atomic densities at nuclei. The STO-TZ basis sets were used for the densities
calculated from ADF as shown in Table 5.8. The table also shows that our calculated
ground state energies and electron densities are in good agreement with literature
experiment and theory.

State

H0
H−1
Li+1
Li0
Li−1
C+1
C0
C−1
N+1
N0
N−1
O+1
O0
O−1
F+1
F0
F−1
†

Term
2

S
S
1
S
2
S
1
S
2
P
3
P
4
P
3
P
4
P
3
P
4
P
3
P
2
P
3
P
2
P
1
P
1

Z

N

EP

EN

ρG09 (0)

ρADF (0)

ρLP (0)

ρM (0)

ϵmax

α

β

1
1
3
3
3
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
7
8
9
8
9
10

-0.4999†
-0.5254
-7.2525
-7.4498
-7.4695
-37.3945
-37.8082
-37.8527
-54.0161
-54.5505
-54.5287
-74.3707
-75.0205
-75.0668
-98.9155
-99.6790
-99.8002

—
—
-7.143
-7.335
—
—
-37.426
—
—
-54.025
—
—
-74.473
—
—
-99.100
—

0.2986†
0.3067
13.3393
13.4706
13.4719
124.5485
125.0598
124.5485
203.3387
202.0493
201.3738
307.5624
305.9876
305.2484
441.5975
439.7078
438.6863

—
—
12.9137
13.0399
—
—
121.0466
—
—
195.6997
—
—
296.4753
—
—
426.9580
425.8793

—
—
13.7
13.8
—
—
127.5
—
—
206.1
—
—
311.7
—
—
448.3
—

—
—

-0.5000†
-0.0459
-2.7924
-0.1964
-0.0145
-0.9142
-0.4390
-0.0780
-1.1164
-0.5709
-0.2086
-1.1551
-0.5217
-0.1449
-1.3804
-0.6800
-0.1810

0.9999
0.3028
2.3632
0.6267
0.1700
1.3522
0.9370
0.3950
1.4942
1.0686
0.6458
1.5199
1.0215
0.5383
1.6615
1.1662
0.6016

0.0001
-1.0000
-0.1537
0.5957
-1.0000
0.4791
0.0672
-1.0000
0.3385
-0.0642
-1.0000
0.3159
-0.0210
-1.0000
0.2037
-0.1425
-1.0000

For H, all computations were performed at the HF/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory.

13.830
—
—
127.556
—
—
206.135
—
—
311.975
—
—
448.710
—
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Table 5.8 Energy and density comparisons with literature for atomic and ionic states. EP is the computed ground state energy at the
MP4-SDT/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory (present work). EN is the ground state energy from NIST[46] , computed using the local density
approximation (LDA) of DFT. ρG09 (0) is the computed density at r = 0 using G‘09 at the MP4-SDT/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory,
and ρADF (0) is the computed density using a trial version of the ADF[47] quantum chemistry package as described in the text. ρLP (0)
are HF densities computed by Liu and Parr[29] , and ρM (0), are densities computed using the analytical model of Liu and Parr[48] .
ϵmax is the least negative highest occupied NBO
√ energy computed in G‘09 at MP4-SDT/aug-cc-pVQZ (present work). α and β are
discussed in Section 5.3.1 and are given as α = −2ϵmax , β ≡ Z ∗ /α − 1, where Z ∗ ≡ Z − N + 1. All energies are in Hartree. α and β
values correspond to r in atomic units.
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5.4.5

Level of theory comparison for CI and MP4

Based on the energy tables (Tables 5.2 – 5.6), it is clear that the full CI calculations
give results in close agreement with experiment, and better energy differences than
MP4. However, our interest here is in the electron density, and we wanted to explore
the effect of level of theory specifically on the electron density. Fig. 5.5 compares
CI and MP4 calculations for the 1 D state of carbon. Looking at the ln density and
radial distribution function (RDF) plots in Fig. 5.5, there is no visual distinction
between the RDFs for the electron densities at short range. The only deviation we see
is towards the tail of the ln density plot. Even though CISD/aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets
found worked best for anions we decided to use MP4/aug-cc-pVQZ to be consistent
in our level of theory choice across all basis densities, and MP4 densities were used
previously (Chapter 4) for our density deconstruction calculations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 Comparison between the CISD and MP4 densities for carbon (present work).
(a) Radial distribution functions; (b) ln ρ(r).

We further explored the effect of level of theory on the ground, charge and excited
states. MP4/aug-cc-pVQZ levels of theory computations were performed for the
lithium singlet and triplet states. We see in Fig. 5.6 that both the 1D G‘09 zcut and
dBar densities for the singlet state are comparable, while for the triplet state, the
G’09 zcut density deviates more from its dBar counterpart. This can be attributed to
the the fact that in the singlet state the 2s shell is complete and therefore spherical
while the triplet state has two unpaired electrons filling different orbitals, leading
to a non-spherical triplet state density. This illustrates our considerations leading
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to the sphericalization of the computed basis state densities for modeling CT-EAM
pseudoatoms.
Radial Distribution Function, Li-1

3

G09-zcut Singlet
dBar Singlet
G09-zcut Triplet
dBar Triplet

2.5

ln ρ(r), Li-1
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Figure 5.6 Comparison between singlet and triplet states of lithium anion (present work).
(a) Radial distribution function; (b) ln ρ(r).

Fig. 5.7 also shows a similar study of the first few states of carbon. As we can see from
the plots, the short range density is almost identical for the ground state and first
three excited states. The place where one sees the differences between the ground and
various excited states is at long range due to the different long-range decays arising
from different orbital eigenenergies.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 Comparison of electron densities for the ground and 1st excited states of carbon
at MP4/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory (present work). (a) Radial distribution function; (b)
ln ρ(r).
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5.4.6

H and H+: two special cases

As we have discussed previously in Section 4.10.3, the ability to describe the ground,
excited and ionic states of hydrogen is key to modeling the structure and interactions
of amino acids and proteins, including water solvation effects. For neutral H, the
radial component of the electron density is known analytically, so one can include an
arbitrarily high ladder of excited states in describing its pseudoatoms. The MATLAB
code reproduced in Appendix A.6 was used to generate electron densities corresponding
to hydrogenic wavefunctions for select excited states. Example radial distribution
plots are shown in Fig. 5.6. Given the difficulties we encountered with HF, which
we could not ultimately resolve, but which led to a physically-motivated model for
+
H+ (ρ(H+
2 ) − ρ(H)). H is still an open problem as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.6 Radial density distribution plots for hydrogen atom; 0 ≤ n ≤ 4.
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5.5

Fitting the sphericalized radial basis densities

To facilitate the fitting of the atomic state basis densities, we implemented the
constraints described in Section 5.3.1 together with the analytic models in Section 5.3.2 to fit our sphericalized, spin-unpolarized electron densities computed at the
MP4(SDQ)/aug-cc-pVQZ level theory, for ground state atoms and ions. As discussed
earlier, the models are designed to capture computed short- and long-range behavior as well as intermediate-range shell structure, while adhering to known physical
constraints.
The procedure implemented for all model fits is the same, except for Model M1 , where
Steps 3 through 5 are replaced by a simple analytic expression.
1) Compute the electron density of a given atomic state, ρ(r), by solving the
Schrödinger equation at the MP4 level of theory, using a high-quality basis
set. Due to the long-range, diffuse nature of the anionic electron density, the
aug-cc-pVQZ basis set was used. This choice was validated based on the results
of energy studies as described in Section 5.4.3 and Section 5.4.5. For consistency,
and to enable the computation of ionization potentials and electron affinities as
a check against the literature, the same level of basis set was used throughout
(i.e., including neutral atoms, cations, and excited states).
2) Compute the angle-averaged electron density, ρ̄(r), on a specified radial grid
using a custom MATLAB routine (Appendix A.5.1):
1 Z
ρ̄(r) ≡
ρ(r) dΩ.
4π

(5.21)

The radial density distribution function, D̄(r), is defined as[26b]
D̄(r) ≡ 4πr2 ρ̄(r).

(5.22)

This is the function referred to as dBar in the text and plots.
3) Select a radial density model Mi (r), associated fitting parameters {pik }, and
i
i
constraints Cij , j = 1 . . . Ncon
, where Ncon
is the number of constraints applied
in the ith model. For numerical models M2 –M5 , this specifies the objective
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function used to minimize the pointwise least-squares deviation of the fit from
the D̄(r) data on the input radial grid.
ω1 , ω2 , and ω3 control the relative weights of the electron density fit in regions
1, 2, and 3 (short-range, intermediate, and long-range, with grid breakpoints
r1 , r2 , and r3 [49] . The three regions contain N1 , N2 , and N3 points, respectively.
Region i is defined as r ∈ [ri−1 , ri ), where r0 = 0.0 corresponds to the nucleus.
r3 is determined by the falloff in ρ(r) for a particular atom, and is generally
chosen so that | log ρ(r3 )| ≤ 4, to avoid fitting numerical noise at long range1 .
ω4 and ω5 are the weights assigned to the conservation of particle number and
Kato constraints (see Eqs. (5.23)–(5.25) below).
The values of r1 , r2 , and r3 and the weights {ωi } are fixed prior to model fitting
and parameter optimization. For exploratory Model M2 , r1 was set = 0, r2 was
set = r3 , and the weights were fixed as follows: ω1 = .05; ω2 = ω3 = 0; ω4 = 0.95
and ω5 = 0. The values of the ranges and weights used for the results of models
M3 –M5 presented in Section 5.6 are tabulated in the table of Appendix A.9.
The objective function for the mth model is given by:
Om ≡

Ni
3 X
X



2

ωi I(i) D̄(rk ) − Mi (rk )

i=1 k=1

+ ω4 (Ne − N )2 + ω5 (K − 1)2 ,

(5.23)

where I(x) is the indicator function: I(x) = 1 when x is in the ith region, and
0 otherwise. Ne is the total number of electrons computed from the model,
for implementing the particle number conservation constraint. In the spirit of
Liu et al.[48] we define the Kato function K in order to impose the nuclear cusp
condition K = 1 for an atom with nuclear charge Z:
K≡−
1

ρ′ (0)
.
2Zρ(0)

(5.24)

In some cases, it is necessary to adjust this criterion to be more or less stringent, due to very
slow fall-off of ρ(⃗r), or unphysical (negative) values of the electron density at long range (N−1 ). The
values of r3 used in our final fits are listed in Appendix A.9.
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Expressed in terms of model parameters, K is given by
K=

A0 Zeff + mC0 Zeff + γm2 C0
.
Z(A0 + C0 m2 )

(5.25)

for the most general models, M5 and M6 , considered here. Note that there is
no analytic contribution to the Kato function from the intermediate-range 2p
radial density, or from the long-range asymptotic density. For models M1 and
M2 , where A0 = ρ(0), Zeff = Z, m = 0, and C0 = 0, the Kato condition K = 1
is automatically satisfied.
4) Initialize the free parameters {pik } for the ith model. These are the parameters
that will be optimized in order to minimize the ith model’s objective function.
Initialization also includes specifying the ranges ri , cutoff rcut for models M3 –M5 ,
and weights {ωk }, k = 1, . . . 5, which must sum to 1.
5) Perform numerical fits using the nonlinear constrained optimization fitting routine fmincon in MATLAB. fmincon is a nonlinear programming solver provided
in MATLAB’s Optimization Toolbox. fmincon performs nonlinear constrained
optimization and supports linear and nonlinear constraints. This routine requires
specification of lower and upper bounds for all fitting parameters, which must
also be included in the input. Other configurable options of the fmincon solver
include convergence criteria, maximum number of iterations, and how gradients
will be calculated. To fix a parameter at a desired value during optimization,
the lower and upper bounds are set equal to that value. For example, the results
from optimizing model M4 reduce to those of model M3 if one fixes the lower
and upper bounds for Zeff , and the initial value of Zeff , equal to Z.
Steps 3) – 5) have all been implemented in the custom densityFitting MATLAB
code (see Appendix A.7). This code implements the various models and constraints,
and enables the fitting of radial distribution functions for the ground states of the Li,
C, N, O , and F atoms, their cations, and their anions, as reported in Section 5.6. For
hydrogen, only the anion was fitted.
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5.6

Results

5.6.1

Atomic state comparison

This section summarizes the results for our computed radial density basis functions
and model fits. A comprehensive summary of all inputs to the fitting routine, optimal
fit parameters, and figures-of-merit for the fits can be found in Appendix A.9. We
present comparisons of the sphericalized radial distribution functions (RDFs) and ln ρ
for nautral, cation, and anion basis states for each element in Figs 5.7 – 5.11. It is easy
to see that the trend in these plots is that the densities of the anions are more diffuse,
while the cations are more compact than the neutral states. Notably, we observe an
anomaly in the density for neutral nitrogen as seen in Fig. 5.11, with ρ becoming
negative beyond ρ = 0.000023. For atoms and cations, dBar ≤ 0.0000397 was used
as the cutoff for density fitting. For anions, varying cutoffs were used, depending on
where the dBar fall below 0.000001.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of the neutral, cation and anion basis states of Li. (a) Radial
distribution function, highlighting intermediate-range shell structure; (b) ln ρ(r) highlighting
long-range fall-off.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of the neutral, cation and anion basis states of C. (a) radial
distribution function, highlighting intermediate-range shell structure; (b) ln ρ(r) highlighting
long-range fall-off.
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of the neutral, cation and anion basis states of O. (a) radial
distribution function, highlighting intermediate-range shell structure; (b) ln ρ(r) highlighting
long-range fall-off.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of the neutral, cation and anion basis states of F. (a) radial
distribution function, highlighting intermediate-range shell structure; (b) ln ρ(r) highlighting
long-range fall-off.
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of the neutral, cation and anion basis states of N. (a) radial
distribution function, highlighting intermediate-range shell structure; (b) ln ρ(r) highlighting
long-range fall-off.
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5.6.2

Model iteration and refinement

Fig. 5.12 shows the plots of fits to the six models described in Section 5.3, for Li0 . We
can see that Model M1 , while capturing the general shape of the radial distribution
function, does not do a good job fitting the model to data, suggesting that we needed
more parameters to adequately capture the underlying structure of the dBar data to
get a good fit. Model M2 and especially Model M3 gave good fits at both short and
long range, indicating both models have a good balance of the number of parameters
and underlying features of the data. Models M4 , M5 and M6 gave good fits at short
range but struggle at long range. This can be attributed to overfitting for a small
system like Li0 . There were conflicting influences from the higher orbital parameters.
This illustrates that for a good fit, the choice of model is important and should be
tailored to the system under consideration
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of model fits for neutral lithium. (a) Radial distribution function;
(b) ln ρ.

5.6.3

Fitting results for neutral atoms and cations

Figs. 5.13 – 5.17 illustrate the model fits obtained for all natural atoms studied, except
H. Figs. 5.18 – 5.22 illustrate the model fits obtained for all cations studied. For all of
these species, best-fit results using Model M3 , Model M4 or Model M5 are reported.
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A0 was typically limited from varying much from its actual input dBar value by setting
tight lower and upper bounds for the constrained optimization. The initial guess for
α is taken from the real value calculated from ϵmax . The other initial guesses were
based on visual inspection of the radial distribution function plots. Care was taken
to check that the long range contribution did not “reverse roles” with the p orbital
contribution which sometimes gave deceptively good but unphysical fits.
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Lithium neutral
For lithium neutral, Model M3 gave a good fit. We have both the right contributions
from short and long range components. However we could not get a smooth transition
of the short range to the long range. The 2p contribution is prominent in the expected
region. α and N obtained were close to the physical values.
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Figure 5.13 Fitted results for neutral Li using Model M3 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Carbon neutral
Model M5 gave a good fit for carbon neutral. We have both the right contributions
from short and long range components. The 2p contribution is prominent in the
expected region. α and N obtained were close to the physical values.
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Figure 5.14 Fitted results for neutral C using Model M5 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Nitrogen neutral
Model M5 gave a good fit for nitrogen neutral. As discussed previously, the cutoff r3
used in the nitrogen RDF was comparatively shorter than for other atoms. The 2p
contribution is prominent in the expected region. α and N obtained were close to the
physical values.
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Figure 5.15 Fitted results for neutral N using Model M5 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Oxygen neutral
Model M5 gave a good fit for oxygen neutral. We get both the right contributions
from short and long range components. The 2p contribution is prominent in the
expected region. α and N obtained was close to the physical values.
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Figure 5.16 Fitted results for neutral O using Model M5 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Fluorine neutral
Model M4 gave an acceptable fit for fluorine neutral. We get both the right contributions from short and long range components. The 2p contribution is prominent in the
expected region. α and N obtained were close to the physical values.
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Figure 5.17 Fitted results for neutral F using Model M4 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Lithium cation
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Figure 5.18 Fitted results for Li+1 using Model M5 . (a) Radial distribution functions;
(b) contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Carbon cation
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(c)
Figure 5.19 Fitted results for C+1 using Model M5 . (a) Radial distribution functions; (b)
contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Oxygen cation
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Figure 5.20 Fitted results for O+1 using Model M4 . (a) Radial distribution functions; (b)
contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Nitrogen cation
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(c)
Figure 5.21 Fitted results for N+1 using Model M4 . (a) Radial distribution functions; (b)
contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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Fluorine cation
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Figure 5.22 Fitted results for F+1 using Model M4 . (a) Radial distribution functions; (b)
contributions from model components; (c) ln ρ.
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5.6.4

Fitting results for anions

It is documented in the literature[50] that ab initio theoretical studies of stable anions are
especially challenging. We have also seen from the discussion of basis sets (Section 3.4),
that diffuse functions with small ζ exponents must be added to Gausssian basis
functions in order to capture the behavior of the extra, weakly-bonded electron. This
feature of the anion density will be essential to accurately modeling bond formation
and breaking in CT-EAM molecular simulation.
Figs. 5.24 – 5.29 compare Model M5 and Model M6 fits for all anion basis states. The
addition of Eq. 5.18 to Model M6 allowed us to fit the anions correctly.

The distinctive asymptotic behavior of
the electron densities of anions is reflective in the transition of values β in the
preexponential factor r2β in Eq. 5.17, (for
neutrals and cations) to a formal constraint value of −1 (see Eq. 5.7 with
.
N = Z + 1 ). For these reasons, and
as observed empirically in our fits, using Figure 5.23 Plot of βinterm as a function of the
optimized Zeff .
models M3 - M5 that were used successfully for the neutrals and cations did not provide comparably good fits for the anions.
Table 5.9, however, tells a very interesting story. Looking at the transition of β values
from short-range r through rinterm. and finally to rLR = r3 , we observe that Model
M6 allows a gentle switchover from a more neutral/cation, “compact atom” value,
toward the nominal value of −1 set by the asymptotic constraint (true, long-range
anion behavior), as seen in Fig. 5.23.
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Hydrogen anion
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Figure 5.24 Fitted results for H−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ .
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Lithium anion
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Figure 5.25 Fitted results for Li−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ .
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Carbon anion
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Figure 5.26 Fitted results for C−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ.
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Nitrogen anion
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Figure 5.27 Fitted results for N−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ.
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Oxygen anion
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Figure 5.28 Fitted results for O−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ.
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Fluorine anion
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Figure 5.29 Fitted results for F−1 . (a), (b) radial distribution functions; (c), (d) contributions from model components; and (e), (f) ln ρ .
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Table 5.9 Tabulation of β values at short-range r, rSR , intermediate r, rinterm. , and longrange r, rLR . β(rSR ) corresponds to the constant value of β obtained from the Model M6
fits (see Eq. 5.18). β(rLR ) corresponds to the value of β at the r3 cutoff value of the dBar
file used in the anion Model M6 fit. It is evaluated from Eq. 5.18 using the fitted values of
β = β(rSR ), ζ, and rLR . rinterm. is a measure of intermediate bond distance and is chosen to
be half the experimental bond length for the homonuclear diatomic corresponding to a given
anion. Experimental bond lengths are from the tabulation of Chen et al.[51] (Table S2 of
their Supplementary Data); these are the same as from the NIST tabulation of experimental
diatomic bond lengths[52] .

Anion

Z

Zeff

β(rSR )

rinterm

β(rinterm )

rLR

β(rLR )

ζ

H−1
Li−1
C−1
N−1
O−1
F−1

1
3
6
7
8
9

0.9391
2.7912
5.8216
6.8819
7.9726
8.8556

0.0174
0.1809
0.1962
0.1906
0.1402
0.1560

0.7005
2.5259
1.1740
1.0372
1.1409
1.3347

-0.0516
0.0350
0.0673
0.1031
0.0421
-0.0274

8.5038
12.2832
11.3384
4.4031
10.2045
11.3384

-0.8205
-0.5287
-1.0490
-0.1808
-0.7370
-1.4022

-0.0985
-0.0578
-0.1098
-0.0844
-0.0860
-0.1374

Table 5.10 shows a summary of the optimized parameters for the systems focused on
in this dissertation. Combining the information in this table and the fits displayed
above, it indicates that we are able to balance the competing considerations of Kato,
conservation of number of electrons, shell structure, and long range decay — α and
for anions also β — and still get very good fits. This suggests that we now have a
good understanding of how to model these analytic RBFs in a way that is accurate
and agrees with quantum mechanical calculations, incorporates and packages physics
because of the analytic forms, and will allow very fast evaluation as part of the
CT-EAM force function evaluation during a real simulation. Comprehensive input,
output and diagnostic fitting data can be found in Appendix A.9.
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Table 5.10 Optimized parameters obtained from our models.
Input parameters
State

α

H0
H−1
Li+1
Li0
Li−1
C+1
C0
C−1
N+1
N0
N−1
O+1
O0
O−1
F+1
F0
F−1

Optimized Fitted Values

Model

5
6
5
3
6
5
5
6
4
5
6
4
5
6
4
4
6

β

N

0.9998 0.0002 1
0.3030 0.0000 2
2.3632 -0.1537 2
0.6265 0.5963 3
0.1703 0.0000 4
1.3522 0.4791 5
0.9370 0.0672 6
0.3950 0.0000 7
1.4942 0.3385 6
1.0686 -0.0642 7
0.6459 0.0000 8
1.5199 0.3159 7
1.0218 -0.0214 8
0.5383 0.0000 9
1.6615 0.2037 8
1.1671 -0.1432 9
0.6016 0.0000 10

α

0.9219
0.1700
2.7411
0.5358
0.1700
1.3803
1.0105
0.3950
1.6547
1.0249
0.6458
2.1303
1.4215
0.5384
1.9970
1.9052
0.6016

β

N

0.0792 1.0050
0.0174 1.9809
0.8282 2.0000
0.5963 3.0012
0.1809 3.9706
0.8662 5.0045
0.8625 5.9996
0.1962 6.9990
0.5806 6.0442
0.2144 6.9876
0.1906 7.9449
0.8929 7.0013
0.8692 8.0015
0.1402 9.0086
0.4244 8.0152
0.5376 9.0157
0.1560 10.0284

Kato

Objective Function

0.9998
1.0018
1.0000
0.9593
1.0335
0.9968
1.0148
1.0023
0.9827
1.0358
0.9981
0.9958
0.9900
0.9958
1.0000
0.9966
0.9949

0.0000089
0.0000076
0.0000020
0.0004450
0.0001620
0.0006290
0.0001670
0.0001120
0.0039170
0.0010850
0.0014010
0.0042650
0.0003970
0.0010470
0.0039790
0.0183430
0.0042830
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6

Summary and Conclusion

As we have emphasized, the numerical density deconstruction procedure implemented
in Chapter 4 of this dissertation is not practical for use in parametrizing and applying
CT-EAM for large systems. However, the remarkable agreement of the charge-transfer
predictions in LiF and CO emerging from two very different AIM decompositions—the
DFT ensemble-of-ensembles method described here, and Bader AIM—suggests that in
practice, the effective atom-in-molecule charges may be less sensitive to details of the
specific AIM decomposition than one might have expected. Together with the density
deconstruction theorem presented in Chapter 4, this provides strong support for the
use of atomic, ionic, and excited state quantum mechanical densities as basis states
for constructing pseudoatoms that are at the heart of the physics-based CT-EAM.
In Chapter 5, we have discussed the rationale for using spherically-averaged atomic
states as radial basis functions for describing the pseudoatoms. Spherically-symmetric
functions avoid the necessity of parsing the particulars of orbital orientations, which
would be unrealistic even for amino acids and certainly for proteins. Two theoretical
justifications for the use of spherical densities, based on the theory of nonlinear function
approximation using neural networks[1] and the recent theorem of Theophilou[2] , were
presented.
In Chapter 5, we presented a methodology for fitting the sphericalized basis states to
models based on radial hydrogenic orbitals, subject to short-range (Kato cusp condition), long-range asymptotic, normalization, and intermediate-range shell structure
constraints. The models yielded excellent fits for neutral, cation, and anion charge
states of H, Li, C, N, O, and F.
The most obvious extension to the current work is to explore the fitting of excited
states for inclusion among the basis states used to describe the CT-EAM pseudoatoms.
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Other atoms relevant to biophysical and specific materials applications can also be
fitted, and their respective basis states incorporated into the CT-EAM potential.
For biophysical systems modeling, including solvation, a validated model of H+ will
be essential. We have presented some preliminary work in this direction, but further
work on this moiety, with HF as a test system, is needed.
With the necessary ladder of modeled basis densities in hand, the next step in the
research will be to parameterize and test CT-EAM for describing diatomic and amino
acid interactions (potential energy surfaces) for statically-interacting configurations.
This will provide the foundation for implementing CT-EAM in open classical molecular
dynamics (MD) codes such as LAMMPS[3] and enabling the dynamical simulation of
more complex systems such as solvated proteins, DNA, and their interactions with
other proteins and ligands.
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Appendices:
Appendices A.1-A.8. Source code for Matlab code and execution scripts.
Appendix A.9. Model parameters for fits discussed in Chapter 5.
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A.1

Pseudocode for generating grid cubes

Nentities = N1
! N1 = 3 for Lithium Fluoride, (Li, F, LiF)
Ngrids = N2
! N2 = 5, the number of cubes desired
Nchargestates(i), i= 1,.. Nentities
Nexcitedstates(i,j), i= 1, .. Nentities; j= 1...Nionicstates(i)
(string array) Name(i), i= 1,..Nentities
! set the atomic names to be used e.g., Li, F, and LiF
Li
F
LiF
do i= 1, Nentities
(construct filenames)
do j = 1, Nchargestates(i)
do k = 1, Nexcitedstates(i,j)
do m= 1, Ngrids
cubegen 0 fdensity=mp4 Name(i).fch Name(i).j.k.m.cube
! input grid specified to be fixed to .j
reformat Name(i).j.k.m.cube Name(i).j.k.m.dat
! reformat is a FORTRAN code that rewrites the cubes into x, y, z format
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
%

A.2

Shell script for generating the grid cubes

#!/bin/tcsh
# Generate nested cubes for input into cubegen.
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# First section is for molecule AB; loop over cubes only and generate cubes
cp hf.fchk hf.fch
@ i = 0
while ($i < $numCubes)
@ k = $i + 1
set infile = ‘echo $cubeBase$k$gridSuf‘
set outfile = ‘echo $baseAB$k$cubeSuf‘
set xyzOutfile = ‘echo $baseAB$k$xyzSuf‘
cubegen < $infile 2 fdensity=mp2 $checkptAB $outfile -1
cp $outfile gaussDen.in
reformatDen.x
rm -f gaussDen.in
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mv xyzDen.out $xyzOutfile
@ i++
end
# special handling; move 5 --> 6
set nCubePlusOne = 6
set special = ‘echo $baseAB$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf‘
mv -f $baseAB$numCubes$cubeSuf $baseAB$nCubePlusOne$cubeSuf
mv -f $baseAB$numCubes$xyzSuf $baseAB$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# Second section is for atom A; doubly-nested loop over states (outer)
# and cubes (inner).

@ j = 1
while ($j <= $numStatesA)
# @ m = $j + 1
set checkptA = ‘echo $A.$j$checkSuf‘
@ i = 0
while ($i < $numCubes)
@ k = $i + 1
set infile = ‘echo $cubeBase$k$gridSuf‘
set outfile = ‘echo $baseA$j.$k$cubeSuf‘
set xyzOutfile = ‘echo $baseA$j.$k$xyzSuf‘
cubegen < $infile 2 fdensity=mp2 $checkptA $outfile -1
cp $outfile gaussDen.in
reformatDen.x
rm -f gaussDen.in
mv xyzDen.out $xyzOutfile
@ i++
end
# special handling; move 5 --> 6
set nCubePlusOne = 6
set special = ‘echo $baseA$j.$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf‘
mv -f $baseA$j.$numCubes$cubeSuf $baseA$j.$nCubePlusOne$cubeSuf
mv -f $baseA$j.$numCubes$xyzSuf $baseA$j.$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf
@ j++
end
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

A special case for Lithium where there was no MP4 densities
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
if ( $j == 5 ) then
cubegen < $infile 0 fdensity=mp2 $checkptA $outfile -1
else
endif
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Third section is for atom B; doubly-nested loop over states (outer)
and cubes (inner).
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@ j = 1
while ($j <= $numStatesB)
# @ m = $j + 1
set checkptB = ‘echo $B.$j$checkSuf‘
@ i = 0
while ($i < $numCubes)
@ k = $i + 1
set infile = ‘echo $cubeBase$k$gridSuf‘
set outfile = ‘echo $baseB$j.$k$cubeSuf‘
set xyzOutfile = ‘echo $baseB$j.$k$xyzSuf‘
cubegen < $infile 2 fdensity=mp2 $checkptB $outfile -1
cp $outfile gaussDen.in
reformatDen.x
rm -f gaussDen.in
mv -f xyzDen.out $xyzOutfile
@ i++
end
# special handling; move 5 --> 6
set nCubePlusOne = 6
set special = ‘echo $baseB$j.$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf‘
mv -f $baseB$j.$numCubes$cubeSuf $baseB$j.$nCubePlusOne$cubeSuf
mv -f $baseB$j.$numCubes$xyzSuf $baseB$j.$nCubePlusOne$xyzSuf
@ j++
end
exit

A.3

Shell script for shifting the diatomic geometry

#!/bin/tcsh
# modify these variables depending on specific problem
setenv numStatesA 2
setenv numStatesB 5
setenv numCubes 5
set AB = hf
set A = h
set B = f
# these variables are generic (don’t change)
set baseAB = densityAB.
set baseA = densityA.
set baseB = densityB.
set cubeBase = cube.
set gridSuf = .grid
set cubeSuf = .cube
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set
set
set
set
set
set
set

xyzSuf = .dat
checkSuf = .fch
fcheckSuf = .fchk
tmpSuf = .tmp
checkptAB = ‘echo $AB$checkSuf‘
checkptA = ‘echo $A$checkSuf‘
checkptB = ‘echo $B$checkSuf‘

# # # +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# # # For the first atom, shift coordinates to be consistent with molecular coordinates. That
,→ is remove default coordinates and replace with molecular coordinates of specific atom
# # +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# # For the first atom CHANGE VALUES TO MATCH CURRENT system
@ i = 1
while ($i <= $numStatesA)
set checkptA = ‘echo $A.$i$fcheckSuf‘
cp -f $A.$i$fcheckSuf $A.$i-1$tmpSuf
# Remove fist coordinate position. line 21; current cartesian coordinates
sed ’21d’ <$A.$i-1$tmpSuf >! $A.$i-2$tmpSuf
# Remove lines for coordinates of each shell
sed ’73,81d’ <$A.$i-2$tmpSuf >! $A.$i-3$tmpSuf
# Remove lines for Constraint Structure
sed ’74d’ <$A.$i-3$tmpSuf >! $A.$i-4$tmpSuf
# replace with shifted coordinates
sed ’/Current cartesian coordinates / r line21A’ < $A.$i-4$tmpSuf >! $A.$i-5$tmpSuf
sed ’/Coordinates of each shell / r line8386A’ < $A.$i-5$tmpSuf >! $A.$i-6$tmpSuf
sed ’/Constraint Structure / r line21A’ < $A.$i-6$tmpSuf >! $A.$i$checkSuf
rm -f *.tmp
@ i++
end

# ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# For the second atom
@ i = 1
while ($i <= $numStatesB)
set checkptB = ‘echo $B.$i$checkSuf‘
cp -f $B.$i$fcheckSuf $B.$i-1$tmpSuf
# Remove fist coordinate position. line 21; Current cartesian coordinates
sed ’21d’ <$B.$i-1$tmpSuf >! $B.$i-2$tmpSuf
# Remove lines for coordinates of each shell
sed ’82,93d’ <$B.$i-2$tmpSuf >! $B.$i-3$tmpSuf
# Remove lines for Constraint Structure
sed ’83d’ <$B.$i-3$tmpSuf >! $B.$i-4$tmpSuf
# replace with shifted coordinates
sed ’/Current cartesian coordinates / r line21B’ < $B.$i-4$tmpSuf >! $B.$i-5$tmpSuf
sed ’/Coordinates of each shell / r line8386B’ < $B.$i-5$tmpSuf >! $B.$i-6$tmpSuf
sed ’/Constraint Structure / r line21B’ < $B.$i-6$tmpSuf >! $B.$i$checkSuf
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rm -f *.tmp
@ i++
end
exit

A.4

Genmesh MATLAB code for generating density
mesh for input to G’09 cubegen routine.

% Function to generate atomic cuboid Gaussian '09 3D mesh for input to cubegen
% Mesh spacing constrained to be the same in all three dimensions, and symmetric about
(0.0,0.0,0.0).
% Coordinates in Angstroms. z-value varies fastest
% Calling sequence input:
% AtNum = atomic number of the atom (used in defining three grid regions in each dimension)
% covRadius = Slater covalent radius (in picometer, from Slater):
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_radius
% outfile = name of output file, e.g. LiMesh.dat
% Nx1 = total number of grid points in regioni 1 [0.0,xmax1] and symmetrically about 0.0:
[-xmax1,0.0]
% Nx2 = total number of grid points in regioni 2 [xmax1,xmax2] and symmetrically about 0.0:
[-xmax2,-xmax1]
% Nx3 = total number of grid points in regioni 3 [xmax2,xmax3] and symmetrically about 0.0:
[-xmax3,-xmax2].
%
% Diatomic carbon 1.24 A
% Diatomic lithium 2.67 A
%
% Example inputs:
% For Li: GenMesh(3,145,'Li0Cube.dat',10,5,3) --- coarse mesh
% For C: GenMesh(6,70,'C0Cube.dat',50,30,10) --- fine mesh
% For N: GenMesh(7,65,'n0Cube.dat',30,30,20.10) --- fine mesh
% For O: GenMesh(8,60,'o0Cube.dat',30,30,20.10) --- fine mesh
% For F: GenMesh(9,50,'n0Cube.dat',30,30,20.10) --- fine mesh
% As a rough rule of thumb, if the total number of mesh points is N,
% try Nx1= N/2; Nx2= N/3; Nx3 = N/6.
function CubeMesh = GenMesh(AtNum,covRadius,outfile,Nx1,Nx2,Nx3,Nx4)
clear global;
AngPerau = .52917721067; % convert atomic units (Bohr) to Angstroms
% define the grid breakpoints
xmax1 = log(.05)/(-2*AtNum); % first breakpoint is where density is down to ~5% of peak value
at nucleus (typically ~.5 A)
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xmax2 = 2.0*covRadius*.01*AngPerau; % second breakpoint is at 2*Slater covalent radius
(typically ~1-2 A)
xmax3 = 2*xmax2; %third breakpoint
xmax4 = 5.0; % final breakpoint is at 5 A
fprintf('Total
fprintf('Nx1 =
fprintf('Nx2 =
fprintf('Nx3 =
fprintf('Nx4 =

number of points along x axis (same for y and z) = %g \n',Nx1+Nx2+Nx3+Nx4);
%g, xlimt1 = %g \n',Nx1,xmax1);
%g, xlimt2 = %g \n',Nx2,xmax2);
%g, xlimt3 = %g \n',Nx3,xmax3);
%g, xlimt4 = %g \n',Nx4,xmax4);

% log spacing in first region only
dx1 = log(xmax1+1)/Nx1;
t = 0.0:dx1:log(xmax1+1);
x1pos = exp(t) - 1.0;
x1neg = sort(-x1pos);
x1neg(Nx1+1) = [];
dx2 = (xmax2-xmax1)/Nx2;
x2pos = [xmax1+dx2:dx2:xmax2];
x2neg = [-xmax2:dx2:-xmax1-dx2];
dx3 = (xmax3-xmax2)/Nx3;
x3pos = [xmax2+dx3:dx3:xmax3];
x3neg = [-xmax3:dx3:-xmax2-dx3];
dx4 = (xmax4-xmax3)/Nx4;
x4pos = [xmax3+dx4:dx4:xmax4];
x4neg = [-xmax4:dx4:-xmax3-dx4];
x = [x4neg,x3neg,x2neg,x1neg,x1pos,x2pos,x3pos,x4pos];
y = x;
z = x;
%
%
%
%

uncomment this section to see visualization of grid spacing
y = x;
figure;
plot(x,y,'b--o');

% meshgrid creates three 3D matrices, xMat,yMat,zMat. xMat varies only in the values of its
second subscript;
% yMat varies only in the value of its first subscript, and zMat varies only in the values of
its third subscript.
% The reason is that there is a universal convention in Matlab that the first subscript
always corresponds to
% rows but in thinking about plots, the rows should correspond to y because they are the
'vertical' axis.
% Note: when printing a 3D matrix, Matlab prints a series (3rd coordinate) of 2D matrices.
[xMat,yMat,zMat]=meshgrid(x,y,z);
dataMat=[xMat(:),yMat(:),zMat(:)];
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dataMatCube=sortrows(dataMat,[1,2,3]); % Sort into G'09 cube order: 3 is fastest, then 2,
then 1
% Print mesh file for input to cubegen
fid=fopen(outfile,'w');
for iRow=1:size(dataMatCube,1)
fprintf(fid,'%14.7f %14.7f %14.7f\r\n',dataMatCube(iRow,:));
end
fclose(fid)
end

A.5

IntegrateDensity MATLAB code for generating dBar spherically-averaged density on userspecified radial grid

% Code to perform spherical average of a density rho which
% has been read in from a Gaussian cube file on an (x,y,z) grid.
% This code calls function fun.m to read a Gaussian cube file, convert (x,y,z) to polar
coordinates, and interpolate to
% the required spherical polar coordinates (phi,theta,r) needed for the 2D
% average over phi and theta.
%
% User-specified values (edit below):
% rVec: vector of r values for computing Dbar(r)
% ChgTol extent to which absolute and relative tolerances should be strengthened or weakened
relative to
% their default values of 10^-10 and 10^-6, respectively.
% Filename for output; currently set to DbarLi.txt
function IntegrateDensity_fn(filein,fileout,deltarVec,maxR)
tic;
% close all;clear all; clc; % clear memory
format long
rVec=0.0:deltarVec:maxR;
size(rVec) % define vector of selected r values (Angstrom) on which to compute spherical
average Dbar(r)
% rVec=0.1:0.1:1.9; % for spherical harmonic test.
ChgTol=.01;
AngPerau = .52917721067; % convert atomic units (Bohr) to Angstroms
% fh=figure; % For plotting Dbar(r) as values are computed
for iR=1:length(rVec)
r=rVec(iR);
fun2D = @(phi,theta) sin(theta).*fun(filein, phi,theta,r); % inline function to extract
2D subset rho(phi,theta) for fixed r for integration
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% and multiply by area element sin(theta)
int(iR)=integral2(fun2D,0,2*pi,0,pi,'AbsTol',1E-8/ChgTol,'RelTol',1E-6/ChgTol); %
integrate with respect to phi (0 to 2*pi) and theta (0 to pi)
% figure(fh)
% plot(rVec(1:iR),int(1:iR)-1,'o-')
% ylabel('Spherical average of density rho')
% xlabel('r (radius)')
% drawnow
end
fid=fopen(fileout,'wt')%integral of rho
for i=1:length(rVec)
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t%16.12f\n',rVec(i)/AngPerau,int(i)); %output will be in au
end
fclose(fid)
toc;
end

A.5.1

Function evaluation subroutine for IntegrateDensity
MATLAB code

% Function evaluation (rho(phi, theta, r) based on input cube file, for IntegrateDensity
driver routine.
% The function reads in the cube file, converts the input (phi, theta, r) value to
(xq,yq,zq), and then
% interpolates the rho value at that point based on the cube file values on its (x,y,z) mesh.
%
% User-specified values (edit below):
% Licube.dat: cube file in x, y, z, rho(x,y,z) format, with z changing the fastest.
% This is output from a Gaussian '09 calculation, on a user-specified xyz grid.
function answer = fun(filein, phi, theta, r)
persistent xMat yMat zMat fMat % use Matlab persistent so that cube file only needs to be
read in the first time that the function is
% called from the integration routine. This saves
repeated I/O from disk.
if isempty(xMat) % If xMat is empty, this is the first time that fun has been called, and
cube file needs to be read in.
fprintf(1,'initializing interpolation grid...')
% load in the "cube" data file and make it into something useful
%IMPORTFILE Import numeric data from a text file as column vectors.
% [VARNAME1,VARNAME2,VARNAME3,VARNAME4] = IMPORTFILE(FILENAME) Reads data
% from text file FILENAME for the default selection.
%
% [VARNAME1,VARNAME2,VARNAME3,VARNAME4] = IMPORTFILE(FILENAME, STARTROW,
% ENDROW) Reads data from rows STARTROW through ENDROW of text file
% FILENAME.
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%
% Example:
% [VarName1,VarName2,VarName3,VarName4] = importfile('li0_7.cube',1, 343);
%
% See also TEXTSCAN.
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 2017/11/28 17:15:24
%% Initialize variables.
delimiter = ' ';
if nargin<=2
startRow = 1;
endRow = inf;
end
%% Format for each line of text:
% column1: double (%f)
% column2: double (%f)
% column3: double (%f)
% column4: double (%f)
% For more information, see the TEXTSCAN documentation.
formatSpec = '%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
%% Open the text file.
fileID = fopen(filein,'r');
%% Read columns of data according to the format.
% This call is based on the structure of the file used to generate this
% code. If an error occurs for a different file, try regenerating the code
% from the Import Tool.
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'MultipleDelimsAsOne',
true, 'TextType', 'string', 'ReturnOnError', false);
%% Close the text file.
fclose(fileID);
%% Allocate imported array to column variable names
fileDataCube = [dataArray{:, 1},dataArray{:, 2},dataArray{:, 3},dataArray{:, 4}];
fileData=sortrows(fileDataCube,[3,1,2]);
% Convert to Matlab native order: 2nd column varies the fastest, then 1, then 3
% sortrows (sort rows as a unit) such that 3 varies the slowest, then 1, then 2.
% Extract x, y, z, and rho values into separate vectors, each nX*nY*nZ long (: means "all
of the rows").
% each vector has size(fileData,1) rows and 1 column
xVec=fileData(:,1);
yVec=fileData(:,2);
zVec=fileData(:,3);
fVec=fileData(:,4);
% Determine grids in x, y, and z directions, respectively
xUnique=unique(xVec);
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yUnique=unique(yVec);
zUnique=unique(zVec);
% Compute lengths of grids (# points) in x, y, and z directions
nX=length(xUnique);
nY=length(yUnique);
nZ=length(zUnique);
% create matrices with the correct sizes, but all elements are just
% zeros as placeholders
xMat=zeros(nX,nY,nZ);
yMat=xMat;
zMat=xMat;
fMat=xMat;
% Because the matrices are the correct size now, we can write xMat(:), for example, and it
% counts out the elements in the same order as when we created the data file--- in
particular, in the
% correct Matlab-convention order.
%
% In other words, once you've sorted the rows in the input datafile and stored the result
in fileData,
% the rows in fileData correspond to the single index entries of the individual matrices
xMat, yMat, zMat, and fMat.
%
% STPB thinks that we can replace the following for loop by this series of statements
% (but needs to be tested, so leave commented-out for now):
% xMat(:)=fileData(:,1);
% yMat(:)=fileData(:,2);
% zMat(:)=fileData(:,3);
% fmat(:)=filedata(:,4);
for iRow=1:size(fileData,1)
xMat(iRow)=fileData(iRow,1);
yMat(iRow)=fileData(iRow,2);
zMat(iRow)=fileData(iRow,3);
fMat(iRow)=fileData(iRow,4);
end
fprintf(1,'...done.\n')
end
% Given polar coordinate inputs (phi, theta, r), convert to (x,y,z)
xq=r.*sin(theta).*cos(phi);
yq=r.*sin(theta).*sin(phi);
zq=r.*cos(theta);
% For the desired (xq, yq, zq) point, inerpolate onto the rho(x,y,z) mesh values read
% in from the cube file.
answer=interp3(xMat,yMat,zMat,fMat,xq,yq,zq);
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A.6

MATLAB code to generate hydrogen
excited state radial densities

% Function to generate electron densities corresponding to hydrogenic wavefunctions on a
cuboid Gaussian '09 3D mesh
% Hydrogenic wavefunctions are specified by principal quantum number n
% and angular momentum quantum number l. Expressions from Karplus and Porter, p. 124, and
% http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Hydrogen-like_atom, referencing Pauling and Wilson
%
% Mesh spacing constrained to be the same in all three dimensions.
% Coordinates in Angstroms. z-value varies fastest.
%
% balls. Note change in calling sequence to add additional variable Z (no
% longer hardwired as Z=1 in code).
%
% Calling sequence input:
%
% ZT = atomic number appearing in wfn prefactor. Use ZT=1 for normal H; 0 < ZT < 1 for
quantum billiard H
% Note that Z appearing in wfn exponential is still fixed at Z = 1 below.
% The electron density will then be normalized to ZT^3, which should be chosen to correspond
to
% the desired nuclear density of the quantum billiard ball.
% n = principal quantum number (integer)
% l = angular momentum quantum number (integer)
% outfile = name of output file, e.g. H21.dat
% XH,YH,ZH = coordinates of hydrogen atom (Angstroms)
% X0,Y0,Z0 = initial point for cuboid mesh (Angstroms)
% Nx = total number of grid points along the x direction (duplicated in y and z directions)
% dx = stepsize in x direction (Angstroms)
%
% To test regular H atom normalization for a given (n,l) and specified outfile, try:
%
% HydrogenRhoOnCube(1,n,l,outfile,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,200,.1)
%
% For a rough plot (normalization will be off in some cases), try:
%
% HydrogenRhoOnCube(1,n,l,outfile,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,40,.2)
%
% Note: special values of (n,l)=(1,9) are a hack to select generation of negative
% ground state density.
function HydrogenDensity = HydrogenRhoOnCube(ZT,n,l,outfile,XH,YH,ZH,X0,Y0,Z0,Nx,dx)
if(n < 1)
error('Error: invalid value of n; Exiting...');
elseif(n > 4)
error('Value of n exceeds supported values; Exiting...');
end
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a0 = .52917721067; % Bohr radius, in Angstroms
% Convert input grid information to atomic units (a.u.)
XH = XH/a0;
YH = YH/a0;
ZH = ZH/a0;
X0 = X0/a0;
Y0 = Y0/a0;
Z0 = Z0/a0;
dx = dx/a0;
Z = 1.0;
rscal = 2*Z/n; % Scale factor for distance (see:
http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Hydrogen-like_atom, referencing Pauling and Wilson)
Rnorm = ZT^1.5; % Normalization factor for Rnl. In quantum billiards generalization, this
uses ZT rather than Z.
% Note that a0 = 1 in all standard expressions since we are
working in a.u.
% Added offset X0, Y0, Z0 and generalized to cuboid
% Default is a cube with dx = dy = dz
% % xmax = Nx*dx + X0;
% ymax = Nx*dx + Y0;
zmax = Nx*dx + Z0;
% x = (X0:dx:xmax-dx); % change last value to xmax when done comparing with G09 output
% y = (Y0:dx:ymax-dx); % change last value to ymax when done comparing with G09 output
% z = (Z0:dx:zmax-dx); % change last value to zmax when done comparing with G09 output
% True 3D cube
% x = (X0:dx:xmax-dx); % change last value to xmax when done comparing with G09 output % y =
(Y0:dx:ymax-dx); % change last value to ymax when done comparing with G09 output % z =
(Z0:dx:zmax-dx); % change last value to zmax when done comparing with G09 output
%
x
y
z

1D cube
= X0;
= Y0;
= (Z0:dx:zmax-dx); % change last value to zmax when done comparing with G09 output

% meshgrid creates three 3D matrices, xMat,yMat,zMat. xMat varies only in the values of its
second subscript;
% yMat varies only in the value of its first subscript, and zMat varies only in the values of
its third subscript.
% The reason is that there is a universal convention in Matlab that the first subscript
always corresponds to
% rows but in thinking about plots, the rows should correspond to y because they are the
'vertical' axis.
% Note: when printing a 3D matrix, Matlab prints a series (3rd coordinate) of 2D matrices.
[xMat,yMat,zMat]= meshgrid(x,y,z);
rmat = sqrt((xMat-XH).^2 + (yMat-YH).^2 + (zMat-ZH).^2); % r values when H is located at
(XH,YH,ZH)
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rmatscal = rmat.*rscal; % scaled r values for specified value of n (denoted by rho_n in most
texts).
expfac = exp(-rmatscal.*.5); % exponential prefactor common to all Rnl
% compute radial wavefunction x angle-averaged angular wfn (Anglenorm) for quantum numbers
(nl) and store in fMat
if (n==1) && (l==0) % R10
fmat = Rnorm * expfac * 2.0;
elseif (n==2) && (l==0) % R20
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (.5/sqrt(2.0)) .* (2.0 - rmatscal);
elseif (n==2) && (l==1) % R21
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (.5/sqrt(6.0)) .* rmatscal;
elseif (n==3) && (l==0) % R30
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(9.0*sqrt(3.0))).*(6.0 - 6.0.*rmatscal +
rmatscal.*rmatscal);
elseif (n==3) && (l==1) % R31
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(9.0*sqrt(6.0))).*(4.0 - rmatscal).*rmatscal;
elseif (n==3) && (l==2) % R32
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(9.0*sqrt(30.0))).*rmatscal.*rmatscal;
elseif (n==4) && (l==0) % R40
rmatscalsq = rmatscal.*rmatscal;
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/96.0) .* (24.0 - 36.0*rmatscal + 12.0*rmatscalsq rmatscalsq.*rmatscal);
elseif (n==4) && (l==1) % R41
rmatscalsq = rmatscal.*rmatscal;
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(32.0*sqrt(15.0))) .* (20.0 - 10.0*rmatscal +
rmatscalsq).*rmatscal;
elseif (n==4) && (l==2) % R42
rmatscalsq = rmatscal.*rmatscal;
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(96.0*sqrt(5.0))) .* (6.0 - rmatscal).*rmatscalsq;
elseif (n==4) && (l==3) % R43
rmatscalcub = rmatscal.*rmatscal.*rmatscal;
fmat = Rnorm * expfac .* (1.0/(96.0*sqrt(35.0))) .* rmatscalcub;
elseif (n==1) && (l==9) % R19 special negative R10
fmat = Rnorm * expfac * 2.0;
end
% rhomat (total density) is the radial wfn squared, times 1/(4*pi) for the angle-averaged
(theta,phi) wfn-sqd component.
rhoMat = (fmat.*fmat)/(4.0*pi);
% hack to generate negative ground state density if l = 9
if (n==1) && (l==9)
rhoMat = -rhoMat;
end
dataMat=[xMat(:),yMat(:),zMat(:),rhoMat(:)];
dataMatCube=sortrows(dataMat,[1,2,3]); % sorts into Godwin's order: 3 is fastest, then 2,
then 1
% Print formatted output file: x,y,z,rho with coordinates in a.u. and total density rho,
% including angle-averaged component
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fid=fopen(outfile,'w');
for iRow=1:size(dataMatCube,1)
fprintf(fid,'%14.7f %14.7f %14.7f %14.7f\r\n',dataMatCube(iRow,:));
end
fclose(fid)
[rVec,iA,iC]=unique(rmat); % 'unique' returns the indices of rmat corresponding to unique
values, and stores them in iA
fVec=fmat(iA); % fVec stores the values of fmat at these unique values
% rhoVec (total density) is the radial wfn squared, times 1/(4*pi) for the angle-averaged
(theta,phi) wfn-sqd component.
rhoVec = fVec.*fVec/(4.0*pi);
if (n==1) && (l==9)
rhoVec = -rhoVec;
end
% plot radial probability density and check that density integrates to 1 over all space
(normalization).
% Note: multiplication of rhoVec by 4*pi is needed to recover radial wfn density without
angular component.
% This plot is directly comparable with Karplus and Porter.
figure(1);
plot(rVec,(4*pi*rhoVec).*(rVec.^2),'.')
xlabel('r (a.u.)')
ylabel('r^2\rho(r)')
integral=trapz(rVec,4.0*pi*rhoVec.*(rVec.^2))
title(sprintf('Radial probability density (nl)=(%d,%d); normalization= %g',n,l,integral))
hold;
% plot electron density radial cut
% Note: multiplication of rhoVec by 4*pi is needed to recover radial wfn density without
angular component.
% This plot is directly comparable with Karplus and Porter.
figure(2);
plot(rVec,4*pi*rhoVec,'.')
xlabel('r (a.u.)')
ylabel('\rho(r)')
title(sprintf('Electron density radial cut'))
end

A.7

Density fitting code

% Density fitting code for neutral and charged atomic states.
%
% Function arguments include the following three files:
%
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% "input_param" file contains the parameters used for fitting.
% Line 1: atomic species (string)
% Line 2: highest occupied orbital energy value (eV) obtained from NBO analysis applied to
G'09-computed results.
% Alternatively, use experimentally-determined electron affinity.
% Line 3: Atomic number; number of electrons
% Line 4: Model selection (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6).
%
% "g09_data" file contains zcut of 3D electron density as (z, \rho), generated from Gaussian
'09's cubegen subroutine
%
% "dBardata" file contains radial density (r, \rho) generated by applying sphericalization
code IntegrateDensity_fn to
% density data from Gaussian '09's cubegen subroutine.
%
% "input_bcwgt" file contains information for fitting: initial guesses for parameters C0, mm,
and gamma;
% lower and upper range constraints for fitting parameters (A0, B0, C0, mm, gamma, and Zeff);
objective function
% weights w1-w5; range parameters r1, r2 and cutoff rCut.
%
% Set dataFlag to 'g09' to fit to Gaussian '09 data or 'dBar' to fit to dBar data.
%
% Example invocation of the code:
% densityFitting('li0_param.dat','input_bcwgt.dat','li0_g09_zcut.dat','li0_dBar.dat','g09')
function densityFitting(input_param,input_bcwgt,g09_data,dBardata,dataFlag)
close all;
format long
% Constants
AngstromToBohr = 1.0/0.529177210903; % NIST CODATA conversion,
% https://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?bohrrada0
fourPi = 4.0*pi;
% set timestamp
dateStrTime = datestr(now,'yymmdd_HHMMSSFFF');
dateNumTime = datetime('now','Format','yyyyMMdd.HHmmssSSS');
dateNumTime=datenum(dateNumTime);
%% Read input_param file
% check matlab version v = ver('MATLAB'); This is for changes in readtable in ver 9.8 (not
back-compatible)
if verLessThan('matlab','9.8')
% Import first line of file for atomic state under consideration
atomicstate = readtable(input_param, 'ReadVariableNames',false);
else
% Import first line of file for atomic state under consideration
atomicstate = readtable(input_param, 'ReadVariableNames',false, 'Format','auto');
end
% Convert to character type for naming output files
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atomicstate = char(table2array(atomicstate(1,2)));
% Import NBO (natural bond orbital) parameters
input_param = readtable(input_param, 'HeaderLines',1);
% Convert to output type
input_param = table2array(input_param(:,2));
%
%
%
%
%

Allocate nbo data array to column variable names
Note: The electron affinity (EA) of a neutral atom is the same as the ionization
potential (IP) of the corresponding negative ion. The highest occupied, least
negative natural bond orbital (NBO) single-particle energy of the negative ion
approximates the IP of the negative ion.

nbo_enrgy = input_param(1,1); % Either experimental or from ab initio calculation
Z = input_param(2,1); % Z = atomic_number
inZ = Z; % Used for documenting in output to Excel
Ne = input_param(3,1); % Number of electrons
model = input_param(4,1) % Model selection (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5)
eps = abs(nbo_enrgy); % epsilon (highest occupied NBO energy)
alpha = sqrt(2*eps); % 1st long-range density parameter
beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1); % 2nd long-range density parameter (may be replaced by optimized
fitting parameter depending on model chosen)
%% End input data read
modelNam = num2str(model);
% Open log file for writing; name with atomic state and time
% Specify output folder
plot_path = char(sprintf('./outputs/%s/',atomicstate));
% check if directory exists; if not, create
if ~exist(plot_path, 'dir')
mkdir(plot_path)
end
outLog1 = char(sprintf('logfile_m%s_%s.txt', modelNam, dateStrTime));
outLog1 = strcat(plot_path,outLog1);
fid1 = fopen(outLog1,'wt');
outLog2 = char(sprintf('table_m%s_%s.txt', modelNam, dateStrTime));
outLog2 = strcat(plot_path,outLog2);
fid2 = fopen(outLog2,'wt');
% test to make sure file opened successfully
assert(fid2>0)
outLog3
outLog3
outLog4
outLog4

=
=
=
=

char(sprintf('excelData_m%s_%s.txt', modelNam, dateStrTime));
strcat(plot_path,outLog3);
char(sprintf('plotData_m%s_%s.txt', modelNam, dateStrTime));
strcat(plot_path,outLog4);

% Read in (z,\rho) G'09 data calculated from cubegen
% This is a zcut of the elecron density generated from cubegen, using the
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% same xyz grid that was generated by GenMesh and used as input to cubegen.
% Initialize variables for r and density values.
% Open the G'09 data text file.
g09data = dlmread(g09_data);
%
%
%
%

Assign zcut data to array variables. Replace with generic grid and density for fitting.
rGrid array contains z Cartesian coordinate from G'09 input file.
Note: The conversion of rGrid to bohr units should be done here!!!!!! Not
before G'09 job submission to run cubegen.

r_g09 = g09data(:,1).*AngstromToBohr; % convert from Angstroms to Bohr atomic units
rho_g09 = g09data(:,2);
A0_G09 = g09data(1,2);
% Read in dBar data. Note that dBar includes factor of 4*pi.
% rdBar is the array of r values output by the sphericalization code
dBardata = dlmread(dBardata);
rdBar = dBardata(:,1);
rhodBar = dBardata(:,2);
% Divide by 4*pi to get spherically-averaged density at nucleus comparable to G'09 total
density there.
% Due to numerical errors in angular integration near r=0, set A0 for dBar fitting to be
exactly equal to \rho(0) from G09, i.e. A0_G09, for testing.
A0_dBar = dBardata(1,2)/(4*pi); % 1st row, 2nd column for rho_max_dBar
% Set variables depending on whether fitting g09 or dBar data
if strcmp(dataFlag,'g09')
%-- fit to G09 data -A0 = A0_G09;
inR = r_g09;
inRho = rho_g09;
%-- only used for Models 3, 4, 5, 6 -ini_A0 = A0_G09;
elseif strcmp(dataFlag,'dBar')
%-- fit to dBar data -A0 = A0_dBar;
inR = rdBar;
inRho = (rhodBar/fourPi);
%-- only used for models 3, 4, 5, 6 -ini_A0 = A0_dBar;
else
errMsg1 = 'ERROR: dataFlag must be set to either go9 or dBar';
error(errMsg1)
end
if(model == 1)
%% ------------------------------ Model 1 ------------------------------------% Evaluate B_0 using analytic model constraints at nucleus (cusp condition) and long range
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% (see GAK dissertation text for details).
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
%% ------------------------------ Model 2 ------------------------------------% Numerical fit to determine B0 and beta (see GAK dissertation text for details)
elseif(model == 2)
% Used in Model 2 (B0LB, alphaLB) only
smallNum = 1.e-6;
fprintf(fid1,'Small number = %f.\n\n',1.e-6);
% Define objective function for fminsearch as a function of x
fun2 = @(x)Model2ObjFn(x, inR, inRho, A0, Z, Ne);
% Run analytic Model 1 to compute initial guess for B0 parameter.
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for B0 from Model 1 = %f.\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for alpha from Model 1 = %f.\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for beta computed from Model 1 alpha = %f.\n\n',beta);
% initial parameter guess for fminsearch
x0 = [B0,alpha];
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
B0LB = smallNum;
B0UB = 0.05;
alphaLB = smallNum;
alphaUB = 0.64;
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for B0: [%f,%f]\n',B0LB, B0UB);
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for alpha: [%f,%f]\n',alphaLB, alphaUB);
lb = [B0LB, alphaLB];
ub = [B0UB, alphaUB];
% From previous version using fminsearch instead of fmincon -------------------% Optimize B0 and alpha parameters using fminsearch
% options = optimset('Display','iter','PlotFcns',@optimplotfval,'TolX',1e-6);
% bestx = fminsearch(fun,x0,options);
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------bestx = fmincon(fun2,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub);
B0 = bestx(1);
alpha = bestx(2);
beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
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fprintf(fid1,'Optimized B0 from Model 2 = %f\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized alpha from Model 2 = %f\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized beta computed from Model 2 alpha = %f\n',beta);
assert(fclose(fid1)==0); % check for successful file close
%% ------------------------------ Model 3 ------------------------------------% Numerical fit with addition of hydrogen-like 2s orbital for Period 2 elements
% (see GAK dissertation text for details)
elseif(model == 3)
% Import boundary conditions and weights
input_bcwgt = readtable(input_bcwgt, 'HeaderLines',0);
% Convert to desired output format (preserves strings as strings and
% numbers as numbers)
input_bcwgt = table2array(input_bcwgt(:,2));
% Run analytic Model 1 to compute initial guess for B0. Initial guesses for
% alpha and beta are derived from: input value of eps (eps = abs(nbo_enrgy)); alpha =
% sqrt(2*eps); and beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1), as computed above).
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
% initial parameter guess for fmincon
ini_B0 = B0;
ini_alpha = alpha;
ini_C0 = input_bcwgt(1,1);
ini_mm = input_bcwgt(2,1);
ini_gamma = input_bcwgt(3,1);
% Nominal value
if (Z == Ne) ||
ini_beta
elseif (Z < Ne)
ini_beta
end

for beta is beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1)
(Z > Ne) % for neutral atoms or cations
= beta;
% for singly-charged anions
= 1/alpha - 1;

% For documentation; alpha and beta are fit independently of eps
ini_eps = eps;
% Set boundary conditions from input file input_bcwgt
A0LB = input_bcwgt(4,1);
A0UB = input_bcwgt(5,1);
B0LB
B0UB

= input_bcwgt(6,1);
= input_bcwgt(7,1);

C0LB
C0UB

= input_bcwgt(8,1);
= input_bcwgt(9,1);
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mmLB
mmUB

= input_bcwgt(10,1);
= input_bcwgt(11,1);

alphaLB = input_bcwgt(12,1);
alphaUB = input_bcwgt(13,1);
betaLB = input_bcwgt(14,1);
betaUB = input_bcwgt(15,1);
gammaLB = input_bcwgt(16,1);
gammaUB = input_bcwgt(17,1);
% Weights for objective function
w1 = input_bcwgt(18,1);
w2 = input_bcwgt(19,1);
w3 = input_bcwgt(20,1);
w4 = input_bcwgt(21,1);
w5 = input_bcwgt(22,1);
weightSum = w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5;
disp(['The sum of weights is: ',num2str(weightSum)])
errMsg2 = 'ERROR: The weights must sum to 1!';
if (abs(weightSum - 1) >= 1e-4)
error(errMsg2)
end
% Cutoffs for fitting ranges
r1 = input_bcwgt(23,1);
r2 = input_bcwgt(24,1);
% Cutoff for long-range contribution, to avoid blow-up at nucleus
rCut = input_bcwgt(25,1);
% --------Define objective function for fmincon as a function of x---------------fun3 = @(x)Model3ObjFn(x, inR, inRho, Z, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut);
x0 = [ini_B0, ini_alpha, ini_C0, ini_mm, ini_gamma, ini_A0, ini_beta];
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
fprintf(fid1,'Small number = %f.\n\n',1.e-6);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for B0 from Model 1 = %f.\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for alpha computed from input eps = %f.\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for beta computed from Model 1 alpha = %f.\n\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for B0: [%f,%f]\n',B0LB, B0UB);
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for alpha: [%f,%f]\n',alphaLB, alphaUB);
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lb = [B0LB, alphaLB, C0LB, mmLB, gammaLB, A0LB, betaLB];
ub = [B0UB, alphaUB, C0UB, mmUB, gammaUB, A0UB, betaUB];
% Optimize parameters using fmincon
[bestx, ObjFn,exitflag,output] = fmincon(fun3,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub)
B0 = bestx(1);
alpha = bestx(2);
C0 = bestx(3);
mm = bestx(4);
gamma = bestx(5);
A0 = bestx(6);
beta = bestx(7);
% Exit if error in fmincon
ObjFn(isempty(ObjFn)) = "Exiting due to infeasibility";
% check for successful file close
assert(fclose(fid1)==0);
%% ------------------------------ Model 4 ------------------------------------% Same as Model 3, with addition of Zeff as fitting parameter, in the spirit of Slater-type
orbitals.
% (see GAK dissertation text for details).
elseif(model == 4)
% Import BCs and weights
input_bcwgt = readtable(input_bcwgt, 'HeaderLines',0);
% Convert to output type
input_bcwgt = table2array(input_bcwgt(:,2));
% Run analytic Model 1 to compute initial guess for B0. Initial guesses for
% alpha and beta are derived from: input value of eps (eps = abs(nbo_enrgy)); alpha =
% sqrt(2*eps); and beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1), as computed above).
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
% initial parameter guess for fmincon
ini_B0 = B0;
ini_alpha = alpha;
ini_C0 = input_bcwgt(1,1);
ini_mm = input_bcwgt(2,1);
ini_gamma = input_bcwgt(3,1);
% Nominal value
if (Z == Ne) ||
ini_beta
elseif (Z < Ne)
ini_beta
end

for beta is beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1)
(Z > Ne) % for neutral atoms or cations
= beta;
% for anions
= 1/alpha - 1;
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% For documentation; alpha and beta are fit independently of eps
ini_eps = eps;
% Set boundary conditions from input file input_bcwgt
A0LB = input_bcwgt(4,1);
A0UB = input_bcwgt(5,1);
B0LB = input_bcwgt(6,1);
B0UB = input_bcwgt(7,1);
C0LB = input_bcwgt(8,1);
C0UB = input_bcwgt(9,1);
mmLB = input_bcwgt(10,1);
mmUB = input_bcwgt(11,1);
alphaLB = input_bcwgt(12,1);
alphaUB = input_bcwgt(13,1);
betaLB = input_bcwgt(14,1);
betaUB = input_bcwgt(15,1);
gammaLB = input_bcwgt(16,1);
gammaUB = input_bcwgt(17,1);
% Weights for objective function
w1 = input_bcwgt(18,1);
w2 = input_bcwgt(19,1);
w3 = input_bcwgt(20,1);
w4 = input_bcwgt(21,1);
w5 = input_bcwgt(22,1);
weightSum = w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5;
disp(['The sum of weights is:',num2str(weightSum)])
errMsg2 = 'ERROR: The weights must sum to 1!';
if (abs(weightSum - 1) >= 1e-4)
error(errMsg2)
end
% Cutoffs for fitting ranges
r1 = input_bcwgt(23,1);
r2 = input_bcwgt(24,1);
% Cutoff for long-range contribution, to avoid blow-up at nucleus
rCut = input_bcwgt(25,1);
% New parameters for Model 4
ini_Zeff = Z;
ZeffLB = input_bcwgt(26,1);
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ZeffUB = input_bcwgt(27,1);
% -----Define objective function for fminsearch as a function of x-----fun4 = @(x)Model4ObjFn(x, inR, inRho, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut);
x0 = [ini_B0, ini_alpha, ini_C0, ini_mm, ini_gamma, ini_A0, ini_beta, ini_Zeff];
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
fprintf(fid1,'Small number = %f.\n\n',1.e-6);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for B0 from Model 1 = %f.\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for alpha from Model 1 = %f.\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for beta computed from Model 1 alpha = %f.\n\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for B0: [%f,%f]\n',B0LB, B0UB);
fprintf(fid1,'Upper and lower bound constraints for alpha: [%f,%f]\n',alphaLB, alphaUB);
lb = [B0LB, alphaLB, C0LB, mmLB, gammaLB, A0LB, betaLB, ZeffLB];
ub = [B0UB, alphaUB, C0UB, mmUB, gammaUB, A0UB, betaUB, ZeffUB];
% Optimize B0 and alpha parameters using fminsearch
% options = optimset('Display','iter','PlotFcns',@optimplotfval,'TolX',1e-6);
% bestx = fminsearch(fun,x0,options);
[bestx, ObjFn,exitflag,output] = fmincon(fun4,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub)
B0 = bestx(1);
alpha = bestx(2);
C0 = bestx(3);
mm = bestx(4);
gamma = bestx(5);
A0 = bestx(6);
beta = bestx(7);
Zeff = bestx(8);
betaFFAZ = ((Zeff-Ne+1)/alpha - 1); % beta computed From Fitted Alpha and Zeff
% exit if encounter empty objextive function
ObjFn(isempty(ObjFn)) = "Exiting due to infeasibility";
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized B0 from Model 4 = %f\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized Zeff from Model 4 = %f\n',Zeff);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized alpha from Model 4 = %f\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized beta from Model 4 = %f\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'Beta computed from Model 4 alpha and Zeff = %f\n',betaFFAZ);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized C0 from Model 4 = %f\n',C0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized mm from Model 4 = %f\n',mm);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized gamma from Model 4 = %f\n',gamma);
assert(fclose(fid1)==0); % check for successful file close
%% ------------------------------ Model 5 -------------------------------------
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% Same as Model 4, with addition of a 2p radial orbital density, and
% new fitting parameters D0 and eta (see GAK dissertation text for details).
elseif(model == 5)
% Import BCs and weights
input_bcwgt = readtable(input_bcwgt, 'HeaderLines',0);
% Convert to output type
input_bcwgt = table2array(input_bcwgt(:,2));
% Run analytic Model 1 to compute initial guess for B0 and alpha parameter.
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
% initial parameter guess for fmincon
% Note: ini_A0 is set above, when g09 or dbar data is read in.
ini_B0 = B0;
ini_alpha = alpha;
ini_C0 = input_bcwgt(1,1);
ini_mm = input_bcwgt(2,1);
ini_gamma = input_bcwgt(3,1);
% For documentation; alpha and beta are fit independently of eps
ini_eps = eps;
%
%
%
%
%
%

Nominal value for beta is beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1)
if (Z == Ne) || (Z > Ne) % for neutral atoms or cations
ini_beta = beta;
elseif (Z < Ne)
% for anions
ini_beta = 1/alpha - 1;
end

ini_beta = beta;
% Set boundary conditions from input file input_bcwgt
A0LB = input_bcwgt(4,1);
A0UB = input_bcwgt(5,1);
B0LB = input_bcwgt(6,1);
B0UB = input_bcwgt(7,1);
C0LB = input_bcwgt(8,1);
C0UB = input_bcwgt(9,1);
mmLB = input_bcwgt(10,1);
mmUB = input_bcwgt(11,1);
alphaLB = input_bcwgt(12,1);
alphaUB = input_bcwgt(13,1);
betaLB = input_bcwgt(14,1);
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betaUB = input_bcwgt(15,1);
gammaLB = input_bcwgt(16,1);
gammaUB = input_bcwgt(17,1);
% Weights for objective function
w1 = input_bcwgt(18,1);
w2 = input_bcwgt(19,1);
w3 = input_bcwgt(20,1);
w4 = input_bcwgt(21,1);
w5 = input_bcwgt(22,1);
weightSum = w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5;
disp(['The sum of weights is:',num2str(weightSum)])
errMsg2 = 'ERROR: The weights must sum to 1!';
if (abs(weightSum - 1) >= 1e-4)
error(errMsg2)
end
% Cutoffs for ranges
r1 = input_bcwgt(23,1);
r2 = input_bcwgt(24,1);
rCut = input_bcwgt(25,1);
% Zeff
ini_Zeff = Z;
ZeffLB = input_bcwgt(26,1);
ZeffUB = input_bcwgt(27,1);
% New parameters for Model 5
ini_D0 = input_bcwgt(28,1);
ini_eta = input_bcwgt(29,1);
etaLB = input_bcwgt(30,1);
etaUB = input_bcwgt(31,1);
D0LB = input_bcwgt(32,1);
D0UB = input_bcwgt(33,1);
% --------Define objective function for fmincon as a function of x---------------fun5 = @(x)Model5ObjFn(x, inR, inRho, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut);
x0 = [ini_B0, ini_alpha, ini_C0, ini_mm, ini_gamma, ini_A0, ini_beta, ini_Zeff, ini_D0,
ini_eta];
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
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fprintf(fid1,'Small number = %f.\n\n',1.e-6);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for B0 from Model 1 = %f.\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for alpha from Model 1 = %f.\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for beta computed from Model 1 alpha = %f.\n\n',beta);
lb = [B0LB, alphaLB, C0LB, mmLB, gammaLB, A0LB, betaLB, ZeffLB, D0LB, etaLB];
ub = [B0UB, alphaUB, C0UB, mmUB, gammaUB, A0UB, betaUB, ZeffUB, D0UB, etaUB];
% Constrained optimization of model parameters using Matlab function fmincon
[bestx, ObjFn,exitflag,output] = fmincon(fun5,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub)
B0 = bestx(1);
alpha = bestx(2);
C0 = bestx(3);
mm = bestx(4);
gamma = bestx(5);
A0 = bestx(6);
beta = bestx(7);
Zeff = bestx(8);
D0 = bestx(9);
eta = bestx(10);
% Variable name is an acronym: beta computed From Fitted Alpha and Zeff
betaFFAZ = ((Zeff-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
% exit if encounter empty objective function
ObjFn(isempty(ObjFn)) = "Exiting due to infeasibility";
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized B0 from Model 5 = %f\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized Zeff from Model 5 = %f\n',Zeff);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized alpha from Model 5 = %f\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized beta from Model 5 = %f\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'Beta computed from Model 5 alpha and Zeff = %f\n',betaFFAZ);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized C0 from Model 5 = %f\n',C0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized mm from Model 5 = %f\n',mm);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized gamma from Model 5 = %f\n',gamma);
assert(fclose(fid1)==0); % check for successful file close
%% ------------------------------ Model 6 ------------------------------------% Same as Model 5, with addition of linear fit for beta, and new parameter bb
% (see GAK dissertation text for details).
elseif(model == 6)
% Import BCs and weights
input_bcwgt = readtable(input_bcwgt, 'HeaderLines',0);
% Convert to output type
input_bcwgt = table2array(input_bcwgt(:,2));
% Run analytic Model 1 to compute initial guess for B0 and alpha parameter.
B0 = intgrl_B0_num(A0, Z, alpha, Ne);
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% initial parameter guess for fmincon
% Note: ini_A0 is set above, when g09 or dbar data is read in.
ini_B0 = B0;
ini_alpha = alpha;
ini_C0 = input_bcwgt(1,1);
ini_mm = input_bcwgt(2,1);
ini_gamma = input_bcwgt(3,1);
% For documentation only; alpha and beta are fit independently of eps
ini_eps = eps;
% Set boundary conditions from input file input_bcwgt
A0LB = input_bcwgt(4,1);
A0UB = input_bcwgt(5,1);
B0LB = input_bcwgt(6,1);
B0UB = input_bcwgt(7,1);
C0LB = input_bcwgt(8,1);
C0UB = input_bcwgt(9,1);
mmLB = input_bcwgt(10,1);
mmUB = input_bcwgt(11,1);
alphaLB = input_bcwgt(12,1);
alphaUB = input_bcwgt(13,1);
betaLB = input_bcwgt(14,1);
betaUB = input_bcwgt(15,1);
gammaLB = input_bcwgt(16,1);
gammaUB = input_bcwgt(17,1);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Nominal value for beta is beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1)
Initial attempt:
if (Z == Ne) || (Z > Ne) % for neutral atoms or cations
ini_beta = beta;
elseif (Z < Ne)
% for anions; try initial value .ne. nominal value of -1
ini_beta = 1/alpha - 1;
end
Instead, the following enables fixing beta = betaLB = betaUB = value for corresponding
*neutral* atom.

ini_beta = betaLB;
% Weights for objective function
w1 = input_bcwgt(18,1);
w2 = input_bcwgt(19,1);
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w3 = input_bcwgt(20,1);
w4 = input_bcwgt(21,1);
w5 = input_bcwgt(22,1);
weightSum = w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 + w5;
disp(['The sum of weights is:',num2str(weightSum)])
errMsg2 = 'ERROR: The weights must sum to 1!';
if (abs(weightSum - 1) >= 1e-4)
error(errMsg2)
end
% Cutoffs for ranges
r1 = input_bcwgt(23,1);
r2 = input_bcwgt(24,1);
rCut = input_bcwgt(25,1);
% Zeff
ini_Zeff = Z;
ZeffLB = input_bcwgt(26,1);
ZeffUB = input_bcwgt(27,1);
% New parameters for Model 5
ini_D0 = input_bcwgt(28,1);
ini_eta = input_bcwgt(29,1);
etaLB = input_bcwgt(30,1);
etaUB = input_bcwgt(31,1);
D0LB = input_bcwgt(32,1);
D0UB = input_bcwgt(33,1);
% New parameter for Model 6
ini_bb = input_bcwgt(34,1);
bbLB = input_bcwgt(35,1);
bbUB = input_bcwgt(36,1);
% --------Define objective function for fmincon as a function of x---------------fun6 = @(x)Model6ObjFn(x, inR, inRho, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut);
x0 = [ini_B0, ini_alpha, ini_C0, ini_mm, ini_gamma, ini_A0, ini_beta, ini_Zeff, ini_D0,
ini_eta, ini_bb];
A = [];
b = [];
Aeq = [];
beq = [];
fprintf(fid1,'Small number = %f.\n\n',1.e-6);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for B0 from Model 1 = %f.\n',B0);
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fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for alpha from Model 1 = %f.\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Initial guess for beta computed from Model 1 alpha = %f.\n\n',beta);
lb = [B0LB, alphaLB, C0LB, mmLB, gammaLB, A0LB, betaLB, ZeffLB, D0LB, etaLB, bbLB];
ub = [B0UB, alphaUB, C0UB, mmUB, gammaUB, A0UB, betaUB, ZeffUB, D0UB, etaUB, bbUB];
% Constrained optimization of model parameters using Matlab function fmincon
[bestx, ObjFn,exitflag,output] = fmincon(fun6,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub)
B0 = bestx(1);
alpha = bestx(2);
C0 = bestx(3);
mm = bestx(4);
gamma = bestx(5);
A0 = bestx(6);
beta = bestx(7);
Zeff = bestx(8);
D0 = bestx(9);
eta = bestx(10);
bb = bestx(11);
% Variable name is an acronym: beta computed From Fitted Alpha and Zeff
betaFFAZ = ((Zeff-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
% exit if encounter empty objective function
ObjFn(isempty(ObjFn)) = "Exiting due to infeasibility";
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized B0 from Model 6 = %f\n',B0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized Zeff from Model 6 = %f\n',Zeff);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized alpha from Model 6 = %f\n',alpha);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized beta from Model 6 = %f\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'Beta computed from Model 6 alpha and Zeff = %f\n',betaFFAZ);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized C0 from Model 6 = %f\n',C0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized mm from Model 6 = %f\n',mm);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized gamma from Model 6 = %f\n',gamma);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized D0 from Model 6 = %f\n',D0);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized eta from Model 6 = %f\n',eta);
fprintf(fid1,'Optimized bb from Model 6 = %f\n',bb);
% Print short-range and ending beta points from the fit, for tabulation and
% to illustrate transition from neutral atom effective beta to purely anionic beta (-1).
betav = (inR==0)*1 + (inR>0)*beta;
betaLin = betav + bb.*inR;
lbl = length(betaLin);
fprintf(fid1,'\n');
fprintf(fid1,'beta(0)= %f.\n',beta);
fprintf(fid1,'beta(%f)= %f.\n',inR(lbl),betaLin(lbl));
assert(fclose(fid1)==0); % check for successful file close
end
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% -------------------------------- End model fitting -------------------------% ---------------------------- Begin model evaluations -----------------------%% Compute the model density from returned parameters to check the quality of the fit,
% To check the quality of the fit, compute the model density from the returned parameters
if(model == 1) || (model == 2)
model_fit = density_model_1_2_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, Ne, inR);
elseif(model >= 3)
if(model == 4) || (model == 5) || (model == 6)
Z = Zeff;
end
if(model == 3) || (model == 4)
model_fit = density_model_3_4_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, inR, rCut);
elseif(model == 5)
model_fit = density_model_5_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, D0, eta, inR,
rCut);
elseif(model == 6)
model_fit = density_model_6_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, D0, eta, bb,
inR, rCut);
end
end
% Generate radial distribution functions 4*pi*r^2*\rho(r)
% Note that dBar as defined already includes factor of 4*pi
radial_g09 = fourPi*r_g09.^2.*rho_g09; % RDF for G'09 zcut
radial_dBar = rdBar.^2.*rhodBar; % RDF for dBar
radial_model_fit = fourPi*inR.^2.*model_fit; % RDF for analytic model with fitted B0
% Calculate the integrated number of electrons for all three data files
% Note that except for spherically-symmetric atoms, Int_g09 will not integrate perfectly to
total #eInt_g09 = double(trapz(r_g09, radial_g09)); % #e G09 zcut
Int_dBar = double(trapz(rdBar, radial_dBar)); % #e dBar
Int_model = double(trapz(inR, radial_model_fit)); % #e analytic model fit to dBar

% ----------------------------- End model evaluations ------------------------% Generate plots of model density, ln density, and RDF; compare with input
% density (G'09 zcut or dBar)
close all;
figure('Name','Densities');
% density from G'09 zcut
plot(r_g09,rho_g09,'-r','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerIndices',1:30:length(rho_g09));
hold on
% dBar density
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rhodBarOver4pi = rhodBar./fourPi;
plot(rdBar,(rhodBarOver4pi),'-g','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:50:length(rhodBar));
hold on
% model density
plot(inR,model_fit,'-b','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:40:length(model_fit));
hold on
legend('G09-MP4, zcut', ...
'dBar', ...
'Analytical model', ...
'Location','NorthEast')
% grid on
% grid minor
hold off
xlabel('Radial Distance, $\rm{r~(au)} $ ','interpreter','LaTex')
ylabel('$\ln \rho$ (au)','interpreter','LaTex')
titlename = char(sprintf('Density, %s', atomicstate));
title(titlename);
% xlim([0 3])
% ylim([0 500])
% Save as pdf file
filename = char(sprintf('density_%s_%s', modelNam, dateStrTime));
% saveas(gcf, filename1b, 'pdf'); %toggle if need to save in current directory
savePlot(plot_path,filename)
% ----------------- Plot ln of G09 zcut,dBar,and model densities -----------figure('Name','ln densities');
% density from G'09 zcut
lnrho_g09 = log(rho_g09);
plot(r_g09,lnrho_g09,'-r','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerIndices',1:30:length(lnrho_g09));
hold on
% dBar density
lnrhodBarOver4pi = log(rhodBar./fourPi);
plot(rdBar,lnrhodBarOver4pi,'-g','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:50:length(lnrhodBarOver4pi));
hold on
% model density
ln_model_fit= log(model_fit);
plot(inR,ln_model_fit,'-b','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:40:length(ln_model_fit));
hold on
legend('G09-MP4, zcut', ...
'dBar', ...
'Analytical model', ...
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'Location','NorthEast')
% grid on
% grid minor
hold off
xlabel('Radial Distance, $\rm{r~(au)} $ ','interpreter','LaTex')
ylabel('$\ln \rho$ (au)','interpreter','LaTex')
titlename = char(sprintf('ln density, %s', atomicstate));
title(titlename);
% xlim([0 8])
% ylim([0 500])
% Save as pdf file
filename = char(sprintf('ln_density_%s_%s', modelNam, dateStrTime));
% saveas( gcf(), filename1b, 'pdf' ); %toggle if need to save in current directory
savePlot(plot_path,filename)
% %**************Plot and save the radial distrubution funtions.**********
figure('Name','RDF'),
% g'09 zcut data
plot(r_g09,radial_g09,'-r','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(radial_g09));
hold on
% dBar data
plot(rdBar,radial_dBar,'-g','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(radial_dBar));
hold on
% model data
plot(inR,radial_model_fit,'-b','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(radial_model_fit));
hold on
legend('G09-MP4, zcut ', ...
'dBar',...
'Analytical model',...
'Location','NorthEast');
% grid on
% grid minor
hold off
xlabel('Radial Distance, $\rm{r~(au)} $ ','interpreter','LaTex')
ylabel('$4\pi r^2 \rho(r)$ ','interpreter','LaTex')
titlename = char(sprintf('Radial Distribution Function, %s', atomicstate));
title(titlename);
% xlim([0 5])
% Save RDF plot as .pdf
filename = char(sprintf('RDF_%s_%s', modelNam, dateStrTime));
% saveas( gcf(), filename2b, 'pdf' ); %toggle if need to save in current directory
savePlot(plot_path,filename)
%% For Models 3, 4, 5, and 6 compute and plot final model component densities
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if(model >= 3)
if(model < 5) % 2p contribution only in Models 5 and 6
D0 = 0.0;
eta = 0.0;
D0LB = 0.0;
D0UB = 0.0;
etaLB = 0.0;
etaUB = 0.0;
ini_D0 = 0.0;
ini_eta = 0.0;
etaLB = 0.0;
etaUB = 0.0;
D0LB = 0.0;
D0UB = 0.0;
bestx(9) = 0.0;
bestx(10)= 0.0;
end
if(model ~= 6)
bb = 0.0;
ini_bb = 0.0;
bbLB = 0.0;
bbUB = 0.0;
bestx(11) = 0.0;
end
if(model == 4) || (model == 5) || (model == 6)
Z = Zeff;
end
betaFFAZ = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1); % beta computed From Fitted Alpha and Zeff
F1 = A0.*(exp(-2*Z*inR)); % short-range cusp
density1R = fourPi*inR.^2.*F1;
F2_a = (mm - Z*inR);
F2_b = F2_a .* F2_a;
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gamma*inR); % 2s shell structure
density2R = fourPi*inR.^2.*F2;
F3_a = Z*inR;
F3_b = F3_a .* F3_a;
F3 = D0*F3_b.*exp(-2*eta*inR); % 2p shell structure
density3R = fourPi*inR.^2.*F3;
betav = (inR==0)*1 + (inR>0)*beta;
if (model == 6)
betaLin = betav + bb.*inR;
betav = betaLin;
end
F4 = (inR>rCut).*(B0.*((inR).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(inR))));
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density4R = fourPi*inR.^2.*F4; % long-range decay
totalDensityR = density1R + density2R + density3R + density4R;
totalDensityln = log(F1+F2+F3+F4);
% Effective beta plot
if(model == 6)
figure('Name','betaForAnion');
lbv = length(betav);
inRP = inR;
betavP = [beta; betav(2:lbv)];
plot(inRP,betavP,'-b','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:lbv);
title('Effective $\beta$ for anion','interpreter','LaTex');
xlabel('Radial Distance, $\rm{r~(au)} $ ','interpreter','LaTex')
ylabel('$\beta(r)$ ','interpreter','LaTex');
filename = char(sprintf('betaForAnion_%s_%s', modelNam, dateStrTime'));
savePlot(plot_path,filename);
end
% RDF plots
figure('Name','RDFcomponents'),
plot(inR,density1R,'-b','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(density1R));
hold on;
plot(inR,density2R,'-r','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(density2R));
hold on;
if(model == 5) || (model == 6)
plot(inR,density3R,'-c','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(density3R));
hold on;
end
plot(inR,density4R,'-g','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(density4R));
hold on;
plot(inR,totalDensityR,'-m','LineWidth',2,'MarkerIndices',1:60:length(totalDensityR));
hold on;
if(model <= 4)
legend('Short range',...
'2s',...
'Long Range',...
'Total',...
'Location','NorthEast');
else
legend('Short range',...
'2s',...
'2p',...
'Long Range',...
'Total',...
'Location','NorthEast');
end
hold off;
xlabel('Radial Distance, $\rm{r~(au)} $ ','interpreter','LaTex')
ylabel('$4\pi r^2 \rho(r)$ ','interpreter','LaTex')
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titlename = char(sprintf('Model radial distribution functions'));
title(titlename);
filename = char(sprintf('componentRDFs_%s_%s', modelNam, dateStrTime'));
savePlot(plot_path,filename)
%% Save table of values in output file
% fprintf('Table of parameters used in this fitting routine...\n')
% Create two columns of parameters used for the fitting and number of electrons
end
if(model == 1)
Parameters = ["Atomic state"; "emax"; "A0_G09"; "A0_dbar"; "Z"; "N"; "alpha"; "B0";...
"";"Data source"; ...
"G09";"dBar"; "Analytical model"];
Values = [atomicstate; eps; A0_G09; A0_dBar; Z; Ne; alpha; B0;...
"";"integrated # e-";...
Int_g09; Int_dBar; Int_model];
T1 = table(Parameters,Values);
head(T1);
writetable(T1,outLog2,'delimiter','\t')
T_dataPlot = [inR, ln_model_fit, radial_model_fit];
writematrix(T_dataPlot, outLog4,'Delimiter','space')
elseif(model == 2)
Parameters = ["Atomic state"; "emax"; "A0_G09"; "A0_dbar"; "Z"; "N"; "alpha"; "B0";...
"";"Boundary Conditions"; ...
"B0LB"; "alphaLB"; "B0UB"; "alphaUB"; ...
"";"Data source"; ...
"G09";"dBar"; "Analytical model"];
Values = [atomicstate; eps; A0_G09; A0_dBar; Z; Ne; alpha; B0;...
"";"BCs";...
B0LB; alphaLB; B0UB; alphaUB; ...
"";"integrated # e-";...
Int_g09; Int_dBar; Int_model];
T1 = table(Parameters,Values);
head(T1);
writetable(T1,outLog2,'delimiter','\t')
T_dataPlot = [ln_model_fit, radial_model_fit];
writematrix(T_dataPlot, outLog4,'Delimiter','space')
elseif(model >= 3)
% Note: Z = Zeff in Models 4, 5, and 6.
if(model == 3)
Zeff = Z;
end
% save values for imputting as documentation in Excel spreadsheet.
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eps_opt = (alpha^2)/2; % 1st long-range density parameter
beta_opt = beta; % optimized beta
A0_opt = A0;
rho0 = model_fit(1,1); % rho(0) from model_fit after evaluation of model
inA0 = inRho(1,1); % A0 from data generated either dBar or G09
% ************************************************************************************
KatoNum = Z*A0_opt + C0*mm*Z + gamma*C0*mm^2;
KatoDen = Z*(A0_opt + C0*mm^2);
Kato = KatoNum/KatoDen;
% **********************************************************************************
Parameters = ["Atomic state"; "emax"; "A0_G09"; "A0_dbar"; "Z"; "N"; "alpha"; "B0";...
"---";"Boundary Conditions"; ...
"B0LB"; "alphaLB"; "C0LB"; "gammaLB"; "mmLB"; "betaLB"; "A0LB"; "D0LB"; "etaLB";
'bbLB';...
"B0UB"; "alphaUB"; "C0UB"; "gammaUB"; "mmUB"; "betaUB"; "A0UB"; "D0UB"; "etaUB";
'bbUB';...
"---";"Input Values"; ...
"r1"; "r2"; "w1"; "w2"; "w3"; "w4"; "w5"; ...
"---"; "Initial Values"; ...
"ini_B0"; "ini_alpha"; "ini_C0"; "ini_mm"; "ini_gamma"; "ini_D0"; "ini_eta"; 'ini_bb';...
"---"; "Fitted Values"; ...
"B0"; "alpha"; "C0"; "mm"; "gamma"; "A0"; "beta"; "Zeff"; "D0"; "eta"; 'bb';...
"---";"Computed values"; ...
"betaFFAZ"; "Kato"; "Objtv Fn";
"---";"Data source"; ...
"G09";"dBar"; "Analytical model";
];
Values = [atomicstate; eps; A0_G09; A0_dBar; Z; Ne; alpha; B0;...
"---";"BCs";...
B0LB; alphaLB; C0LB; gammaLB; mmLB; betaLB; A0LB; D0LB; etaLB; bbLB;...
B0UB; alphaUB; C0UB; gammaUB; mmUB; betaUB; A0UB; D0UB; etaUB; bbUB;...
"---";"Ins"; ...
r1; r2; w1; w2; w3; w4; w5; ...
"---"; "X0"; ...
ini_B0; ini_alpha; ini_C0; ini_mm; ini_gamma; ini_D0; ini_eta; ini_bb;...
"---"; "BestX"; ...
bestx(1); bestx(2); bestx(3); bestx(4); bestx(5);...
bestx(6); bestx(7); bestx(8); bestx(9); bestx(10); bestx(11);...
"---"; "CompVals"; ...
betaFFAZ; Kato; ObjFn; ...
"---";"integrated # e-";...
Int_g09; Int_dBar; Int_model];
T1 = table(Parameters,Values)
head(T1);
writetable(T1,outLog2,'delimiter','\t')
assert(fclose(fid2)==0); % check for successful file close
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% Add new variables at the end of the list, with 99999999 placeholder for Notes
% column in Excel spreadsheet, to maintain back-compatibility as number of
% states (and thus, fitting parameters) is expanded.
r3 = max(inR);
NotesPlaceholder = "---";
T_excel = [dateNumTime, inZ, Ne, ini_eps, ini_alpha, ini_beta, model, inA0, ini_B0, ini_C0,
ini_mm, ini_gamma,...
mmLB, mmUB, alphaLB, alphaUB, betaLB, betaUB, gammaLB, gammaUB, A0LB, A0UB, B0LB, B0UB,
C0LB, C0UB, ...
r1, r2, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, ...
mm, alpha, eps_opt, beta_opt, gamma, A0_opt, B0, C0, Zeff, Int_model, rho0, Kato, ObjFn,
...
NotesPlaceholder, r3, ini_D0, D0LB, D0UB, ini_eta, etaLB, etaUB, D0, eta, betaFFAZ,
ini_bb, bbLB, bbUB, bb];
writematrix(T_excel, outLog3,'Delimiter','space');
% Use padcat to make function vector lengths the same for plotting
T_dataPlot = padcat(ln_model_fit, radial_model_fit, lnrhodBarOver4pi, radial_dBar);
writematrix(T_dataPlot, outLog4,'Delimiter','space');
fclose('all');
end
commandwindow

A.7.1

Model two objective function subroutine

%% Model 2: curve fitting via optimization of B0 and alpha/beta
function ObjFn = Model2ObjFn(x ,r, rhoRef, A0, Z, Ne)
fourpi = 4.0*pi;
B0 = x(1);
alpha = x(2);
beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1) and long-range (F2) density functions
F1 = A0.*(exp(-2.*Z.*r));
betav = (r<=0.2).*1 + (r>0.2).*beta;
F2 = (r>0.2).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r))));
den_fit = F1 + F2;
% Compute integrated density using analytic solution for Model 2 (see intgrl_B0_num
% comments), and current values of alpha, beta, and B0.
I1 = .25*1.0/(Z^3);
fac1 = 2*beta+3;
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fac2
fac2
fac3
I2 =

= (2.0*alpha)^fac1;
= 1.0/fac2;
= gamma(fac1);
fac2 * fac3;

NeComp = fourpi*(A0*I1 + B0*I2);
% Objective function is the square difference between target and fitted
% model + square difference of exact and model-integrated number of electrons.
% Hardwire weights for now--- bias toward conserving number of electrons
w1 = .05;
w2 = .95;
ObjFn = w1*sum((rhoRef - den_fit).^2) + w2*(Ne - NeComp)^2;
% ObjFn = sum((rhoRef - den_fit).^2);
end

A.7.2

Model three objective function subroutine

%% Model 3: curve fitting via optimization of B0, alpha/beta, C0, mm, and gammaf
function ObjFn = Model3ObjFn(x, r, rhoRef, Z, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut)
fourpi = 4.0*pi;
B0 = x(1);
alpha = x(2);
C0 = x(3);
mm = x(4);
gammaf = x(5);
A0 = x(6);
beta = x(7);
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F3), and 2s-shell (F2) density
functions
F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Z.*r));
%---------------------------------------------------------------------F2_a = mm-(Z*r);
F2_b = (F2_a).*(F2_a);
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
% set rCut = 0.0 to reproduce previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
F3 = (r>rCut).*(B0*((r).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r)));
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F3), and 2s-shell (F2) density
functions
den_fit = F1 + F2 + F3;
% Compute integrated density (4*pi*r^2*den_fit) for applying total # electron constraint
%----First term, short-range---fun1 = @(r)r.^2.*exp(-2*Z*r);
int_fun1 = integral(fun1,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun1 with analytic result I1
I1 = .25*1.0/(Z^3);
%----Second term, long-range---fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*beta + 2).*exp(-2*alpha*r));
int_fun2 = integral(fun2,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun2 with analytic result I2
fac1 = 2*beta+3;
fac2 = (2.0*alpha)^fac1;
fac2 = 1.0/fac2;
fac3 = gamma(fac1);
I2 = fac2 * fac3;
%----Third term, 2s shell structure---fun3 = @(r)(r.^2).*((mm-(Z*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
int_fun3 = integral(fun3,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun3 with analytic result I3
gammacub = gammaf^3;
gammaquar = gammacub*gammaf;
gammaquint = gammaquar*gammaf;
J1 = (mm*mm)/(4*gammacub);
J2 = -(.75)*Z*mm/gammaquar;
J3 = .75*Z^2/gammaquint;
I3 = J1 + J2 + J3;
%% Function expression for r^2*den(r)
rsq_den_fit=@(r)r.^2.*(A0.*(exp(-2.*Z.*r)) +...
(r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta))).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))) +...
C0.*((mm-(Z*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r));
NeComp = fourpi*integral(rsq_den_fit,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result Necomp with analytic result Necomp_check
Necomp_check = fourpi*(A0*I1 + B0*I2 + C0*I3);
% Objective function is the weighted sum of square difference between target and fitted
% model, square difference of exact and model-integrated number of electrons, and
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% square difference of exact and model-computed Kato ratio.
radialRef = fourpi*r.^2.*rhoRef; % RDF for reference data
radialFit = fourpi*r.^2.*den_fit; % RDF for analytic model with fitted B0
DiffSq = (radialRef - radialFit).^2;
mask1 = (r <= r1);
mask2 = (r > r1 & r <= r2);
mask3 = (r > r2);
N1 = sum(mask1);
N2 = sum(mask2);
N3 = sum(mask3);
msd1 = sum(DiffSq.*mask1)/N1;
msd2 = sum(DiffSq.*mask2)/N2;
msd3 = sum(DiffSq.*mask3)/N3;
KatoNum = Z*A0 + C0*mm*Z + gammaf*C0*mm^2;
KatoDen = Z*(A0 + C0*mm^2);
Kato = KatoNum/KatoDen;
ObjFn = w1*msd1 + w2*msd2 + w3*msd3 + w4*(Ne - NeComp)^2 + w5*(1 - Kato)^2;
end

A.7.3

Model four objective function subroutine
%% Model 4: curve fitting via optimization of B0, alpha/beta, C0, mm, gammaf, A0,
and Zeff

function ObjFn = Model4ObjFn(x, r, rhoRef, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut)
fourpi = 4.0*pi;
B0 = x(1);
alpha = x(2);
C0 = x(3);
mm = x(4);
gammaf = x(5);
A0 = x(6);
beta = x(7);
Zeff = x(8);
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F3), and 2s-shell (F2) density
functions
F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Zeff.*r));
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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F2_a = mm-(Zeff*r);
F2_b = (F2_a).*(F2_a);
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
% set rCut = 0.0 to reproduce previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
F3 = (r>rCut).*(B0*((r).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r)));
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F3), and 2s-shell (F2) density
functions
den_fit = F1 + F2 + F3;
% Compute integrated density (4*pi*r^2*den_fit) for applying total # electron constraint
%----First term, short-range---fun1 = @(r)r.^2.*exp(-2*Zeff*r);
int_fun1 = integral(fun1,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun1 with analytic result I1
I1 = .25*1.0/(Zeff^3);
%----Second term, long-range---fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*beta + 2).*exp(-2*alpha*r));
int_fun2 = integral(fun2,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun2 with analytic result I2
fac1 = 2*beta+3;
fac2 = (2.0*alpha)^fac1;
fac2 = 1.0/fac2;
fac3 = gamma(fac1);
I2 = fac2 * fac3;
%----Third term, 2s shell structure---fun3 = @(r)(r.^2).*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
int_fun3 = integral(fun3,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun3 with analytic result I3
gammacub = gammaf^3;
gammaquar = gammacub*gammaf;
gammaquint = gammaquar*gammaf;
J1 = (mm*mm)/(4*gammacub);
J2 = -(.75)*Zeff*mm/gammaquar;
J3 = .75*Zeff^2/gammaquint;
I3 = J1 + J2 + J3;
%% Function expression for r^2*den(r)
rsq_den_fit=@(r)r.^2.*(A0.*(exp(-2.*Zeff.*r)) +...
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(r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta))).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))) +...
C0.*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r));
NeComp = fourpi*integral(rsq_den_fit,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result Necomp with analytic result Necomp_check
Necomp_check = fourpi*(A0*I1 + B0*I2 + C0*I3);
% Objective function is the weighted sum of square difference between target and fitted
% model, square difference of exact and model-integrated number of electrons, and
% square difference of exact and model-computed Kato ratio.
radialRef = fourpi*r.^2.*rhoRef; % RDF for reference data
radialFit = fourpi*r.^2.*den_fit; % RDF for analytic model with fitted B0
DiffSq = (radialRef - radialFit).^2;
mask1 = (r <= r1);
mask2 = (r > r1 & r <= r2);
mask3 = (r > r2);
N1 = sum(mask1);
N2 = sum(mask2);
N3 = sum(mask3);
msd1 = sum(DiffSq.*mask1)/N1;
msd2 = sum(DiffSq.*mask2)/N2;
msd3 = sum(DiffSq.*mask3)/N3;
KatoNum = Zeff*A0 + C0*mm*Zeff + gammaf*C0*mm^2;
KatoDen = Zeff*(A0 + C0*mm^2);
Kato = KatoNum/KatoDen;
ObjFn = w1*msd1 + w2*msd2 + w3*msd3 + w4*(Ne - NeComp)^2 + w5*(1 - Kato)^2;
end

A.7.4

Model five objective function subroutine

%% Model 5: curve fitting via optimization of B0, alpha/beta, C0, mm, gammaf, A0, and Zeff
function ObjFn = Model5ObjFn(x, r, rhoRef, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut)
fourpi = 4.0*pi;
B0 = x(1);
alpha = x(2);
C0 = x(3);
mm = x(4);
gammaf = x(5);
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A0 = x(6);
beta = x(7);
Zeff = x(8);
D0 = x(9);
eta = x(10);
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
% long-range (F4) density functions
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Zeff.*r));
F2_a = mm-(Zeff*r);
F2_b = (F2_a).*(F2_a);
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
F3_a = Zeff*r;
F3_b = F3_a .* F3_a;
F3 = D0*F3_b.*exp(-2*eta*r);
% set rCut = 0.0 to reproduce previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
F4 = (r>rCut).*(B0*((r).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r)));
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------% % Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
% long-range (F4) density functions
den_fit = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4;
% Compute integrated density (4*pi*r^2*den_fit) for applying total # electron constraint
%----First term, short-range---fun1 = @(r)r.^2.*exp(-2*Zeff*r);
int_fun1 = integral(fun1,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun1 with analytic result I1
I1 = .25*1.0/(Zeff^3);
% Comment-out print statements for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I1= %f.\n',int_fun1);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I1= %f.\n',I1);
%----Second term, long-range---fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*beta + 2).*exp(-2*alpha*r));
int_fun2 = integral(fun2,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun2 with analytic result I2
fac1 = 2*beta+3;
fac2 = (2.0*alpha)^fac1;
fac2 = 1.0/fac2;
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fac3 = gamma(fac1);
I2 = fac2 * fac3;
% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I2 (LR)= %f.\n',int_fun2);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I2 (LR)= %f.\n',I2);
%----Third term, 2s shell structure---fun3 = @(r)(r.^2).*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
int_fun3 = integral(fun3,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun3 with analytic result I3
gammacub = gammaf^3;
gammaquar = gammacub*gammaf;
gammaquint = gammaquar*gammaf;
J1 = (mm*mm)/(4*gammacub);
J2 = -(.75)*Zeff*mm/gammaquar;
J3 = .75*Zeff^2/gammaquint;
I3 = J1 + J2 + J3;
% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I3 (2s) = %f.\n',int_fun3);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I3 (2s) = %f.\n',I3);
%----Fourth term, 2p shell structure---fun4 = @(r)(r.^2).*((Zeff*r).^2).*exp(-2*eta*r);
int_fun4 = integral(fun4,0,Inf);
etaquint = eta^5;
I4 = .75*Zeff^2/etaquint;
% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I4 (2p) = %f.\n',int_fun4);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I4 (2p) = %f.\n',I4);
%% Function expression for r^2*den(r)
rsq_den_fit=@(r)r.^2.*(A0.*(exp(-2.*Zeff.*r)) +...
(r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta))).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))) +...
C0.*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r) + D0.*(Zeff*r).^2.*exp(-2*eta*r));
NeComp = fourpi*integral(rsq_den_fit,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result Necomp with analytic result Necomp_check
NeComp_check = fourpi*(A0*I1 + B0*I2 + C0*I3 + D0*I4);
% fprintf(1,'Numerical Ne = %f.\n',NeComp);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic Ne = %f.\n',NeComp_check);
% Objective function is the weighted sum of square difference between target and fitted
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% model, square difference of exact and model-integrated number of electrons, and
% square difference of exact and model-computed Kato ratio.
radialRef = fourpi*r.^2.*rhoRef; % RDF for reference data
radialFit = fourpi*r.^2.*den_fit; % RDF for analytic model with fitted B0
DiffSq = (radialRef - radialFit).^2;
mask1 = (r <= r1);
mask2 = (r > r1 & r <= r2);
mask3 = (r > r2);
N1 = sum(mask1);
N2 = sum(mask2);
N3 = sum(mask3);
msd1 = sum(DiffSq.*mask1)/N1;
msd2 = sum(DiffSq.*mask2)/N2;
msd3 = sum(DiffSq.*mask3)/N3;
KatoNum = Zeff*A0 + C0*mm*Zeff + gammaf*C0*mm^2;
KatoDen = Zeff*(A0 + C0*mm^2);
Kato = KatoNum/KatoDen;
ObjFn = w1*msd1 + w2*msd2 + w3*msd3 + w4*(Ne - NeComp)^2 + w5*(1 - Kato)^2;
end

A.7.5

Model six objective function subroutine

%% Model 6: curve fitting via optimization of B0, alpha/beta, C0, mm, gammaf, A0, Zeff, D0,
eta, and bb
function ObjFn = Model6ObjFn(x, r, rhoRef, Ne, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, r1, r2, rCut)
fourpi = 4.0*pi;
B0 = x(1);
alpha = x(2);
C0 = x(3);
mm = x(4);
gammaf = x(5);
A0 = x(6);
beta = x(7);
Zeff = x(8);
D0 = x(9);
eta = x(10);
bb = x(11);
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
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% long-range (F4) density functions
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Zeff.*r));
F2_a = mm-(Zeff*r);
F2_b = (F2_a).*(F2_a);
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
F3_a = Zeff*r;
F3_b = F3_a .* F3_a;
F3 = D0*F3_b.*exp(-2*eta*r);
% set rCut = 0.0 to reproduce previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
betaLin = betav + bb*r;
betav = betaLin;
F4 = (r>rCut).*(B0*((r).^(2.*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r)));
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------% % Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
% long-range (F4) density functions
den_fit = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4;
% Compute integrated density (4*pi*r^2*den_fit) for applying total # electron constraint
%----First term, short-range---fun1 = @(r)r.^2.*exp(-2*Zeff*r);
int_fun1 = integral(fun1,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun1 with analytic result I1
I1 = .25*1.0/(Zeff^3);
% Comment-out print statements for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I1= %f.\n',int_fun1);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I1= %f.\n',I1);
%----Second term, long-range---% Original: fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*beta + 2).*exp(-2*alpha*r));
% "Quad" fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta + bb.*r + qq.*r.*r) +
2).*exp(-2*alpha.*r));
fun2 = @(r)(r.^(2*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta + bb.*r) + 2).*exp(-2*alpha*r));
int_fun2 = integral(fun2,0,Inf);
%
%
%
%

check: compare numerical integration result int_fun2 with analytic result I2
Note: this is no longer correct for r-dependent \beta in Model 6--- need
to fix.
fac1 = 2*beta+3;
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%
%
%
%

fac2
fac2
fac3
I2 =

= (2.0*alpha)^fac1;
= 1.0/fac2;
= gamma(fac1);
fac2 * fac3;

% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I2 (LR)= %f.\n',int_fun2);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I2 (LR)= %f.\n',I2);
%----Third term, 2s shell structure---fun3 = @(r)(r.^2).*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r);
int_fun3 = integral(fun3,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result int_fun3 with analytic result I3
gammacub = gammaf^3;
gammaquar = gammacub*gammaf;
gammaquint = gammaquar*gammaf;
J1 = (mm*mm)/(4*gammacub);
J2 = -(.75)*Zeff*mm/gammaquar;
J3 = .75*Zeff^2/gammaquint;
I3 = J1 + J2 + J3;
% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I3 (2s) = %f.\n',int_fun3);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I3 (2s) = %f.\n',I3);
%----Fourth term, 2p shell structure---fun4 = @(r)(r.^2).*((Zeff*r).^2).*exp(-2*eta*r);
int_fun4 = integral(fun4,0,Inf);
etaquint = eta^5;
I4 = .75*Zeff^2/etaquint;
% Comment-out for production calculations
% fprintf(1,'Numerical I4 (2p) = %f.\n',int_fun4);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic I4 (2p) = %f.\n',I4);
%% Function expression for r^2*den(r)
% rsq_den_fit=@(r)r.^2.*(A0.*(exp(-2.*Zeff.*r)) +...
% (r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta))).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))) +...
% C0.*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r) + D0.*(Zeff*r).^2.*exp(-2*eta*r));
rsq_den_fit=@(r)r.^2.*(A0.*(exp(-2.*Zeff.*r)) +...
(r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*((r==0).*1 + (r>0).*(beta + bb.*r)))).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))) +...
C0.*((mm-(Zeff*r)).^2).*exp(-2*gammaf*r) + D0.*(Zeff*r).^2.*exp(-2*eta*r));
NeComp = fourpi*integral(rsq_den_fit,0,Inf);
% check: compare numerical integration result Necomp with analytic result Necomp_check
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% NeComp_check = fourpi*(A0*I1 + B0*I2 + C0*I3 + D0*I4);
% fprintf(1,'Numerical Ne = %f.\n',NeComp);
% fprintf(1,'Analytic Ne = %f.\n',NeComp_check);
% Objective function is the weighted sum of square difference between target and fitted
% model, square difference of exact and model-integrated number of electrons, and
% square difference of exact and model-computed Kato ratio.
radialRef = fourpi*r.^2.*rhoRef; % RDF for reference data
radialFit = fourpi*r.^2.*den_fit; % RDF for analytic model with fitted B0
DiffSq = (radialRef - radialFit).^2;
mask1 = (r <= r1);
mask2 = (r > r1 & r <= r2);
mask3 = (r > r2);
N1 = sum(mask1);
N2 = sum(mask2);
N3 = sum(mask3);
msd1 = sum(DiffSq.*mask1)/N1;
msd2 = sum(DiffSq.*mask2)/N2;
msd3 = sum(DiffSq.*mask3)/N3;
KatoNum = Zeff*A0 + C0*mm*Zeff + gammaf*C0*mm^2;
KatoDen = Zeff*(A0 + C0*mm^2);
Kato = KatoNum/KatoDen;
ObjFn = w1*msd1 + w2*msd2 + w3*msd3 + w4*(Ne - NeComp)^2 + w5*(1 - Kato)^2;
end

A.7.6

Model one and two evaluation subroutine

%% Model fit to average density, expressed as the sum of a short-range (Kato cusp
exponential) term
% and long-range asymptotic term, where the exponential decay depends on the IP of the atom
or ion
% whose density is being modeled. See dissertation text for details.
function den_fn = density_model_1_2_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, Ne, r)
beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
F1 = A0.*(exp(-2.*Z.*r)); % short-range
beta = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
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F2 = (r>0).*(B0.*((r).^(2.*beta)).*(exp(-2.*alpha.*(r)))); % long-range
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F2),
den_fn = F1 + F2;
end

A.7.7

Model three and four evaluation subroutine

%% Model fit to average density, using expression of Wang and Parr. See dissertation text for
details.
function den_fn = density_model_3_4_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, r, rCut)
% beta = ((Z-Ne+1)/alpha - 1);
F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Z*r)); % short-range
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------F2_a = (mm - Z*r);
F2_b = F2_a .* F2_a;
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gamma*r); % 2s shell structure
% set rCut = 0.0 to default to previous behavior.
F3 = (r>rCut).*(B0*(r.^(2*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r))); % long-range
% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), long-range (F3), and 2s-shell (F2) density
functions
den_fn = F1 + F2 + F3;
end

A.7.8

Model five evaluation subroutine

% Model 5 fit to spherically-averaged density. See GAK dissertation text for details.
%
function den_fn = density_model_5_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, D0, eta, r,
rCut)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Z*r)); % short-range cusp density
F2_a = (mm - Z*r);
F2_b = F2_a .* F2_a;
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F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gamma*r); % 2s shell structure
F3_a = Z*r;
F3_b = F3_a .* F3_a;
F3 = D0*F3_b.*exp(-2*eta*r); % 2p shell structure
% set rCut = 0.0 to default to previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
F4 = (r>rCut).*(B0*(r.^(2*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r))); % long-range asymptotic density
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
% long-range (F4) density functions
den_fn = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4;
end

A.7.9

Model six evaluation subroutine

% Model 6 fit to spherically-averaged density. See GAK dissertation text for details.
%
function den_fn = density_model_6_eval_fn(A0, B0, Z, alpha, beta, C0, mm, gamma, D0, eta,
bb, r, rCut)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F1 = A0*(exp(-2*Z*r)); % short-range cusp density
F2_a = (mm - Z*r);
F2_b = F2_a .* F2_a;
F2 = C0*F2_b.*exp(-2*gamma*r); % 2s shell structure
F3_a = Z*r;
F3_b = F3_a .* F3_a;
F3 = D0*F3_b.*exp(-2*eta*r); % 2p shell structure
% set rCut = 0.0 to default to previous behavior.
betav = (r==0).*1 + (r>0).*beta;
betaLin = betav + bb.*r;
betav = betaLin;
F4 = (r>rCut).*(B0*(r.^(2*betav)).*(exp(-2*alpha*r))); % long-range asymptotic density
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Model density is the sum of short-range (F1), 2s-shell (F2), 2p-shell (F3), and
% long-range (F4) density functions
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den_fn = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4;
end

A.8

Shell script for executing genmesh and
IntegrateDensity codes

#!/bin/bash
#PBS -S /bin/bash
#PBS -lnodes=1:ppn=16
#PBS -lwalltime=48:00:00
#PBS -N h-1_QZ_50453835
#PBS -q bigmem-3TB
#PBS -j oe
#
start_time=‘date +%s‘
echo -----------------------------------------------------echo Job started smoothly at ‘date‘
echo PBS: qsub is running on $PBS_O_HOST
echo PBS: executing queue is $PBS_QUEUE
echo PBS: working directory is $PBS_O_WORKDIR
echo PBS: job identifier is $PBS_JOBID
echo PBS: job name is $PBS_JOBNAME
echo PBS: node file is $PBS_NODEFILE
echo PBS: current home directory is $PBS_O_HOME
echo -----------------------------------------------------# job details
state="h0_QZ"
grid="30252015"
deltar_vec="0.02"
maxr="6.0" #max R for integration routine. Based on where R goes to 0.
zmax=${maxr} #for use in generating g09_zcut
numr_vec=‘echo "scale=4;numr_vec=$maxr/$deltar_vec;numr_vec" | bc‘
datetime="$(date +%b%d-%H_%M)"
echo "Date, Grid size, rVec is: ${datetime}_${grid}_${numr_vec}_${PBS_JOBID%%.*}"
# Generate unique directory name [DO NOT CHANGE]
# ==============================================
# store my username
username=‘whoami‘
# set the name of the temporary directory on the compute-node as a combination
# of the username and the job-id (assigned by the queuing system)
# /xena/scratch/$username/
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computedir="/xena/scratch/$username/${state}_${datetime}_${grid}_${numr_vec}_${PBS_JOBID%%.*}"
echo $computedir
# 1. Transfer to node [DO NOT CHANGE]
# ===================================
# create/empty the temporary directory on the compute-node
if [ ! -d "$computedir" ]; then
mkdir -p "$computedir"
else
rm -rf "${computedir}"/*
fi
# change current directory to the location of the qsub-command
# (in the home directory on the head-node)
cd ${PBS_O_WORKDIR}
# local proj dir
PROJ_DIR=${state}_${datetime}_${grid}_${numr_vec}_${PBS_JOBID%%.*}
mkdir -p $PROJ_DIR
cp -p ${state}.fchk cubeG09Mtlb.pbs *.m $PROJ_DIR
#
# copy files in the directory of the qsub-command to computedir
scp $PBS_O_WORKDIR/*.m ${state}.fchk $computedir
echo -----------------------------------------------------# change directory to the temporary directory on the compute-node
cd $computedir
# run in case your job terminates abnormally, copy output files from a temporary directory to
,→ project directory.
trap "cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR;mkdir $PBS_JOBID;cp -R $computedir/* $PBS_JOBID" TERM
# 2. Execute [MODIFY TO YOUR NEED]
# ================================
echo -----------------------------------------------------echo Files in node work directory are as follows:
ls -l
echo -----------------------------------------------------#
module load gaussian/g09/C.01-sse4
module load matlab
# Li:3,145, ; C: 6,70, ; N: 7,65, ; O: 8,60, ;F: 9,50, H:1,25
time matlab -r "GenMesh(1,25,’gengrid_${grid}.cube’,50,45,38,35,${maxr}); exit" -logfile
,→ GenMesh.log
#
time1=‘date +%s‘
#
GAUSS_MEMDEF=20GB cubegen -0 fdensity=mp4 ${state}.fchk ${state}_den_in_${grid}.dat -5 <
,→ gengrid_${grid}.cube
#
time2=‘date +%s‘
#
time matlab -r "IntegrateDensity_fn(’${state}_den_in_${grid}.dat’,
’${state}_Dbar_${grid}_${deltar_vec}.dat’,
${deltar_vec},${maxr}); exit" -logfile IntDbar.log
time3=‘date +%s‘
# generate G09 zcut
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time matlab -r "gen_g09_zcut(0, ${zmax}, ${numr_vec}, ’xyz_g09_zcut.dat’); exit" -logfile
,→ genG09.log
GAUSS_MEMDEF=20GB cubegen -0 fdensity=mp4 ${state}.fchk ${state}_g09_zcut.dat -5 <
,→ xyz_g09_zcut.dat
#
time matlab -r
,→ "numelPlot(’${state}_g09_zcut.dat’,’${state}_Dbar_${grid}_${deltar_vec}.dat’,’$state’);
,→ exit" -logfile numelPlot.log
time3=‘date +%s‘
# change directory to the location of the qsub-command (on the head-node)
cd "$PBS_O_WORKDIR/$PROJ_DIR"
# copy everything from the temporary directory on the compute-node
cp -prf "${computedir}"/*.dat .
cp -prf "${computedir}"/*.log .
cp -prf "${computedir}"/*.pdf .
#
# erase the temporary directory from the compute-node
# rm -rf "$computedir"
# #
echo Job finished at ‘date‘
end_time=‘date +%s‘
runtime_secs=$((end_time - start_time))
printf "The runtime is: %d %s %dd:%dh:%dm:%ds\n" $runtime_secs seconds\;
,→ $(($runtime_secs/86400)) $(($runtime_secs%86400/3600)) $(($runtime_secs%3600/60))
,→ $(($runtime_secs%60))
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A.9

Input parameters, fitted parameters and fit
diagnostics for atomic basis densities

This table contains a summary of input parameters and input specifications, fitted
parameters, and fit diagnostics, for the final atomic state basis state density Models
3-6 discussed in Chapter 5. Column 1 indicates the atomic state; Column 4 indicates
the model number. The first four pages of the table list input parameters and model
specifications common to all four models (3, 4, 5, and 6). The fifth table page adds
input model parameters used in Models 5 and 6 only. “—” indicates that an entry is
not applicable for a particular atomic state and model run. The bottom part of the
table (separated by a horizontal dark line) contains data for Model 5 runs performed
for the anions, to facilitate comparison with the final Model 6 results listed in the
upper part of the table, as discussed in Chapter 5. The final table page, labeled
“Fitting metrics and derived quantities” contains information related to the quality of
the fit: number of electrons N , to assess adherence to the conservation of number of
electrons constraint Eq. 5.2; model density ρ(0), for comparison with input dBar(0)
value A0 listed in the table; the value of the Kato function, to assess the extent to
which the Kato condition K = 1 is satisfied (see Eq. 5.3): and the value of the objective
function, for assessing overall quality of fit.

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1

ε

α

β

Z
1
1

N
1
2

Mo d el #
5
6

0.49982
0.04590

0.99982
0.30299

0.00018
0.00000

3
3
3
6

2
3
4
5

5
3
6
5

2.7924
0.19622
0.0145
0.91422

2.3632
0.6265
0.1703
1.3522

‐0.1537
0.5963
0.0000
0.4791

6
6
7

6
7
6

5
6
4

0.43903
0.07803
1.11638

0.9370
0.3950
1.4942

0.0672
0.0000
0.3385

7
7
8

7
8
7

5
6
4

0.57090
0.2086
1.15509

1.0686
0.6459
1.5199

‐0.0642
0.0000
0.3159

8
8

8
9

5
6

0.52206
0.14491

1.0218
0.5383

‐0.0214
0.0000

9
9
9
1
3
6
7
8
9

8
9
10
2
4
7
8
9
10

4
4
6
5
5
5
5
5
5

1.38035
0.68104
0.18098
0.04590
0.01445
0.07803
0.20856
0.14490
0.18098

1.6615
1.1671
0.6016
0.30299
0.17000
0.39504
0.64585
0.53833
0.60163

0.2037
‐0.1432
0.0000
‐1.00000
‐1.00000
‐1.00000
‐1.00000
‐1.00000
‐1.00000
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I n p u t p ar am et er s

A0

B0

C0

mm

γ

mmLB

m m UB

alp h aL B

alp h aUB

b et aL B

0.29856
0.30670

0.01974
0.04998

1.00
1.00

20.00
20.00

0.4
0.4

8.0
8.0

20.0
20.0

0.4990
0.1700

0.50
0.17

0.0E+00
0.0E+00

13.3393
13.4706
13.4719
126.0096

1.5203
0.0382
0.0659
2.2711

0.00
0.00
1.00
0.01

4.00
4.00
20.00
0.01

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

1.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

3.0
15.0
50.0
50.0

0.0000
0.3500
0.1700
0.3500

3.0000
0.6400
0.1700
1.5000

7.0E‐01
6.0E‐01
0.0E+00
1.0E‐06

125.0598
124.5485
203.3387

1.0488
0.3262
4.5414

1.00
0.10
0.10

20.00
13.00
1.00

0.4
0.4
1.0

8.0
8.0
8.0

50.0
50.0
50.0

0.3500
0.3950
0.9000

1.2000
0.3950
2.0000

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

202.0493
201.3738
307.5624

2.0354
0.6328
5.9859

0.10
1.00
5.00

1.00
20.00
20.00

1.0
0.4
0.4

8.0
8.0
8.0

50.0
50.0
50.0

0.9000
0.6458
0.9000

1.1000
0.6458
3.0000

1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
1.0E‐06

305.9876
305.2484

2.0970
0.6106

5.00
1.00

20.00
20.00

0.4
0.4

8.0
8.0

50.0
50.0

0.9000
0.5384

1.5000
0.5384

1.0E‐06
0.0E+00

441.5975
439.7078
438.6863
0.30670
13.47190
124.54850
201.37380
305.24840
438.68630

9.6642
3.6121
0.7765
0.04998
0.07000
0.32622
0.63273
0.61063
0.77651

0.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
1.00

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
4.00
0.01
1.00
20.00
20.00

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.0
0.4

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
1.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

50.0
50.0
50.0
20.0
3.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0

0.9000
0.3500
0.6016
0.1700
0.0000
0.3000
0.9000
0.5000
0.5000

2.5000
6.0000
0.6016
0.50
3.00
0.70
2.00
1.00
0.90

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
0.0E+00
7.0E‐01
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
‐2.0E+00

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1
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I n p u t p ar am et er s, c o n t d .

b et aUB

gam m aL B

gam m aUB

A0 L B

A0 UB

B0LB

B 0 UB

C0LB

C 0 UB

0.4000
0.4000

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01

0.28
0.28

0.33
0.33

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01

0.0E+00
1.0E‐06

1.0E‐06
2.0E+00

0.8500
0.5963
0.4000
2.8500

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

3.0E+00
2.0E+00
2.0E+01
1.0E+01

13.00
13.00
8.00
120.00

14.00
14.00
18.00
130.00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

6.5E+00
5.0E‐02
2.0E+01
1.0E+01

0.0E+00
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E‐06
1.0E+00
2.0E+01
1.0E+01

2.8500
0.3235
2.8500

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E+01
1.0E+01
2.0E+01

120.00
120.00
200.00

130.00
130.00
205.00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E+01
1.0E+01
6.5E+00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E+01
1.0E+01
1.0E+01

2.8500
0.4000
2.8500

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01

200.00
191.00
300.00

205.00
211.00
310.00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

3.5E+00
2.0E+01
2.0E+01

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01

2.8500
0.4000

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01

300.00
295.00

310.00
315.00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01

2.8500
2.8500
0.4000
0.4000
0.8500
0.3200
2.8500
2.8500
3.0000

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
5.0E+00
1.0E‐06

2.0E+00
2.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01
3.0E+00
1.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01

440.00
420.00
420.00
0.30
13.00
120.00
200.00
300.00
420.00

450.00
440.00
440.00
0.30
14.00
130.00
205.00
310.00
440.00

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
‐2.0E+00
1.0E‐06

2.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01
2.0E+01
6.5E+00
1.0E+01
6.5E+00
2.0E+00
2.0E+01

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

1.0E+00
2.0E+01
5.0E+00
2.0E+00
1.0E‐06
1.0E+01
1.0E+01
1.0E+00
2.0E+01

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1
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I n p u t p ar am et er s, c o n t d .

r 1 (a. u . )

r 2 (a. u . )

r 3 (a. u . )

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

1.09
0.05

1.10
1.68

0.43
0.30

0.43
0.30

0.00
0.25

0.14
0.10

0.00
0.05

1.09
0.10
0.05
0.50

1.10
3.50
1.68
1.68

0.43
0.43
0.30
0.35

0.43
0.43
0.30
0.15

0.00
0.00
0.25
0.35

0.14
0.14
0.10
0.10

0.00
0.00
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.10

1.68
1.50
1.00

0.30
0.30
0.40

0.30
0.30
0.15

0.25
0.25
0.35

0.10
0.10
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05

0.10
0.05
0.30

1.00
1.68
1.05

0.45
0.30
0.40

0.05
0.30
0.15

0.40
0.25
0.35

0.05
0.10
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05

0.30
0.05

1.05
1.68

0.30
0.30

0.30
0.30

0.25
0.25

0.10
0.10

0.05
0.05

0.10
0.30
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.60
0.05
0.45
0.30

1.05
1.05
1.68
1.68
1.40
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.68

5.8204
8.5038
2.9858
9.7510
12.2832
5.3857
6.5290
11.3384
5.0078
5.8393
4.4031
4.7716
5.6030
10.2045
4.4598
5.2062
11.3384
8.5038
12.2832
11.3384
4.4031
10.2045
11.3384

0.40
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.05
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.45
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1
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I n p u t sp ec ific at io n s, c u t o ffs an d w eigh t s

in i_D 0

D0LB

D 0 UB

in i_et a

et aL B

et aUB

in i_zet a

zet aL B

zet aUB

0.01
0.01

0.E+00
1.E‐06

0.0
1.0

0.60
0.60

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

5.0
5.0

0.01
‐‐‐
0.01
0.01

1.E‐06
‐‐‐
1.E‐06
1.E‐06

2.0
‐‐‐
1.0
2.0

0.60
‐‐‐
0.60
0.60

1.0E‐06
‐‐‐
1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06

2.0
‐‐‐
5.0
2.0

0.01
0.01
‐‐‐

1.E‐06
1.E‐06
‐‐‐

2.0
1.0
‐‐‐

0.60
0.60
‐‐‐

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
‐‐‐

2.0
5.0
‐‐‐

0.000
‐0.110
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.100
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.00
‐0.13
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.12
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.00
0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.01
0.01
‐‐‐

1.E‐06
1.E‐06
‐‐‐

2.0
1.0
‐‐‐

0.60
0.60
‐‐‐

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
‐‐‐

2.0
5.0
‐‐‐

0.01
0.01
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

1.E‐06
1.E‐06
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
3.E‐01
0.E+00
0.E+00
0.E+00
0.E+00
0.E+00
0.E+00

2.0
1.0
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.9
1.0
0.0
1.0
5.0
2.0
1.0

0.60
0.60
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
2.00
3.60
0.60

1.0E‐06
1.0E‐06
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
1.0E‐06
0.0E+00
0.0E+00
0.0E+00
1.0E‐02

3.0
5.0
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
5.0
5.0
2.0
2.0
5.0
5.0
2.5

‐0.200
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.100
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.100
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.150
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

‐0.50
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.12
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.12
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.20
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.00
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1
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Ad d it io n al in p u t p ar am et er s, Mo d els 5 an d 6 o n ly

α

|ε|
fr o m α

β

mm

γ

A0

B0

C0

D0

0.49950
0.17000

0.12475
0.01445

0.14895
0.01738

13.9996
11.0925

10.00110
1.35546

0.31688
0.28285

0.00006
0.00941

0.00000
0.00001

0.0000
0.9291

2.7411
0.5358
0.1700
1.3803

3.7569
0.1435
0.0145
0.9526

0.8282
0.5963
0.1809
0.8662

2.0001
8.0031
18.5678
8.0209

1.5027
1.3319
4.1052
4.8112

13.4482
13.0006
12.2589
120.0522

6.3358
0.0144
0.0078
0.0006

0.0000
0.0135
0.0024
0.1082

0.0006
‐‐‐
0.5061
0.1393

1.0105
0.3950
1.6547

0.5106
0.0780
1.3690

0.8625
0.1962
0.5806

13.1787
13.7292
8.0160

9.8753
6.0253
6.1189

123.7384
121.9356
200.0797

0.1091
0.0626
6.4998

0.0139
0.0141
0.1282

0.1386
0.1242
‐‐‐

1.0249
0.6458
2.1303

0.5253
0.2085
2.2691

0.2144
0.1906
0.8929

13.6786
12.6319
25.3618

13.9570
1.6058
1.3547

201.6092
200.8538
309.9321

0.4169
0.2498
19.8437

0.0360
0.0035
0.0023

0.2363
0.2273
‐‐‐

1.4215
0.5384

1.0103
0.1449

0.8692
0.1402

11.3862
12.3355

4.9433
1.6090

301.2680
307.0457

1.3060
0.1281

0.0813
0.0118

1.9970
1.9052
0.6016
0.45714
0.45982
0.64689
1.65530
0.93660
0.79324

1.9941
1.8150
0.1810
0.10449
0.10572
0.20923
1.37000
0.43861
0.31462

0.4244
0.5376
0.1560
0.11752
0.70117
0.28637
2.54440
0.25315
‐0.54791

49.4240
20.3094
15.9616
11.1763
1.9962
12.8947
18.1480
13.6027
8.7467

0.4625
1.3918
1.4041
1.29550
1.49880
5.27230
11.94220
5.23580
1.36900

448.5808
431.8146
430.1219
0.28322
13.00110
121.58970
200.29690
300.45360
438.17060

19.9971
18.0642
0.2218
0.02459
0.01111
0.10775
0.36563
0.66520
0.17187

0.0000
0.0040
0.0111
0.00001
0.00000
0.01304
0.00632
0.05623
0.03313

0.6424
0.4476
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
0.6587
0.8546
0.0000
0.1207
0.3234
0.5442
0.7085

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1
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Op t im ized fit t ed v alu es

Fit t in g m et r ic s an d d er iv ed q u an t it ies

et a

zet a

Zeff

N

ρ(0 ) (fr o m
m o d el fit )

K at o

b et aFFAZ

Ob j ec t iv e
Fu n c t io n

2.5000
3.8027

0.0000
‐0.0985
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.0578
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.99888
0.93912

0.99998
1.98090

0.31698
0.28381

1.00280
1.00180

0.9998
‐1.3581

0.0000004
0.0000076

2.9910
3.0000
2.7912
5.8915

2.0000
3.0012
3.9706
5.0045

13.4482
13.8653
13.0959
127.0148

1.0000
0.9593
1.0335
0.9968

‐0.2737
‐‐‐
‐2.2280
0.3704

0.000002
0.000445
0.000162
0.000629

5.8228
5.8216
6.9998

5.9996
6.9990
6.0442

126.1505
124.5905
208.3178

1.0148
1.0023
0.9827

‐0.1857
‐1.4516
‐‐‐

0.000167
0.000112
0.003917

6.8559
6.8819
8.0012

6.9876
7.9449
7.0013

208.3423
201.4070
311.4119

1.0358
0.9981
0.9958

‐0.1650
‐1.1829
‐‐‐

0.001085
0.001401
0.004265

8.0119
7.9726

8.0015
9.0086

311.8131
308.8458

0.9900
0.9958

0.000397
0.001047

8.9998
8.9268
8.8556
0.97707
2.75940
5.82110
6.81930
8.00340
9.04970

8.0152
9.0157
10.0284
1.97700
3.98380
6.99930
7.98080
8.99150
10.00020

448.5833
433.4802
432.9612
0.28447
13.00110
123.75820
202.37760
310.85890
440.70530

1.0000
0.9966
0.9949
1.00180
1.00000
0.99971
1.00830
0.99089
0.99578

‐0.2882
‐1.0509
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐1.2401
‐1.0502
‐1.5232
‐1.2766
‐1.1092
‐0.9963
‐0.9373

St at e
H0
H‐1
Li+1
Li0
L i‐1
C+1
C0
C‐1
N+1
N0
N‐1
O+1
O0
O‐1
F+1
F0
F‐1
H‐1
Li‐1
C‐1
N‐1
O‐1
F‐1

1.7609
‐‐‐
3.0645
1.7186
1.6876
1.6663
‐‐‐
1.9575
1.9786
‐‐‐
2.4859
2.2437
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
2.5054
3.9901
1.0000
1.6574
2.0110
2.4280
2.4745

‐0.1098
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.0844
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.0860
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐0.1374
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
‐‐‐

0.003979
0.018343
0.004283
0.0000038
0.0007649
0.0001703
0.0003647
0.0004237
0.0025640
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